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ABSTRACT
Intonation patterns of Black English were studied and

compared with those occurring in White English and formal Black
English. It was found that: (1) the Black English corpus was
characterized by a wider pitch range, extending into higher pitch
levels than either the White vernacular or the formal Black English
of the adult information; (2) a falsetto register was used in Black
English more often than either White English or formal Black English;
and (3) more rising and level final contours were used in Black
English, while White English and formal Black English used more
falling final contours. This study provides evidence, never
previously reported, of the use of intonation alone in Black English
to serve a grammatical function of marking the dependent clause of a
conditional sentence, without concomitant use of the lexical item
"if". It is concluded that intonation cannot be studied apart from
the social situation. The majority of the intonational
characteristics found in the Black English corpus can be traced
directly to systematic differences between black street culture and
white "mainstream" culture, rather than to any systematic differences
in phonology per se, and may be accounted for as resulting from
different "social rules" for speech with black street culture.
(Author/LG)
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this investigation was to determine and describe

some intonation patterns characteristic of Black English, and to

comnare those patterns with intonation patterns occurring in White

English and Formal Black English.

In designing the study, consideration was given to Labov's

"Observor's Paradox": the aim of linguistic research is to describe

the way people talk when they are not being systematically observed;

yet such data can only be obtained by systematic observation. Black

English in its purest form occurs in the vernacular style; yet when

speakers of Black English are aware that their speech is being observed,

they do not speak in the vernacular. In this study, an attempt was

made to make speakers less imrediately aware of the presence of the

observor. "Good data" in the linguistic sense was obtained by esta-

blishing a relaxed situation where a frank and informal conversation

centered upon the topics of sex, pimping and women's lib, and Black

consciousness. Tape recordings were made of a group of Black adoles-

cents in such an informal discussion, and of a group of White addles

cents in an informal discussion. In addition, a formal interview with

an adult Black male was tape recorded. The recorded speech samples

were then transcribed for intonation and the transcriptions ehecked for

reliability by two additional phoneticians. Spectrograms of utterances

upon which disagreement among transcribers occurred were also analyzed.

The data for terminal intonational contours were grouped according to

phrase types,.with chi square tests employed between and among groups.



The results of this study were (1) the Black English corpus was

characterized by a wider pitch range, extending into hiRher pitch

levels than either the White vernacular or the formal Black English

of the adult informant; (2) a falsetto register waA used in Black

English more often than either White English or formal Black English;

(3) more rising and level final contours were used in Black English,

while White English and formal Black English used more falling final

contours. Significantly, this study provides evidence, never before

reported, of the use of intonation alone in Black English to serve a

grammatical function of marking the dependent clause of a conditional

sentence, without concomitant use of the lexical item "if". This finding

has important implications for language testing with Black children,

especially in view of deficit theorists who contend that the absence

of logical connectives such as "if" in a child's vocabulary indicates

his inability to express the logical relationship at all.

One of the most imoortant conclusions of the study is that

intonation cannot be studied apart from the social situation. The

majority of the intonational characteristics found in the Black English

corpus can be traced directly to systematic: differences between Black

street culture and White "mainstream" culture, with rogard to the

function of the speech event within the two speech communities, rather

than to any systematic differences in phonology ner se. Speech events

which occur in Black street culture seem to call for specialized use of

intonation patterns which themselves are entirely consistent with

Standard English intonation rules; intonational patterns characteristic

of Black English may be accounted for in large part as resulting from

different "social rules" for speech within Black street culture.
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CHAPTER ONE -- INTRODUCTION

A primary object of recent sociolinguistic research has been an

American dialect spoken primarily by adolescents in the Black speech

communities in Northern urban areas. This dialect is presently

called Black English. Sociolinguists such as Labov, Wolfram and Shuy

have presented convincing evidence that Black English is widespread

throughout the urban North, and that it varies little in its segmental

characteristics whether it occurs in New York City, Detroit, Washington

D.C., Los Angeles, or in many other urban centers. William Labov has

defined Black English in this way, as

a sub-system of English used by pre-adolescent
and adolescent Negro sneakers in Northern ghetto areas
which is remarkably uniform over the age range 8-17,
especially for those who participate fully in the ver-
nacular culture. ...the basic object of our investi-
gation is the adolescent vernacular characteristic of
the Negro speech community. (Labov, 1968a)

It is important to note that the dialect is defined in terms of the

community which uses it. Not all American Black people speak Black

English; the dialect is spoken primarily by pre-adolescents and

adolescents in Northern ghetto areas who participate in the vernacular

culture. Similarly, Black English is not spoken only by Blacks;

Labov points out that it may also be spoken by Puerto Rican or White

adolescents who were raised in areas dominated by Black cultural norms.

Black English is thus a product of Black adolescent street culture, and

is not biologically or racially determined. (Labov, 1968a)

The segmental characteristics of the Black English dialect have

been fairly thoroughly described by a variety of comprehensive research
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projects. In addition, investigators have indicated that supraseg-

mental features (such as intonation and stress) may also be characte-

ristic of Black English. There is frequent reference, for example, to

the wider pitch range used in the dialect, or the more frequent occur-

rence of a high falsetto pitch. Labov, among others, has suggested

that "voice qualifiers and intonation patterns" are just as charac-

teristic of Black English as grammatical and lexical features.(Labov,

1968a)

The importance of such suprasegmental features for communication

is underlined by the following incident, which was reported recently

in a national periodical:

...noncommunication between Negroes and police has
often led to conflict in the past. For example 40.
because black English has a much wider tonal range
than white speech, a white pk.rson can easily misin-
terpret the high-pitched excitable sound of blacks
in conversation. Several years ago ... a white
Indianapolis policeman arrested several black youths
on the street because he thought they were involved
in a serious argument; in fact, they were merely
having a round of a favorite game called "Playing
the Dozens" that consists of seeing which player can
contrive the gaudiest obscenities with which to
describe the other players' relatives.

(Newsweek, February 21, 1972)

In this incident, it would appear that the wider tonal range used by

the Black English speakers led a white policeman to misinterpret} the

intentions of the speakers. Perhaps the reasons for this misinter-

pretation will become clearer if we examine the nature of prosody,

and especially of intonation, a little more closely.
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David Abercrombie describes speech as consisting of three

"strands";

(1) segmental features -- features like vowels and consonants,
which combine to make up syllables;

(2) features of voice quality -- features which are present
more or less all the time that a given person is
talking, such as "thinness", "breathiness",
"nasality";

(3) features of voice dynamics -- components arising out of
the way the voice is handled, such as loudness,

o rate, rhythm, and pitch fluctuation.
(Abercrombie, 1967)

Pitch fluctuation, one of the features of voice dynamics, is directly

related to intonation. K.L. Pike describes that relationship'

The changes in pitch which occur within a sentence are
not haphazard.variation. The patterns of variation, the
rules of change, are highly organized. Their intricacy
is so great that, although one speaks his language with
little effort, their analysis is extremely difficult
and may induce one to conclude that no actual organization
or rules are present, but that people use pitches by whim
and fancy. In each language, however, the use of pitch
fluctuation tends to become semi-standardized, or forma-
lized, so that all speakers of the language use basic
pitch sequences in similar ways under similar tArcum-
stances. These abstracted characteristic sentence melodies
may be called INTONATION CONTOURS.

(Pike, 1946)

While the segmental "strand" of speech is used in English to convey,

information about lexical content, Pike suggests that the supraseg-
s

mental "strand" of intonation conveys information about the speaker's

attitude. Most segmental sequences -- sentences, or parts of sen-

tences, for example -- may be pronounced with several different into-

nation contours, according to the speaker's momentary feeling about
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the subject matter. It is Pike's feeling that "we often react more

violently to the intonational meanings than to the lexical ones; if

a man's tone of voice belies his words, we immediately assume that

the intonation r'ore faithfully reflects his true linguistic inten-

tions." (Pike, 1946) Crystal, in summarizing the literature on into-

nation, points out that researchers have tended to componentialize

intonation into two primary functions; the indication of attitude, and

the indication of a grammatical relationship. However, in summarizing

his discussion, he concludes that the consensus of opinion is that the

primary function of intonation is the indication of attitude.(Crystal,

1969)

If intonation does communicate speaker attitude, and if Black

English differs from the standard dialects of American English in the

intonation patterns used, then it would appear that there would be a

high likelihood of misinterpretation of attitude and intention in

communication between speakers of the different dialects.*

Unfortunately, we know very little about intonation in Black

English. As we shall see in Chapter Three, the suorasegmental charac-

teristics of this dialect have not been subjected to rigorous investi-

gation by sociolin7uists.

In this study, Black English, the adolescent vernacular charac-

teristic of the Black street community in the North, will be examined

.with regard to the patterns of intonation which appear to characterize

it. The importance of such intonational characteristics for communi-

cation between speech communities will also be explored.

*This suggestion is explored more fully in Chapter Two.



CHAPTER TWO -- THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY

In the following discussion, two dialects will be of especial

importance. The first is Black English -- already defined as the

adolescent vernacular of the Black street community in the urban

North. The second is Standard English, a hypothetical American

speech norm whose intonation patterns are probably most thoroughly

described in K. Pike (1946).

The concept of "street community" or "street culture" may also

require further explication here. William F. Whyte, in his classic

study Street Corner Society; The Social Structure of an Italian Ghetto,

provided one of the earliest descriptions of a street community or a

street culture. Most street societies exist in the inner cities of

the urban North, within any of the minority ghetto areas. Street

societies as described by Whyte tend to have very close, tight social

structures in which the status of the individual members is fairly

firmly established. One's status tends to be baied upon personal

Dower and personality rather than upon institutional position or

academic education. Such societies identify themselves as distinct

from the majority culture, and tend to evolve a distinct value system,

a distinct languacce, dress and life-style in that sepaAteness. The

differing value-systems of street culture may often cause members

to be at odds with the police and the law. Most adolescents living

in an inner-city setting in the North seem to participate in the street

culture; many of them, as they grow older, seem to move away from the

street society and adopt more and more of the majority norms. Labov
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has reported that Black English occurs in its most homogeneous and

systematic form when it is spoken by adolescents and sub-adolescents

who participate fully in the Black street culture. The influences

of the dialect are evident in other parts of the Black community as

well -- but in other contexts, Black English seems to become influ-

enced by Standard English, so that it becomes a less "pure mixture

of two dialects (Labov, 1968a).

Implications for Sociolin7uistic Theory

The implications for sociolinguistic theory of dialect differences

in intonation may be approached from either a diachronic or a synchronic

point of view. Diachronically, one might ask about the origins of the

intonation differences observed; synchronically, one would ask only about

the way in which those differences function in the speech communities

at the present time.

For the purpose of this study, the primary focus will be synchro-

nic. That is, we will not be concerned so much with the historical

origins of the intonation patterns in Black English (which might, for

example, be traced to Test African tone languages spoken by the slaves),

as with the nature and functions of those intonation patterns within

the speech community. Whatever the historical origins of the intona-

tional differences, they continue to be differences because they serve

different functions within different speech communities. The present

discussion, then, will deal with the differential functioning of the

intonation patterns within the two dialects defined above, when they

are examined synchronically.
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We have assumed that the primary function of intonation is the

indication of.the speaker's attitude towards what he is saying, over

and above the lexical content of the utterance. If intonation

patterns differ significantly among different dialects of American

English, such dialectal differences would primarily affect the

communication of attitude or mood, within the context of the speech

situation.

It is assumed by many phoneticians that intonation cannot be

studied outside of the context of situation, and this assumption

brings the study of intonation well within the scope of sociolinguis-

tic investigation. Crystal underlines the importance of situational

variables, for example:

...any description of intonation without reference to
situational information is likely -to be too general and
ambiguous to be really useful. ...one should stress
the influential role of stylistic factors in assessing
the semantic force of an intonation contouro(Crystal, 1969)

In sociolinguistic terms, then, we would say that intonation must be

examined within the broader context of the speech act and the speech

event -- within the context of communication in specific social situa-

tions, involving specific topics and participants.* Insofar as

intonation functions to indicate the attitudes of the participants,

*The technical terms "speech act" and "speech event" are defined
in this way: "The smallest sociolinguistic unit that will be of
interest to us is a speech act: a joke, an interjection, an
opening remark..., a question, in general -- a segment of talk
that is also societally recognizable and reoccurring. Speech
acts are normally parts of somewhat larger speech events, such
as conversations, introductions, lectures, prayers, arguments,
etc. which, of course, must also be societally recognizable
and reoccurring." (Byrnes, in press)
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and insofar as it is itself influenced by stylistic and situational

considerations, it is defined by the speech act and the speech event

as these function within the wider speech community.

For example, we have seen'evidence of an incident in which

miscommunication may have occurred due to intonational differences

(p. 2). The Black English-speaking youths apparently were using a

wider range of pitch than the Standard English-speaking policeman

would have used in any situation except a serious argument.

Assuming that the two dialects differ in the way-they use this intona-

tion pattern, and assuming that intonation is tied to the communication

of attitude, there are two possible interpretations which could be

made within a sociolinguistic framework.

Internretation One: The rules for intonation might be different

in the different dialects, so that intonation patterns suggest different

attitudes to speakers of the respective speech varieties. A given

intonation pattern may suggest one attitude to a speaker of one dialect ,

and another attitude to a speaker of another dialect. If this is the

case, as speakers attempt to communicate across dialects they might,

because of intonational differences, perceive attitudes in one another

which were not ori:7inal1y thev. In this case, the possibilities of

mis-communication are quite high. In the incident cited above, it may

have been that the Standard English-speaking policeman understood a

wide pitch range to have a meaning of anger, bordering on violence.

The Black English-speaking youths, on the other hand, might not have

intended to communicate this attitude; rather a wide pitch range in
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their dialect may have been intended to communicate an attitude of

playfulness. Thus, the use of wide pitch range would communicate an

attitude of anger in Standard English, but would communicate a different

attitude in Black English.

There are two problems with this analysis. One is that it assumes

that the attitude which is communicated to Speaker B is different from

the attitude intended by Sneaker A. How do we know that the speaker of

Black English did not intend to communicate a hostile or aggressive atti-

tude? At the level of one-to-one interaction it is extremely difficult

to separate intent and effect. The second problem has to do with the

basically atomistic nature of such an analysis. It attempts to explain

too little when it examines Speaker A and Speaker B in isolation from the

larger contexts of Speech Community A and Speech Community B. It may

well be that the broad differnces in intonation patterning between

the two dialects reflect broad differences in attitude towards the speech

event itself within the two speech communities.

Interpretation Two: The social rules governing the fvAction of the

speech event may vary in the two speech communities, thereby affecting

intonation patterns differentially. This alternative approach avoids

dealing with the problem of senarating sneaker's intended communication

of attitude, and the listener's perception of attitude. In thla

approach, one might describe the differences in intonation patterns

between the two dialects, and ask how those patterns function in the

different dialect communities. With this anproach we may wel: find that

the given intonation patterns do communicate the sane attitudes to

speakers of both dialects; the Black English speakers may in fact
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be excited, or intend their tone of voice to be aggressive within a

particular speech situation. The systematic difference in patterning

of intonation between dialects may then be attributable to systematic

differences between the different dialect communities with regard to

their attitudes about the function of the speech event.

In fact, there is quite a bit of evidence that the speech event

serves a distinctly different function in many instances within the

Black street culture, as compared with its function within White

American culture at large. Several researchers have commented upon

the importance of verbal ability on the streets, in games such as

the "Dozens", for example. T. Kochman (1969) points out that in the

Black street culture, a very different sort of oral tradition has

developed than in the White middle-class community. Basically, it

is susgested that verbal ability has become a matter of survival in

the Black ghetto. One survives there by his wits, by his ability to

out-talk the other, and thereby to outwit him. (Labov, 1968b), One's

power is perhaps more personal (as opposed to economic or institution-

al as in the 7aoritv culture); one may exert more power over other

individuals in interaction with them by one's personal appearance,

by "body language", and by verbal skills like "marking", "sounding",

the "Dozens" and a variety of other highly-developed verbal techniques.

(Labov, 1968b),

The prestige norms within the culture of the Black
inner-city child place a high premium on the ability
to use words. The channel through which this ability
is promoted and developed and through which recognition
is given is oral-aural. Expertise via this channel is
more highly re=arded and developed in Black culture
than in the White middle-class culture. (Kochman, 1969),
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Status on the street is not inherited or conferred but
has to be earned. Acquiring status is a prime motivation
for the Black street youngster. Verbal ability, like
ability to dance, fight, sing and run, is highly prized
in the Black community because such ability helps to
establish one's "rep" (status). At the same time life
on the streets is full of hazards and control over
events is desireable, ...Verbal ability helps the Black
child maximize control in these contexts, especially
expert development of the directive function which per-
mits him to establish control over people through the
art of persuasion, manipulation, deception, and a deve-
loped sensitivity as to what motivates others.

(Kochman, 1969)

If the speech event in the Black street culture serves such a

different function from that of the speech event in the White middle-

class culture, it would be surprising indeed if intonational diffe-

rences did not mark that different function. Within the context of

the Black street culture, the participant in the speech event brings

to his communication attitudes and motivations which are different

from the set of attitudes which a participant brings to a typical

speech event within the context of White middle-class culture: (Koch-

man, 1969), The difference in attitude "set" should be reflected in

a difference in intonational patterning -- if indeed, intonation and

attitude are as closely tied as Pike would claim.

For example, in the "Dozens" game, the participants are com-

peting and play-acting as they insult one another; they know they

are not serious, but the game requires a demonstration of strength

and of outrage. Hence, the wider pitch range occurs often in this

context. Similarly, if one is "competing" in verbal ability in the

streets, there is an element of aggressiveness and competitiveness
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in one's communication which is expected, and which one would expect.

to see reflected in the intonation patterns used. If there is a higher

usage of level final contours used in Black English (as Loman_suggests

in his unpublished manuscript), Pike's observations about level final

contours may be especially relevant:

(...LEVEL contours add a meaning of UNIFICATION
as well as RUGGEDNESS internally in sentences, and
STRONG IAPLICATION at the ends of sentences,
which is added to -- or contradicts -- the meaning
of the words themselves).(Pike, 1946)

Level final contours which carry with them a moaning of strength and

strong implication would appear to be entirely appropriate to the ag-

gressive, competitive nature of the "sounding" or "Dozens" types of

speech events which occur within Black street culture. There are at

least two possible reasons fob the use of such an intonatiohal pattern

in these speech events: (a) it could serve to strengthen the individu-

al's "power" by its implication of strength, assurance and unification,.

and (b) it could put others in the situation on the defensive by virtue

of its meaning of STRONG DtPLICATION -- especially in word games where

the purpose is precisely to imply indirectly uncomplimentary messages

about the other participants, their mothers, and so forth. A level

final contour would be the most appropriate one for such a speech

event -- it would be entirely suited to the purpose of many speech

events which occur within a ghetto culture.

Another example of differences in intonational patterning which

might be traceable directly to the nature of the speech event within

the Black community, is the possible higher incidence of rising or level
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level final contours in Black ghetto English in "call and response"

communication. As Kochman points out, there is a much more active

role assigned to the "audience" in the Black speech event:

Black speech events such as rapping to a peer-group
frequently involve active audience participation.
For example, the "call and response" pattern and accom-
panying rhythms, which may also include handclapping,
nodding and swaying, and which derive from the Black
church service and the role the audience plays in that
event, are often extended to secular speech events
such as rapping to a peer group. The traditional
notion of a passive-receptive audience for the class-
room is modeled after the white prototype. As indi-
cated above, Black audiences are active-participative.

(Kochman, 1969)

Intonational cues may be, used by a speaker within the Black speech event

to indicate the speaker's expectation of participation from his audience.

One of the "meanings" which Pike assigns to a rising or level final con-

tour is that of incompleteness or of expectation of response.

Rising contours generally imply that the speaker consi-
ders them incomplete by themselves, and needing supple-
mentation of some type, by himself or by the hearer.
The supplementation may be in terms of a further clause
uttered by the speaker, or an answer which the hearer
is to furnish, or an inference to be drawn by the
hearer. (Pike, 1946)

In the rapid repartee of the speech event in Black street culture,

there are few utterances in isolation; immediate response from the

audience is usually expected in some form -- whether in the form of

an answer, or an inference on the part of the audience about the topic.

In tech a speech event, the speaker performs and his performance is

responded to. Every utterance may be subject to supplementation or

comment from the audience; and the speaker's expectation of such sup-

plementation may be reflected in his usage of rising or level final
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contours. Note here again that, while it is assumed that the into-

nation contour itself communicates the same "meaning" to speakers of

both dialects, this interpretation.would suggest that the nature of

the speech event within the Black community Gould cause the contour to

be used much more often, and in utterances where it would probably

not be used in a White middle-class speech event.

A final example of intonational differences which might be

attributable to the nature of the speech event in the Black street

community is the use of a high pitch, or falsetto register, in

certain contexts. Labov and others have reported that this high

pitch (often shifting into the falsetto register) tends to occur

only in informal speaking situations, when participants in a group

are speaking in the vernacular. Johnson (1971) has pointed out

that the falsetto often occurs in greetings as well:

One of the most friendly greetings that can be given
to another Black is to walk up to him and verbally
greet him with a warm statement (often this verbal
statement is delivered in a falsetto voice, the
friendly or "game" level)...

Johnson makes a direct correlation between the falsetto register and

friendliness or playfulness,appropriate to the verbal "games" played

in the Black street community. Another possible, and somewhat broader

interpretation, is that the high pitch or falsetto might function to

establish a kind of rapport witnin a group within the Black community.

Mitchell-Kernan, for exam)le, has pointed out the importance of the

speech event within the Black community in identifying the participants

as members of that community:
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Control of the many facets of Black speech serves to
create a consciousness of kind and rapport with other
Blacks. Adeptness in the matter seems to be predicated
on background knowledge and skills derivable from par-
ticipation in Black culture. In this respect, the
language of the community serves to promote unity
among Blacks and to underline their community of in-
terests and a point of cleavage with the relevant
other who are, for many purposes, foreigners in this
regard. These divergencies create a sense of estrange-
ment because they make communication less efficient
and more ambiguous when individuals from the different
speech communities come into contact....

(Mitchell-Kernan, 1969)

The use of the high pitch or falsetto register could be said to fulfill

this kind of function in the Black speech event. It does not appear to

be used in the same way at all in the white community -- rather, the

high pitch and falsetto register appear to be particular to the Black

speech event. It could be suggested that they serve to comrunicate an

attitude of "belonging", of pride of membership in, or identification

with, the Black community. As we shall observe shortly, Kochman has

noted that intonation is one of the primary cues which may be used to

satisfy the "ethnicity" of the Black context; it could be claimed that

the falsetto register is particularly central to the establishment of

that "ethnicity". In gfeetings between members of the Black street

culture, for example. its use would signal that both the greeter and

the greeted are in fact "brothers", and members of the same Black

street community, different from the rest of mainstream "culture".

In summary, it is suggested that the evaluation of differences in

intonation between dialects attains more descriptive power when consi-

deration is given to the function of intonation within the speech event
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as it occurs in different speech communities and different cultures.

Within this framework, it is not necessary to po3tulate different

rules for the different dialect communities to account for the

relation of attitude and intonation. Rather, as we have seen, it is

possible to describe the intonation patterns of both dialects using

the same rules (Pike's, for example) -- as long as the differences in

function of the speech event in the dialects are taken into considera-

tion. Thus, systematic differences in intonation patterning between

dialects may be seen as functions of systematic differences between

the two dialect communities in th'e attitudes they bring to

the speech event within the community.

An individual's "knowledge" of the way in which intonation

functions within the speech event within his speech community is

thus a part of what Dell Hymes would term his "communicative compe-

tence" -- a competence which is "integral with attitudes, values, and

motivations concerning language, its features and uses, and integral

with competence for, and attitudes toward, the interrelation of

language with the other codes of communicative conduct."(Hymes, in

press)
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Practical Implications

If intonation patterns differ significantly between Black

English and Standard English, there are ac least two practical

consequences.

The first consequence is perhaps best illustrated by the incident

described on page two of this document. All dialect divergencies may

be seen as potential areas of mis-communication, and divergencies of

intonation are no exception. Segmental dialect differences attract

one's attention much more obviously as potential sources of problems

in communication between dialects, because segmental features carry

lexical meaning primarily. Suprasegmental dialect differences (such

as intonation) may be much less obvious sources of mis-communication;

because intonation affects the communication of attitude and not pri-

marily the communication of lexical meaning, "tone of voice" tends to

be reacted to, but not often analyzed. (Pike, 1946) Thus, while the

white policeman in the incident might have expected the black youths

to use a different vocabulary, or even a different graAmar, he would

have been much less likely to expect then to use different intonation

patterns in communicating mood and attitude. If he interpreted their

"tone of voice" as angry, he reacted to that message accordingly, and

probably did not stop to analyze intonation patterns.

As our society becomes more openly pluralistic and as majority and

minority cultures contact each other more and more, this difficulty

will become of more and more importance. Consider the newly inte-

grated classroom, and a white Standard-speaking teacher who is faced
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with a classroom of students who speak Black English. In this situation,

teacher and students have a mutual need to understand how their language

affects their relationship. The teacher may be faced with the problem

of understanding a dialect which he has perhaps never contacted to

any great extent. In understanding the students, and in understanding

their language difficulties, he needs to have some sort of systematic

understanding of the ways in which their language differs from his.

For tha teacher, an understanding of intonational differences and

their function within the Black community is a part of that systematic

understanding. Consider, for example, the reaction of such a Standard.

speaking teacher to a question like:

You the aachlr?

A falling contour is used here with a general question a contour

which, in this context, might be considered aggressive, peremptory, and

probably rude in the teacher's eyes. There might be classrooms where

such a student might conceivably be sent to the office because of his

rude "tone of voice". At this point, the teacher needs to understand

that (a) an aggressive, strong, assertive "tone of voice" may be very

functional for a student who participates in Black street culture, and

(b) such a student can be expected to use intonation patterns which are

systematically non-standard. Such an understanding on the part of the

teacher is a beginning point for communication, and perhaps also for a

similar understanding on the part of the student regarding the role of

"tone of voice" in Standard White English communication.

A second practical consequence of intonational differences between
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dialects is also related to classroom interactions between standard

and nonstandard speakers. Goodman describes the problem this way:

Dialects differ in intonation. Perhaps what makes an
unfamiliar dialcct most difficult to understand is its
unexpected pitch, stress and rhythm. Teachers often
complain when they first begin to work with divergent
speakers that they can't understand a word. ...Since
intonation is essential in understanding oral language,
it is logical to assume that it must be supplied men-
tally by readers as they read in order for comprehen-
sion to take place. How much comprehension is inter-
fered with if the teacher insists on intonation patterns
in oral reading which are unnatural to the divergent
reader can only be conjectured at this time.(Goodman, 1967)

To the extent that intonation patterning in Black street dialect is

used to establish rapport, group-feeling and familiarity, the insistence

of a teacher on unfamiliar intonation patterns is extremely likely to

make the reading matter seem all the more foreign, stilted and gener-

ally uninteresting to the non-standard reader. Here again,

it is systematic understanding on the part of the teacher which is

necessary, in order to help facilitate comprehension and

interest for the nonstandard reader.
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Methololo7ical Implications

A descriptive study of intonational patterns in two dialects

has implications for sociolinguistic methodology in two respects.

First, it is important to note that in the field of dialectology,

there have been few if any studies done which compare the intonation

patterns of two or more dialects of a language. Most studies have

limited themselves to comparing segmental features only. We shall

see in the next chapter that the study of the Black English dialect

is no exception to this general trend. The approach which is used in

this study in comparing the intonation patterns of two dialects of

English, may be helpful in suggesting an approach to the examination

of intonation patterns characteristic of other dialects as well.

Second, in the study of Black English, changes in intonation

patterning are already being used by some investigators as channel

cues to indicate when the vernacular style is being used by speakers

of Black English.(Labov, 1968a) At this point, there is no objective

justification for the use of intonational cues in this way. For exannle,

a wider pitch range is one of the cues being used. And yet, as we shall

see in the next chapter, no systematic studies have been done to indi-

cate that a wider pitch range is in fact a characteristic of the verna-

cular stile of Black English. An investigation of intonational charac-

teristics of the vernacular styles of both Black and White English

should provide more concrete evidence to justify the use of this cue

in this way. In addition, such a study should be able to provide a

more thorough description of other aspects of intonation which may be

similarly important to sociolinguistic methodology.



CHAPTER THREE: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

We have observed that Abercrombie distinguishes three "strands"

of features of speech: segmental, voice quality, and voice dynamic

features; with intonation falling within the domain of the features

of voice dynamics. Abercrombie also observes that different cultures

and languages may differ in the extent to which they utilize these

different "strands" in communication. Features of voice dynamics

may serve very different functions in different languages, and may

be more central to the communication of lexical content in some

languages than in others.

Research into the general nature of social class dialects shows

some evidence that such dialects may also differ in the importance

assigned to the intonation "strand", and also perhaps in the patterns

used within that "strand".

Bernstein in characterizing the "restricted code" said to be

used by lower class children in Great Britain, claims that information

is transmitted "essentially through variations in extra verbal chan-

nels" -- that is, through rhythm, intonation, pitch, body language --

rather than through the segmental "strand", as is more typical of the

"elaborated code" used by the upper and middle classes.(Bernstein,1962)

Hynes cites implications of this model for sociolinguistic theory,

and comments:

...one of the essential features of Bernstein's model for
restricted and elaborated types of codes is that the gram-
matical and lexical restrictiveness of the first type is
accompanied by intensified perceptual activity with regard
to other cues of subjective intent, such as the paralin-
guistic. ...In such a case the two parties to a communi-
cative exchange may be putting information in different
places, and likewise looking for that of the other in dif-
ferent places.(Hymes. in press)
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Hynes goes on to observe that information may be transferred via more

than one "strand"; "what is signalled lexically in one case may be

signalled with expressive intonation in another, and so on."

A study by Brooks, Brandt and Wiener was initiated to test Bern-

stein's cLim that more information is transferred via the extra verbal

channels in the restricted code. The Brooks et al study was particu-

larly designed to test whether the feature of intonation appeared to

be more important to lower-class children than to others.

...little attention has been directed to individual or
group differences in the relative use of or response to
different channels. In this context. Wiener and Mehrablan
hold that there is no apparent a priori basis for belie-
ving that individuals or groups speaking the same language
(e.g., English) necessarily use the semantic or nonse-
mantic channels in the same ways, As a matter of fact,
they hypothesize that, if the two groups have had dif-
ferential experience with any particular channel, their
responses to messages transmitted in that channel will
differ,(Erooks et al, 1969)

The results of this study indicate that the "strand" of intonation may

be more important to speakers of some class dialects than to others.

Brooks et al found significant social class differences in the response=1

of children to verbal reinforcers communicated either with congruent

tonal inflection, or without it. Lower socioeconomic class youngsters

did not respond as well to words without tonal inflection, as middle-

class youngsters did. The Brooks study suggests that speakers of a

lower social class dialect may attach more importance to intonation

than do speakers of a middle- or upper-class dialect. (It would be

important to know, however, whether the study was successful in iso-

lating intonation from attitude.)
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Not only may the strand of intonation be more important to the

process of communication in certain social class dialects -- but the

particular patterns or contours used within that strand may also vary

from one social class dialect to another. P.L. Pfaff (1954) found

that when junior high students were given the task of assigning an

emotion to a particular vocal effect without "contextual material"

(that is, without verbal content), the degree of "success" depended

on socio-economic status. Youngsters low in socio-economic status

were least successful in assigning the "correct" emotion to a given

prosodic pattern.

One possible interpretation of those findings is that intonation

patterns may communicate different attitudes or emotions to youngsters

who speak different social class dialects. E. Kramer (1963) , in

reviewing Pfaff's study, suggests just that: "'tonal affect language'

may be different for different classes in a society."

In summary, then, there seems to be some evidence that social

class dialects may differ in the relative importance of intonation,

as well as in the patterns of intonation used. However, sociolinguists

in this country involved in the study of Black Erglish as a social

dialect have never completed a systematic investi7ation of the function

and nature of intonation in Black English.

Most of the observations about intonation in Black English which

have appeared in the literature have been relatively impressionistic

and unsupported by data. Labov has dealt most directly with intonation-

al characteristics of the dialect, but he himself is quick to note the
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unsystematic nature of his observations. In his studies of Black

English in New York City' Labov used change of intonation patterning

as the main cue in determining when a style shift to the vernacular

had taken place.

...the paralinguistic criteria for confirming the exis-
tence of a style shift independent of the phonological
and grammatical data were different in the Harlem study.
Instead of selecting five channel cues, only one was
used; change in intonation pattern. We observed drama-
tic shifts frog the limited range of intonation contours
characteristic of SE /Standard English/ and WNS /White
Nonstandard/ to a much wider range, including falsetto,
which is characteristic of NNE /Nonstandard Negro Eng-
lish/. This pattern is so regular that it proved to be
the most reliable indication of a style shift. ...The
results confirm the fact that intonation changes, even
on an impressionistic basis, are good indicators of a
style shift.(tabov, 1968a)

It is significant for this study that Labov found this pattern to be

such a reliable feature of the vernacular style of Black English.

The importance of this "wider range, including falsetto" in the

informal or vernacular style, has been emphasized by other researchers

and scholars as well. For example, Austin (1969), in an article on

the suprasegmental phonemes of English, when he does mention intonation

in Black English, states:

American Negro spdech is characterized by intermittent
use of high pitch,

(Man, you can't do nuttin bout dat.)

At least one researcher, however, has findings which seem to contradict

the general assumption that high pitch or falsetto characterize the BE

vernacular. Susan Houston (1968) has suggested that if we divide the

speech of school children into school register and non-school register,

speakers of Child Black English will use a lower pitch in their non-school
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register than in their school register. In other words, the overall

pitch, or mean pitch, of the children's speech was lower outside of

the school than it was in a school situation. If a high pitch, or

falsetto, is characteristic of Black English in informal situations,

one would expect the mean pitch to be higter, outside of a formal

school sitvation.

Only one systematic investigation of intonation in Black English

was ever undertaken. In 1967, Bengt Loman published his Conversations

in A ,Negro American Dialect -- a collection of "modified standard" tran-

scriptions of the speech of eight speakers of Black English and one

speaker of White Standard English. These data were collected over a

period of four months, recorded and transcribed with pitch and stress

levels marked. The original intent of the Loman study was to describe

the intonation and stress patterns of Black English, but the study was

subsequently revised, and the data were published in transcribed form,

with no further attempt at analysis or description. However, a prelim-

inary analysis exists as an unpublished manuscript at the Center for

Applied Linguistics in Washington, D.C. In this analysis, Leman

categorized the final contours which were used in the conversations,

according to phrase type. and then compared his findings with the

rules for Standard American English intonation. His findings, although

they must be considered prelimin,xy, are worth repjicating here. Loman

finds three phenomena to be especially significant in distinguishing

Black English from Standard English: (1) the high frequency of primary
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stresses, (2) a continuous shift between pitch 3 and pitch 2, corre-

lated with a shift between syllables of primary stress and weaker stress,

and (3) a frequent use of pitch level 4 as a substitute for pitch level

3, usually pronounced in a falsetto register,(Loman, unpublished)*

Loman suggests that these features of Black English intonation are

sufficiently deviant from the Standard English system to imply that

they may have derived from West African prosodic systems, In strimari-

zing the relationship of particular final pitch contours and phrase

types, Loman finds: (1) the most common contour used with declarative

sentences and fragments to be a -32 contour -- which sounds "particu-

larly strange and unfinished" to a standard speaker, who would normal-

ly use a -31 contour; (2) general questions to be characterized by fi-

nal contours which are mostly level, and rarely rising, while falling

contours are used when the general question functions as a statement

of fact; (3) soecial questions to be characterized by -32 or -2 contours;

and (4) a -32 contour to be the most common final used with commands.

Pike's intonation rules for Standard American English would surest

that the most common contours here should be (1) -31 finals for de-

clarative sentences and -32 finals for fragments; (2) rising -23 or

-34 finals for general questions; (3) falling, contours, especially -31,

for special questions; and (4) contours falling to level -1 for

commands, (pike, 1946) Thus, the Black English speakers in Loman's

study seem to have used -32 or "unfinished" finals for most phrases,

and level rather than rising contours for general questions.

*In the notation system being used here, there are four levels of
pitch, with Level 1 the lowest, and Level 4 the highest. Level 2

is taken to be the average or median pitch level.
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It is worth mentioning at this point that the speech situation

in which Loman obtained his data seems to have been somewhat stilted.

The subjects were mostly children, being asked questions by an adult

white female who spoke Standard English. The subjects seem to have

been very aware of the microphone much of the time, and also of the

fact that they were being paid for speaking. The speech situation, in

short, does not seem to have been a particularly informal one, or one

which was likely to elicit a vernacular speaking style. It seems likely

that the subjects were in a somewhat alien situation, and one which

could have been construed as threatening; the data which were obtained

from this situation cannot be considered wholly reliable samples of a

vernacular Black English. Nevertheless, even with this problem, the

Loman study is the best attempt to date to undertake a systematic

description of the intonation system in Black English, and his findings

are the basis for some preliminary conjectures in this study.

Other investigators who have dealt with intonation have not at-

tempted to obtain specific data about specific points of difference

between Black English intonation and Standard English intonation;

but, rather, these have concerned themselves with the possible

functions of intonational differences within the Black community,

C. Mitchell-Kernan (1969), for example, discusses the way in

which Black dialect serves as a marker of cohesiveness in the Black

community, and comments upon the importance of "tone of voice" to

meaning in that context:
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Crucially, paralinguistic features must be made to
appropriately conform to the rules. Change in pos-
ture, speech rate, tone of voice, facial expression,
etc., may signal a change in meaning.

Kochman (1969) expands upon this suggestion. He distinguishes between

a linguistic concept of Black dialect, which concentrates upon its

grammar, and a "social" or "popular" concept of Black dialect, which

focuses on rhythm, intonation and pronunciation.
Blacks who do not gramnaticallv speak Black dialect
still can satisfy the "ethnicity" of the Black con-
text by modifying the latter aspects. Malcolm's
speech, Message to the Grass Roots, satisfies the
social concept of Black dialect more so than the
linguistic concept, and is a good example of this.
To show that it is really these factors and not
structural ones that establish the social concept of
Black dialect, one has only to observe those who attempt
to satisfy the grammatical and lexical requirements,
e.g. "She a fox," for "She's a beautiful girl,"
WITHOUT modifying the rhythm, intonation and pronun-
ciation patterns, to know that they have failed to
satisfy the "ethnicity of the black speech event.

Thus, as We have observed in Chapter Two, one of the functions of into-

nation suggested by these researchers relates to the purpose of esta-

blishing cohesiveness or "ethnicity" within the context of the Black

speech event.

To summarize, then, sociolinguists appear to agree that intonation

is important in characterizing Black English, particularly in the verna-

cular style in informal speech situations. However, they do not des-

cribe the particular intonation patterns used in those contexts in

any systematic way, nor do they contrast those patterns to the intone..

tion patterns actually used in similar situations by speakers of White

English.





CHAPTER FOUR: PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS

In beginning this investigation, it was expected that the

intonation systems of Black English and White English would have

much in common, and would differ from one another in a systematic

It was considered to be appropriate, before designing

and undertaking the present investigation, to obtain some indi-

cation of what those differences were likely to be.

Hence, a series of informal studies was conducted by this inves-

tigator in order to isolate intonational features which might serve to

differentiate Black English and White English. These investigations

viiried in formality and structure, yet they served to indicate some

fairly consistent differences in intonation patterning between the two

dialects -- differences consistent enough to warrant more systematic

investigation. In these studies, attention was directed first to

those intonation contours and pitch levels used in BE utterances which

appeared to be different from the intonation contours and pitch levels

which would be typical of equivalent Standard English utterances occur-

ring in the same situations. The criterion for this judgment was the

intuition of the linguistically- trained native speaker of White English

who was conducting the study. In order to substantiate those intui-

tions with more objective data, tape recordings were made of speakers of

White English in similar situations. This second group of recordings

was then examined in order to verify whether or not the same intonation

contours and pitch levels were in fact used by the White English speakers

in the same way as by the Black English speakers.
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I. Study One

The purpose of the first pi1et study was to obtain a sample of

spontaneous speech from a small population of speakers of Black English

and to examine the intonation patterns used, in order to determine

whether any features of those patterns might merit future study as

being characteristic of Black English, but not Standard English.

Elicitation of Data: The subjects were approximately eight boys, aged

about 13 years, who were students at Washington Junior High School in

the predominantly Black Central Area of Seattle. All the subjects were

Black, and all spoke a variety of Black English. A tape recorder

was left on top of a table in the library (a social gathering-place),

recording (at 3 3/4 fps) the boys' conversation with the experimenter

and with each other. The situation was extremely flexible, and the

subjects came and went at will during the recording. The boys knew

they were being recorded, and in fact began showing off, "sounding on"

each other and then listening to the "sounds" on tape. After awhile

they began to appear less conscious of the recorder, and a few utte-

rances and interchanges of related speech were obtained on tape for

further acoustic analysis. The game of recording and playing back

"sounds" appeared to be effective in eliciting a vernacular style from

time to time.

Analysis of Data: Only a few of the utterances thus obtained were

clear enough -- that is, unobscured by background noise, laughter and

other utterances -- for acoustic analysis. Of these "clear" utterances.

a number appeared to this investigator to utilise distinctive intonation
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contours -- contours which appeared different from contours which would

be used by speakers of Standard English in similar circumstances. The

experimenter, whose fundamental frequency was very close to the boys'

average fundamental frequency, re-recorded several of these utterances

in Standard English for purposes of preliminary comparison.

The following procedure was used to obtain melody lines for the

utterances. The tape was speeded up to 7i ips when it was recorded on

a sound spectrograph (Kay electric Sonagraph). A linear frequency

scale was used, with a scale magnifier setting at 5 KC as an upper

limit and at 1 KC as a lower limit. A narrow band analysis was then

made, The melody lines were then obtained by tracing the first partial

onto a separate piece of paper, on which time and frequency were marked.

The melody lines thus obtained for the Black English utterances, and for

four of the author's Standard English utterances, are displayed in

Figure I.

Discussion: Observations of these preliminary data must obviously be

sketchy. Because the data were obtained in a school situation, they

cannot be considered to be necessarily valid samples of a vernacular

style. However, several features stand out. The terminal pitch con-

tours do not appear to lower as much as might be expected from the rules

of Standard English intonation. Note especially the rapid interchange

in Samples I, J. K and L, where Fo seems to be sustained instead of

lowering. This sort of "level" final pitch contour may be characteris-

tic of the sort of rapid bantering and teasing activity that was going

on. Or, alternatively, it may be characteristic of the Black English

dialect to use proportionately more level final
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FIGURE Is

Black English and Standard English melody lines:

Pilot Study Number One

Black English

Standard English
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pitch contours than the Standard English dialect.

The "intermittent use of high pitch" or "wide pitch range" mentioned

by several investigators. did not appear to occur significantly in

this sample -- whether measured by perceptual criteria or acoustic

analysis. Samples C and D are perhaps the mast likely utterances to

exemplify this phenomenon; however, they did not appear to this inves-

tigator to be particularly characteristic of Black English as opposed

to the White English which would be spoken by youngsters this age. It

is conceivable that in this relatively restrained situation (a school

library after all!), the "wide range" or "use of high pitch" may have

been inhibited.

A striking difference between the BE dialect and the Standard

English dialect, at least in this very limited sample, occurs in the

intonation used for "yes/no" questions. It is common to find, in

most discussions of Standard English intonation rules, a sharp dis-

tinction made between two types of question; special questions and

general questions.

(1) Special questions are questions which contain an interrogative

word such as "what, why, when, where, how, which," as in

What's your name? How are you?

These questions typically use a falling terminal contour, although

stylistic and situational variables may modify this pattern somewhat,

as in requests for repetition (cf. Pike, pp. 46-47 for a discussion of

exceptions to this rule. ) 4
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(2) General questions are questions which do not contain an interro-

gative word, which may be answered "yes" or "no", and which typically

(though not necessarily) involve inverse word order; e.g.

Is this on? Can you hear it? Are you the teacher?

These questions typically are marked by rising terminal contours --

though, here again, stylistic and situational variables may modify this

pattern somewhat.*

Thus, the rule which appears in texts of Standard English is:

(1) One uses a falling final contour for special questions;

(2) One uses a rising final contour for general questions. 55

This rule appears to describe the Standard English equivalents recorded

by this investigator and graphed in Sample A: however, it does not appear

* There has been some controversy over the issue of whether or not
terminal contours do rise for general questions in SE. A study by
Fries presented data obtained from a TV quiz show, in wnich the majo-
rity of the final contours on general questions FELL instead of rising
(in accordance with the rule). Fries hypothesized at the time that
the so-called rule of intonation was dascriptively inadequate; he sug-
gested that in investigating intonation, the intuition of the native
speaker linguist is extremely fallible, and that real data might often
(as in this case) disprove "rules" formulated only on the basis of
intuition.(Fries, 1964)

Subsequent to Fries' study, Harris did several studies in which
he extracted data on general question intonation from a variety of si-
tuational contexts, instead of just one. The results of this study
indicated that rising intonation was indeed favored for general ques-
tions, in accordance with the rule. In his discussion, Harris pointed
out that Fries' data were taken from a very restricted situation, in
which a succession of general questions to dr.w out specific informa-
tion was being asked. However, when general questions occurred inter-
mittently in extended discourse, the predicted rising final contour did
in fact predominate.(Harris, 1971)

This controversy underlines the procedural difficulties involved
in studying intonation. Great care must be taken to take into consi-
deration the situational and attitudinal variables, as well as the
grammatical structure of the utterances obtained in recording. Intona-
tion reflects attitude and is extremely sensitive to situation; in a
contrastive study particularly, great care must be taken to control
not only the grammatical variables, but also the situational variables.
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to describe the Black English general question intonation contours

also graphed in Sample A. An examination of Sample A shows that the

terminal contours of these BE general questions are characterized by

a falling Fo. In accordance with Interprotatinn 1 (p..8)'one might

suggest that there is a different rule for the intonation of gen-

eral questions in Black English if it can be demonstrated that

the speakers intended these utterances as general questions, and if

the contours are not indicative of an attitude which is at odds with

the lexical meaning of thi' words. An alternative explanation

to account for the systematic difference in patterning might be (in

accordance with Interpretation Two) . a systematic difference

in attitude for the speaker of Black English who is asking general

questions in this situation. It may be more functional in a Black

street community to use a somewhat stronger (falling) contour when

asking general questions in threatening situations; a falling contour

in this kind of situation helps the epeaker to take the offensive in

interaction and to put on a stronger "front".

II. Study Two

The purpose of the second study was to obtain an indication of the

intonation patterns used by speakers of White English in a similar

situation, with particular reference to the intonation of general ques-

tions.

Elicitation of Data: The subjects were all White adolescents, four

female and five male, ranging in age from 16 to 24 years. All were

speakers of White English. They were participating in a class at
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Tune Inn, an alternative school for potential dropouts associated

with Roosevelt High School in Seattle. During the recorded session,

the class was situated in a room furnished with stuffed chairs and

pillows. The class was discussing a movie and relating incidents

where they had come close to death, or been in accidents. The

situation was informal; the speech was in the vernacular style; and

the students were unaware that they were being recorded. Tho teachers

did not feel that the students were inhibited by the presence of the

investigator in the room.

The data were recorded on a SONY Stereo Tapecorder, model TC-772

at 71 ips. The signal-noise ratio of the recorded data was very good.

Approximately 45 minutes of conversation were recorded.

Analysis of Data; No instrumental analysis was performed on this

corpus. Rather, the inves-

tigator isolated all the general questions which appeared spontaneously

in this corpus, and classified them all as having either rising, falling

or level terminal contours.

Results; During the conversation, there were 83 general questions

used spontaneously. Of the 83, an analysis of the terminal intonation

contours revealed that 74 had, rising contours, 2 had falling contours,

and 7 had level contours.

Discussion; This confirms that, for this corpus, in accordance with the

rule for general questions in Standard English, most of these general

questions ended in a rising terminal contour.
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As a third preliminary check on the intonation of general

questions in Black English as a possible area of divergence from White

English, it was considered advantageous to determine whether two

populations -- Loman's Black English- sneaking group, and the Tune

Inn White English-speaking group -- differed significantly in the

intonation patterns used in similar situations for general questions.

Leman. in his unpublished paper (p. 26), isolates 41 general questions

which occur in the speech of his subjects; of these, he found that

6 had falling terminals, 4 had rising terminals, and 31 had level

terminal contours. It would appear, on initially comparing Loman's

study and Study Two (just reported) that the Black English speakers

used predominantly level terminals, and significantly fewer rising

terminals for general questions. These findings seem to agree with

the findings presented in Study One for Black English speakers.

It is important to ask whether the two samples differ statis-

tically in the proportions of rising, falling and level final contours

on general questions. Since the scores to be tabulated are perceptual

measures (rising, falling, level) and categorical, a nonparametric

test of significance, the chi-square, is appropriate. A series of

chi-square analyses was performed, as illustrated in Table I . The

two groups were compared on two measures: (1) the usa of rising

final contours, as compared . with non-rising final contours; (2) the

use of level, as compared with non-level, final contours. A com-

parison of falling and non-falling final contours could not be made



TABLE I :

Chi Square Comparisons of General Question Terminal

Contours: Study Two and Loman's Study



BE

SE

BE

SE

43

rising non-rising

4 3?

74 9

78 46

Chi square = 79.28, o( .0001

level non-level

38 86

Chi. square =1 55.15, oC .')01

41

83

124

41

83

124
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statistically using chi square due to a small expected N in some of

the cells.

An examination of Table I will show that the BE and SE groups

were significantly different on the two parameters measured. The

largest difference between the two groups occurred on the measure

of rising vs. non-rising contours. We find that the Black English

group used non-rising final contours significantly more often than the

White English group.

It is difficult to make a strong conclusion on the basis of

these data. The recording situations were different for the two

groups, and because the transcriptions were made by different phone-

ticians in each case, one cannot assume that the categories which are

being measured are the same for both groups. Nevertheless, with these

Qualifications in mind, such a strong indication of a difference between

the two groups on this preliminary measure would seem to suggest that

the phenomenon is worth investigating more rigorously and systematically.

It seems probable that such an investigation would reveal systematic

differences between speaKers of Black English and kiite English in the

intonation of general questions.
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luL. preliminary indications were that Black English and White

English intonall n systems may be systematically different in at least

three respects:

(1) In the vernacular style, Bla6: ' -dish may be characterized

by a wider range of pitch than White English, a range which

often shifts into a falsetto,

(2) Speakers of Black English may use more -32 final contours

and more level final contours than speakers of White English,

when other variables are controlled.

(3) Speakers of Black English may use significantly fewer rising

final contours for general questions than may be typical for

speakers of White English in similar situations.

These preliminary indications were based on very informal studies and

on fairly sketchy findings reported in the literature; they outline

general topics as pro - rising questions to be dealt with by a more

rigorous investigation.



CHAPTER FIVE: THE DESIGN OF THE STUDY

I. Problems of Sociolinguistic Research

William Labov, in a paper on "The Study of Language in its Social

Context" outlines some of the methodological difficulties involved

in obtaining large amounts of well-recorded natural speech. He cites

five "methodological axioms" which have been isolated in a variety of

field research projects. These five axioms lead to a methodological

paradox which is a central problem in sociolinguistic research.

(1) Style shifting. There are no single-style speakers; every speaker---
shifts linguistic and phonetic variables as the social situation and

topic change.

(2) Attention. It is possible to range the styles of a speaker along

a continuous dimension, defined by the amount of attention paid to

speech.

(3) Vernacular. In the "vernacular" style, where the minimum amount of

attention is given to speech, the most regular and systematic phonolo-

gical and grammatical patterns are evidenced. Other styles tend to

show more variability, with a great deal of "hypercorrectton".

(4) Fornality. When a speaker is systematically observed, a formal

context is thereby defined, and the speaker pays more than the minimum

amount of attention to speech.

(5) Good data. The best way to obtain enough good data on any one

speaker is through an individual, tape-recorded interview: a formal

context.
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The Observor's Paradox which results from these axioms is best

stated in Labov's words: "the aim of linguistic research in the

community must be to find out how people talk when they are not

being systematically observed; yet we can only obtain this data by

systematic observation." In his paper, Labov goes on to suggest

that when the sociolinguist is investigating standard and non-standard

dialects, the paradox is heightened by the complex interaction of

social values and social stigmas attached to non-standard speech forms.

An important axiom which has emerged from a number of formal tests

measuring social attitudes towards language is the axiom of vernacular

shifting: whenever a subordinate and superordinate dialect of a

language are in contact, in any formal situation speech patterns will

shift from the subordinate towards the superordinate in an irregular

and unsystematic fashion. In formal test situations, speakers of

subordinate dialects have been found to be unable to perceive accurate-

ly the non-standard rules which they themselves use ir, informal situa-

tions. In general, it is not possible for most speakers to dire,t

their attention toward the non - standard rules; after extensive contact

with the superordinate dialect, speakers of the subordinate dialect

no longer have clear intuitions about the vernacular available for

inspection. This axiom of vernacular shifting applies only in situa-

tions where the languages or dialects are socially marked with regard

to one another. (Labov, Studium Generale 23)

Vernacular s' '.fting becomes especially crucial in this investiga-

tion, where the object of study is intonation patterning rather than the
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segmental features of the code. Intonation, which conveys important

information about speaker attitude, should be even more sensitive to

social situation than segmental language features, which as we have

seen; are usually more closely tied to lexical information and content.

In investigating intonation, it will be of crucial importance to obtain

data in an informal speaking situation, in the vernacular style.

All sociolinguistic research projects have not been equally

successful in avoiding the Observor's Paradox. Many investigations

have obtained only a limited range of styles, concentrated toward the

more formal end of the continuum.

There are several techniques which have been found successful in

diverting the attention of subjects away from speech, and obtaining

good recordings in a vernacular style. The interview situation may be

interrupted, so that the subject forgets about the tape recorder.

Within the interview situation, the subject may be involved in questions

which recreate strong emotions felt in the past; a classically success-

ful question of this type is, "Have you ever bean in a situation where

you were in serious danger of being killed?" A more systematic device

for eliciting the vernacular style is the use of the normal interaction

of a peer-group to control speech, instead of the reliance on a one-to-

one interview. Other devices which have been used include rapid anon-

ymous observations in public places -- as at bus-stops, and in depart-

ment stores; and recordings taken from mass media broadcasts of inter-

views taken at the scene of disasters, where the speakers were too upset

to monitor their speech.
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All of the considerations outlined above must be influential in

designing a sociolinguistic study such as this one. The study of

intonation in a natural context, in the vernacular style, presents

serious problems of data collection.

The techniques of data collection which were used in this

investigation seem to have been quite successful in obtaining a

vernacular style of speech, however. A combination of the devices

just discussed was used. The tape recorder was inconspicuously

positioned so that it could be easily "forgotten." The topic of the

discussions was such that it aroused very strong feelings and emotions

on the part of the participants; the conversations center around the

topics of sex, male-female roles in the Black community, experiences

with the other sex, and life values with regard to relationships with

other people. The disc Sion instigator, Eve Wilson, was a Black

woman with a talent for ratting some powerfully controversial issues

In this area. The resulting conversations, recorded in Appendix II ,

may be safely considered to be segments of speech in which the

speakers were not monitoring their speech style to any appreciable

degree. In addition, the presence of the peer-group interaction in

all of the discussions served to additionally elicit a more informal

vernacular style.

The contrast between speaking styles in different speech situations

is especially strong in the data obtained from Charles Waterford. A

vernacular style was used in his participation in the conversations just

described; but in a one-to-one interview situation in front of a micro.

phone, his speaking style shifts dramatically towards a Standard English,
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II. The Black English Study

A. Purpose: to determine and describe the intonation patterns

characteristic of the adolescent vernacular of the Black street

community (Black English), and to compare those patterns with the

intonation patterns occurring in two other speech varieties:

(a) the adolescent vernacular of the White street community

(White English), and (h) the formal style used by a speaker of

Black English (Formal Black English).

Black English: In this investigation the term Black English will

refer to the adolescent vernacular characteristic of the Black

street community in Seattle. It is the speech characteristic of

informal peer-group interaction, where the participants were raised

in areas dominated by Black street culture norms.

White En.,,lish: The term White English will refer to the adolescent--- ---
vernacular used by individuals raised in areas dominated by White

community norms, and used in informal interaction with members of

the peer-group in the jhite adolescent street community.

Formal Black Ervgish: The term Formal Black English will refer to

the formal speaking style of a native speaker of Black English, used

in restrained, formal sitiatons, especially in interaction with

Whites who do not participate in the Black street culture.
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B. Method

General Desin: The study was designed in two parts. The spontaneous

speech of two neer groups of adolescents was recorded in fcirly equivalent

informal settings -- one in the Black community, and one in the White

community. The speech varieties thus obtained were vernacular Black

English and vernacular White English (not to be confused with Standard

English). The intonation patterns of the recorded vernacular speech

of the two groups were transcribed phonetically, and the transcriptions

of the two groups were compared. The significance of certain of the

differences and associations between the two groups was evaluated.

Similarly, the speech of one individual, a native speaker of Black

English, was recorded in two settings in order to obtain two styles of

screech; a vernacular Black English style which WAS essentially the same

as that described above, and a formal Black English style. The intona-

tion patterns of the two speech styles were transcribed phonetically

and the transcriptions were compared.

Thus, the intonation patterns used in the vernacular Black English

speech variety were co'ared, not with the rules for Standard White

American English, but with the intonation patterns used in the verna-

cular White English speech variety and with the intonation patterns

used in formal Black English.
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The Subjects

The Black English and White English dialects are defined in terms

of the individuals who use them. The two groups of adolescents in this

investi ation are differentiated on the basis of the community with

which the subjects identify, and not on the basis of the subjects'

race per se. The criteria used in determining whether a group is

dominated by Black street culture norms or by White street culture

norms include (a) predominant racial composition of the neighborhood,

(b) adolescents' habitual manner of dress, (c) type of music and enter-

tainment popular withthe group, and of course (d) the groups' stated

definitions of themselves in the form of verbal statements and body_

language cues such as gestures of greeting which serve to indicate

group identity and rapport.

The first group of subjects was a group of adolescents (aged 16 to

20 yrs) who live in a predominantly Black area of Seattle, and who

particioate in the street culture in that area. The group was domina-

ted orimarily by the boys, most of whom live within four blocks of a

local community center, and who "hang out" at the center. The girls

in the neighborhood drop into the Center somewhat less frequently, and

primarily to watch the boys shoot pool and to talk. Almost all those

who frequent the center are Black, anti their mode of dress, body lan-

guage, favorite music and entertainment all derive from the Black street

culture. Two or three of the youngsters who live in the neighborhood

are White. but these are recent arrivals in the neighborhood, and do

not participate in the Black street culture. Comments of a local
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newspaper article with regard to this area of Seattle and this group

of adolescents indicate that many of the extra-legal values of street

culture are strong among some of them. Two or three of the group

members have been sent to state correctional schools over the last

two years, and the area is closely patrolled by the police department.

Police officers and youth division workers regard many of these young-

sters as walking candidates for arrest.

In the recording sessions at the Black community center, there were

four males and three females participating in the discussion. All were

Black, and all were speakers of Black English. Additionally, Charles

Waterford*, the director of the center, participated in sonic of these

discussions, using, vernacular Black English as well.

The second group of subjects was a group of young people aged 16

to 24 years, who live in a predominantly White area of Seattle, and

who oarticioate in the adolescent street culture of that area. The

group is comoosed of approximately equal numbers of males and females.

Almost all of the group members are White, and their mode of dress,

body language, favorite music and entertainment differentiate them

markedly from the Black group; these reflect the nonns of the White

adolescent street culture. The members of this second group are dropouts

from a Seattle high s.2hool who. are participating in informal discussions

at an alternative school; the 24-yr-old is a girl who is an assistant

instructor, but who particioates fully in this culture and whose language

in this situation is basically the same as the adolescents'. The

*The names of the subjects have been changed in this document in
order to protect their privacy and their legal rights.
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students are hostile to formal school, because the norms of street

culture are markedly deviant from those of the formal high school

environment. As with the Black group, many of the members of the

White group have records with the youth division, and have spent time

in state correctional schools. The alternative school facility has

become a drop-in center for them, and many "hang out" there in their

free tile.

In the recording sessions at the alternative school, there were

four males and four females participating in the discussion. All of

the transcribed utterances were of White speakers; although Black

speakers were present and took part in the discussion, their utterances

were considered to be influenced by Black English features and so were

not included among the data to be analyzed.

In order to complete the second part of the study, Charles Water-

ford was interviewed in a relatively formal and stilted situation, in

order to obtain a sample of his formal speaking style. Mr. Waterford

is thirty-years old; he was born in an Eastern inner city and partici-

pated fully in the street culture there. Since that time, he has been

in the Navy, and worked in a variety of white-collar jobs. At present,

he directs the community center in a Black area of Seattle. His job

requires an ability to "code-switch" in communicating both with adoles-

cents in the Black street culture, and with adults in the White middle-

class community and in the Seattle City Hall who support the center in

various ways. Consequently, Waterford has developed an ability to use

a variety of vernacular Black English on the streets, and a variety

of Formal Black English in speaking with White visitors and supporters.
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The physical Setting, for the Discussions

The Black English discussions were recorded in a small lounge at

the community center. This room contains the club's stereo and tele-

vision, a number of black light posters, stuffed chairs and pillows,

The participants sat in a circle around the edges of the small room,

and members of the group entered and left almost constantly during

the conversations. The recorder was on the floor, out of direct view

of most of the particieants, and the two microphones were positioned

at some distance from one another. Unfortunately, this room is acous-

tically rather "live" so that recordings made here tend to bo somewhat

full of echoes. In addition, in the next room there was quite a bit

of noise, As pool tables were in operation and a radio was tuned in to

a Soul station at a rather high volume. Also, during the first recor-

ding session, a drill was being used intermittently in the next room,

so that portions of the tape are unuseable. These poor recording

conditions made it very difficult to obtain recordings of high enough

quality to perform acoustic analyses on the data.

The White English discussions were recorded in a small room at

the alternative school facility, which is brightly painted and fur-

nished with several chairs. The participants were arranged in a circle,

some sitting on chairs and some on the floor. A::ain, members of the

group entered and left at will during the discussion. The tape recorder

was on the floor, out of direct sight of the participants, and, again,

the microphones were oositioned at a distance from each other. This

room too, is acoustically rather "live",
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The Materials

A SONY Stereo Tanecorder, model TC-252, was used in recording

the discussions of both groups. Two SONY low-impedance cardioid

microphones, model F-25, were used, one for each channel of the stereo

tape recorder. It was possible to separate the microphones with a

distance of about five feet between them, and thereby to successfully

distinguish the sneakers from one another in the resultant recordings.

The tame sneed was set at 71 ins, and the gain was turned up as high as

possible without serious distortion of the acoustic signal.

Instructions

In advance of the investigation, the investigator, who was fami-

liar to both groups of adolescents, asked them for their help in a

confidential study being done for the University, which was related to

adolescent grouns in Seattle. Group discussions were being recorded

in connection with this study.

After the investigation, the subjects were told that the recordings

would be used to study their sneech patterns, and were asked to sign

statements of release so that the tapes could be used for this purpose.

(Only one subject refused to release his taped utterances, and these

were not used.) The subjects were assured that the tapes would not be

used unless they gave their permission, and they were assured that the

tapes would be strictly confidential. They were not told in advance

that the object of the study was to analyze speech patterns because it

was desireable for the subjects to pay a minimum of attention to speech

during the discussions.
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Procedure

The tape recorder and microphones were set up for each discussion

as the participants were entering the room and before the discussions

started. The investigator started the tape recorder, and then did

not participate in the discussions to any great extent. Usually the

tape ran out before the discussions ended; when this happened, the

investigator simply turned off the machine.
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The Discussions: Their Content and Cultural Framework

For all the reasons outlined in previous chapters, it is very

important to understand the social situation in which the participants

were speaking.

The Black English recording sessions centered around a series of

discussions led by Ms. Eve Wilson, a young Black woman of exceptional

ability and strong opinions -- with regard to women's rights and Black

consciousness in particular, and human rights in general. She is ori-

ginally from New York City, and presently lives in the University of

Washington community. Her speech, while it is essentially Standard

English, does of course shift somewhat in style towards a Black English

norm in the discussions. In the recorded sessions, Ms. Wilson defended

the position that women -- and particularly Black Women -- are human

beings, worthy of respect, and should be treated as persons instead of

obects. She also spoke out for the value of Black pride and Black

consciousness.

This basic nremise came under quite a bit of attack from the

teenage males who were attending the discussions. In order to under-

stand the reason for this resistance (and often aggressive resistance),

it is essential to begin to understand the cultural framework in which

the Black males are operating.

In the Black street corLmunity, as in most American street communi-

ties, one's reputation is determined in part by one's ability to use

and manipulate others without being used and manipulated in return.

While it is obvious that such manipulation occurs in every human society
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at every level, it would appear to be more immediately crucial to

personal survival on the streets, and perhaps more conscientiously

developed as a personal art form.(Kochman, 1969) In the BE tapes

the ability to manipulate is openly discussed as being an admirable

quality, and susceptibility to manipulation is regarded as a personal

failure.

One of the most admired figures for this group of males is the

pimp -- a man who has perfected the personal art of manipulation. The

pimp lives (and lives very well) off his ability to use women to

manipulate their feelings to the point where they will do whatever he

says. He is thus able to drive the women's cars, put the women's money

in his own pocket, clothe himself in the most expensive and stylish

("bad") wardrobe -- thereby making himself attractive to more women

he can use. The symbols of the pimp -- the Cadillac, the expensive

clothes, the style of movement and dress -- are status symbols to most

of these Black teenage males. Most of the latter attempt to espouse

the same values, the same dress and the same life style as best they

can -- to the very limits of their financial ability and beyond. The

life style and status symbols of the pimp are directly attacked by Ms.

Wilson in these discussions. Coming under special attack, is the

pattea.x of male-female interaction which emerges here when males

attempting to emulate the pimp image, begin to relate to the females of

their acquaintance. The male attempts to use the females by getting

them to fall in love with him -- getting them "hung up" on him, without

getting personally involved. The females will then give him money, or
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clothes, or cigarettes, or records, or even just their time. The

males' reputations and in some ways their survival in this culture,

depend upon their ability to "fool" or use women in this way.

Because many of these females are susceptible to this game --

because they fall for the manipulation -- they are considered stupid

and weak, and not as worthy of respect as males. Those females who do

not fall for the game, who do not give the male anything, lose the male.

He moves on to find other females who will allow themselves to be used..

While he may respect the woman who does not fall for his game, he will

not stay with her, for he believes his survival depends on his contact

with women he can use. This is the attitude which is defended in the

Black English discussions by the males..

It is interesting to &poculate about the possible historical rea-

sons for the emergence of this pattern of male-female interaction. One

of the most plausible factors suggested by writers like Cleaver (1968 )

has been that, since the abolition kf-slavery in this country, it has

been very hard for Black males in the city to obtain any kind of work

which allowed them to keep their dignity and self-respect. On the

other hand, Black females usually found it easy to obtain jobs which

allowed them access to moneyed homes, as they worked as maids or cooks.

Therefore, the females tended to have the money and be the economic

mainstays of the family, and the males were economically dependent.

Black males, blocked from establishing masculine pride and self-respect

in the mainstream money market, began to establish reputation on the

streets. Economically, they had to get their money (ran the women.
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But they evolved a life style which says, in effect: "Though I may be

econmically dependent on you, I do not have to be emotionally depen-

dent as well. I am still a man and still independent. To avoid de-

pendence I will develop the ability to use and manipulate to get what

I want without sacrificing my masculinity and strength and independence

of mind."

As Kochman (1969) has pointed out, much of one's reputation on the

streets is established by one's ability to "rap" -- to participate in

the various verbal games and routines which may occur on the streets,

In these games, one is able to demonstrate wit and verbal ability and

to match that wit and ability against someone else -- in a game much

like a game of chess. In these games, one has won when the opponent

(1) is rendered speechless, with no more to say, or (2) admits defeat.

(Such verbal ability and wit is not valued for itself in this way in

middle class society. However a similar value was attached to it in

the days of Samuel Johnson and Pope. when similar "verbal ability" and

"wit" games were played among British gentry. Perhaps we have lost this

rhetorical ability in the White community*-- but it definitely exists

in Black society according to Kochman.

In these BE discussions, the speakers are playing such verbal

games, in which they take opposing positions on an issue and proceed to

try to outwit the opponent in a game of verbal chess. Ms. Wilson and Mr.

Waterford take the position that women are capable of respect and

can manipulate as much and as well as men.

*suggested by d. Tiffany
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Eve Wilson's basic -- and to these males -- revolutionary premise

throughout most of the discussion was that this whole procedure can

work two ways. She suggests that women can be just as "strong" in

standing up for themselves and their own needs as men, and that they

are able to think for themselves and see through the games. She maim,

tains that both males and females need to respect each other -- parti-

cularly within the Black community, in order to build up that commu-

nity. She holds that the "using" should be mutual and not just one-way;

that everyone always uses everyone, but that it is possible to have this

using be mutual and mutually beneficial.

The BlaCk teenage males fight this stance throughout the discus-

sions, maintaining that the most essential thing is to be out for your-

self as a male, and that no woman can even compete by the same rules.

Unfortunately for their position, in these discussions there is the

added complication that Ms. Wilson is a Black female who is unquestion-

ably competing with these males in the discussions, and even out-doing

them at their own game. Her own existence and presence and undeniable

rapping ability, disproves their basic premise that women are weak and

stupid and incapable of standing on their own in the competitive street

world. The teenage females side with Ms. Wilson, but do not speak out

much while the males are present -- they seem to be a little overwhelmed

by Eve's aggressive speaking style and the revolutionary attitude which

she is expressing.
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In Black English Session One, Ms. Wilson begins by attempting to

shock the males. Her primary purpose here is to earn the respect of the

males and gain their attention for later discussions. She introduces a

series of usually taboo topics and does not mince words in asking her

questions. (As in chess, the best defense is a good offense.) The

males are taken aback -- both at the topics and at the fact that Ms.

Wilson is a Black woman who is not afraid of tackling either the topics

or them. As the discussion progresses, one by one, the males begin to

try out different strategies in an attempt to box her in -- to put her

in a corner where she has to admit a fault of her own reasoning, or

where she has no answer, or where she has to agree with them. In the

discussion between Eve Wilson and Miles 9aker, for example, (which was

subsequently talked about for days in tine Center) Miles takes the posi-

tion that selfishness is the way to live and that money is the supreme

value -- money for him. Eve contends that she needs money too, and

then manages to point out that Miles is dependent on women -- that,

like it or not, he needs them. She culminates her play with a crashing

pair of sounds on Miles (11. 140-147) that send his friends into fits

of laughter, and that make him subsequently leave the room for a time.

The males do manage to make points in the game as well. Steve manages

to catch Eve in a logical contradiction (11. 274 - 281), but does not

manage to silence her. Miles later returns to the conversation, but

does not fare much better. The discussion ends when Waterford answers

one of Eve's questions with a long plea for Black women to "get their

shit together" -- to gain a better understanding of who they are and

who they can be.
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Session Two was recorded after one of Eve's discussions, after

she had left. Only males were present, with the exception of the

investigator, who was the only female and also the only Whiten During

the session, the investigator and the tape recorder were apparently

completely forgotten, as the males engaged in a sort of "locker room

bull session" dealing with women in general. Charles Waterford begins

by taking the position that Black women who do "have their shit together"

do exist, and that they are to be sought after. Coolidge and Bert

take exception to both points. Coolidge in particular is very much

influenced in his orientation by the "pimp ethic" -- that women are to

be used and not be attached to, that they are intellectually inferior.

He maintains (11. 65_6) that he can out-argue Eve or any woman in the

"verbal rap" game. And, in fact, Coolidge's ability with words is

unexcelled by any of the other Black speakers; it is masterful Black

English. Bert backs down as the discussion continues, admitting (1. 362)

that the picture Waterford paints of Black women with their shit together

"does sound kinda nice." Coolidge, however, arranges to come to Eve's

next discussion and match wits with her.

Session Three is the next discussion led by Eve, at which Coolidge

is present for about ten minutes, until his friends call for him. Eve

and Coolidge discuss a series of topics which in themselves are not as

important as the game of verbal wit which is being played: the topics

include Tale conceit, the ability of females to compete, and Coolidge's

style of walking. Their discussion ends in a draw when Coolidge leaves,

promising to return. Rosita ends up the session with a series of narratives
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about experiences she has had with males.

These first three Black English sessions were very informal, and

the participants spoke in an informal vernacular style. Session Two

in particular (the "locker room bull session") is a good example of

Black English as it has been deScribed by researchers such as Labov,

Stewart and others.

Session Four in the Black community was designed to elicit the most

formal speaking style of a Black English speaker who is accustomed to

code-switching -- Charles Waterford. In this tape, Waterford is

answering a series of questions about his role in the taped Session

Two. He is very conscious of the tape recorder and the university

Professors who will be listening to the tape and to his speech patterns.

Hence, he is very careful to use a very good Standard English. He speaks

of the problems he has in code-switching, describes the non-standard

dialect he and the adolescents use in Session Two, and begins to

"translate" some of the terms which were used for the benefit of the

University professors.
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The White English session topics were kept as similar as possible..

The first session was initiated as the group listened to Black English

Session Two on tape, and then discussed it. This discussion deals with

the issue of males and females using each other, and with prostitution

in Seattle. In the second session, the discussion centers around the

nature of marriare male-female roles, and divorce. Although the topic

of the discussion is often the same as in the Black English group, there

is a distinct difference between the centers of interaction in the two

groups. In the White group, the interaction tends to be topic-oriented

more than speaker-oriented. The speakers attempt to center their atten-

tion on the topic at hand and adjust their comments to that. In the

Black group, the topic of discussion is not usually as important as the

"verbal wit" game which is being played with, it, and on which attention

is centered.
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Principles of Transcription

The taped conversations were transcribed by this investigator,

and are included in Appendix II and

Some of the taned utterances were unintelligible, due to a lack

of sufficient volume for the tape recorder, or due to several speakers

talking or shouting at once. When this has occurred, the script

contains a notation: (comment), (unintelligible), or (shouting).

In addition, the utterances of several of the discussion participants

were discarded, for a variety of reasons;

(1) The utterances of Eve Wilson, group discussion leader for

the Black sessions, were not transcribed for intonation.

Her speech was not considered to be representative of Black

English in grammar or vocabulary; it could essentially be

described as Standard English. Nevertheless, portions of

her sneech were included in the script for Session One without

the pitch levels marked in order to maintain some context and

continuity in the text for the reader. Her utterances were

included in the script for Session Three only when they ap-

peared to be important for providing a context for Coolidge's

utterances. Otherwise they were, omitted.

(2) The utterances of one of the Black speakers were pot tran-

scribed or included because the speaker refused to release

them for this study.

(3) The utterances of three sneakers in the WE sessions were

not included because these speakers were Black, and their speech
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was characterized by Black English grammar and vocabulary..

The utterances which were selected for inclusion in the taped

script were recorded in standard orthography. No attempt was made

to transcribe the segmental material in phonetic script. Where the

pronunciation of speakers varied considerably from the standard, the

standard orthography was modified:

(70) She ain't gots to to' like I gots to to'.

However, for the most part, standard English spelling and punctuation

were used in the written record. There were several reasons for this

procedure, mainly:

(1) For the purposes of a study on intonation, the segmental

features are important only insofar as they provide the

phonetic' context for a particular intonational pattern.

(2) Standard spelling is easier to read than phonetic script.

The utterances were grouped into phrases; a phrase was defined as

a segment of speech which fell between two pauses -- either a tentative

pause or a final pause. (see Pike, p. 31) A pause may be a cessation

of speech, or it may take an alternate form in which the last sound or

two of the preceding word is lengthened so that speech tempo may shift

or the sound quality may change. (For further discussion of phrases

and terminal juncture in classifying material such as this, see Loman )

Pauses associated with hesitation phenomena such as "um, uh, well," were

not usually considered to delimit the boundaries of phrases; this deci-

sion was made on the basis of the length of paw.° and content of the

utterance. It is important to note that a phrase, by this

definition, is not based upon the grammatical structure of the utterance,
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but on the incidence of terminal juncture. So, for example, in the

White corpus, several speakers use very long, complicated sentences

which are, grammatically, complete sentences; however, as they speak,

they pause frequently, adding clauses and subordinate constructions that

aro, by the classification just described, fragments. It is important

to stress, then, that the segmentation of the data is done not on the

basis of grammatical structure, but on the basis of performance pheno-

mena.

These phrases were classified, as to the grammatical type of the

phrase, as one of the following:

(1) declarative sentence -- basically, a phrase containing a

subj.:tilt and a verb. Where the subject or verb is clearly

understood, as in phrases where a linking verb is missing, the

phrase is called a declarative sentence: "He my friend."

(2) fragment a phrase with no subject or no verb; this category

also included the dependent clauses of conditional sentences

if such clauses were followed by a terminal juncture.

(3) general question -- a que-stion which does not begin with an

interrogative word, and which may be answered "yes" or "no."

This category also included reiterative tag questions ("It's

Tom, isn't ii.?") and requests for repetition ("What did you

say?") .

(4) special question -- a question beginning with an interrogative

word and requiring specific information in reply; this category

includes questions with alternative or: ("Is she here or there?")
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(5) interjections -- a one-word or unit-phrase response, such

as:

(a) Yeah, yes, mmhm, really, right, okay

(b) no, nope, uhuh, mm.mm

(c) exclamations: shit, man, ooh, oh, shoot, hell, wow

(d) fillers: uh, hey, hey man, well, man, okay, you know

(e) imitations: duhhhh

(6) commands - a type of declarative sentence in which the subject

is "understood" and the function is to direct another's activity.

This classification is purposely similar to that used by Loman,

for purposes of comparison between the studies. Certain changes were

made in this system however, in order to simplify the number of cate-

gories.

P
Finally, the intonation contours were marked as consisting of four

pitch levels:

(4) very high

(3) high

(2) average

(1) low

An attempt was made to use only four pitch levels, since, as Pike has

suggested, only four levels are needed to mark the meaningful contrasts

used in English intonation. However, it was found to be necessary to

indicate as well an additional phenomenon in Session Two particularly --

a shifting of the entire pitch pattern into a falsetto register.

Instead of creating more pitch levels above Level Four to accommodate

this shift, it was found to be more accurately descriptive to simply use
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the same four pitch contrasts, while indicating that these contrasts

were being made in a different register, or at a different average

pitch level than normal. This was considered to be more descriptively

accurate, because the same pitch patterns were being used, wh*Olee

they occurred in normal register or falsetto register, and it was felt

to be good to record that fact somehow.

In Session Two, particularly, this deliberate shifting of the

entire pitch range seems to be used as a part of the art form of

soeaking in the verbal wit game, and is used to indicate rhetorical

contrasts. Therefore, for such sections of the Black English data,

additional notations may be found to indicate that the pitch contrasts

are being made in a falsetto register:

3F AF 1/F2F
(31) She got to have somethin to offer me.

or in a higher pitch range than is normal for that speaker;

31, z 3
(70) she ain't gots to to' like I gots to to' --

1-1 )2
(71) but still, just to show that she's puttin forth some

3
effort,

The notation F indicates that the falsetto is used for the indicated

segment; the notation N means a return to norritiegtster for the
fl-- ,

indicated'seioent and those followino.. The:Abt at

than normal pitch for the indicated segmentw,. 64
,

A return to a lower pitch for the indicated Ubse following.

There are segments of the conversation whema sAaker rOy alternate

between falsetto and normal registers within the same utterance,

apparently substituting the falsetto for a pitch 4 (as previously des-

cribed by Lc an). In such cases the falsetto* notation F and the normal
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register notation N mark the segments in which this alternation may

occur:

3F ri.N1 3F 2-N 3F
(250) You got to realize that,

It should be noted that in this typo of notation, where a number or

a letter occurs on a segment, and subsequent segments are unmarked,

this means that the subsequent segments continue on the same general

pitch and in the same general register until a segment is marked

differently. Thus, in the example (31) on the previous page, where

J.

re find: "got to have somethin to offer me." the notation indicates

that the entire phrase occurs in 2F until the word "me", where the

notation charges.

In order to facilitate quantification of the data, a record was

obtained of the final pitch contours used, aid. these ve!,e cross-clas-

sified according to the phrase types in which they occurred. (A

terminal contour in intonation constitutes the pitch levels occurring

on the final stressed syllable and all the unstressed syllables fol-

lowing, until the end of the phrase, according to Pike 1946).)

It took approximately two months to complete the transcriptions

of the entire body of data. Tho transcription procedure was extremely

time-consuming and involved a greet deal of cross - checking to ensure

accuracy.
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The Transcriptions

One of the problems with analyzing these utterances linguistically

(as opposed to acoustically) is that linguistic analysis is based on

hunan per and not upon more "objective" physical measurement.

Asa result, extreme care must be taAen in any study which relics

upon linguistic transcription, to insure that the transcriber's percep-

tions are as reliable as possible. This problem is especially acute in

any study dealing with intonation, due to its uncertain phonological

status. Upon wnat acoustic cues is the transcriber basing perceptions

of intonation? Would another transcriber find the same general patterns

of pitch in transcribing the same data? And how closely would transcri-

bers come to one another in their perceptions? The answer to these

questions must determine the limits of confidence which may be nlaced

unon the particular findings presented in this study.

There are at least two ways of determining those

(1) having other phoneticians transcribe selected utterances, and

comparing their transcriptions with those of tile investiga'.or; and

(2) obtaining acoustic measurements of the fundamental frequency of

the utterances and comparing these with the investigator's transcrip-

tions in order to locate sPme "objective" basig for those perceptions.

This study utilized a combination of both strategies.

Two other meMbers of the University of Washington Speech Department,

trained in phonetic transcription, were asked to transcribe the first

few minutes of taped Session Two. Transcriber #2 has been a practicing

phonetician for about 20 years and has published texts in the field.
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Transcriber 03 is a graduate student in speech science who has taught

beginning phonetics courses at the university. The transcribers were

asked to mark the pitch levels of the utterances they heard on an

accompanying script containing a typed record of the utterances. The

transcribers were asked to listen to the utterances as' often as they

wished in order to acco,.71olish their task. They were also asked to use

a system of four pitch levels (described on p. 70) in their transcription

if Possible; it was sugested that they might find a "line" system easier

than a "numbet!'systen, thus;

Howlaretyou? What's poladont

It was also sugested to the transcribers before they began their task

that they night find portions of the taped speech occurring in a fal-

setto resister. If this occurred, they were asked to indicate this fact

by writing F just before those se:7;nents which occurred in falsetto, and

N when the speech returned to a normal register. They were also asked

to stay within four levels of pitch if possible, even when transcribing

the falsetto portions; however, it was also suc,:?:ested that they might

find it necessary to use a fifth nitch level for falsetto segments, and,

that they were to use their own jument in transcribinc such portions.

The transcriptions produced by the investigator and the other two

transcribers are pres?nted in Table II. The lines used by the three

transcribers are superimposed for comparison.

A glance at this table will show that while the three transcribers

differed from one another systematically with regard to the strategies

they used in transcribing the utterances, and while they did not always
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TABLE II

A Corparison of the Pitch Level Transcriptions of

Three Phoneticians

In the following line transcriptions of intonation contour,

the perceptions of three different transcribers are compared.

The intonation contours produced by each transcriber are in-

dicated as noted below:

Transcriber #1

Transcriber #2

Transcriber #3

Transcriber #1 is the investi,7ator who transcribed the

data contained in the appendices. "F" indicates falsetto,

as perceived by Transcriber #1.
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agree as to the exact pitch level, they do seem to agree rather substan-

tially with regard to shave of the pitch contour -- that is, a rise or

fall in pitch was generally agreed upon by all three. For example, in

utterance (2), all three agree that there was a falling contour over the

phrase length; there is disagreement as to the pitch levels involved, and

as to the point within the utterance where the fall began.

Since the three transcribers do seem to have adopted different

strategies, it is worthwhile to describe the strategies adopted by the

other two. phoneticians in more detail.

Transcriber 42 did use a fifth pitch level, higher than pitch 4, in

his transcrintions in order to indicate the occurrence of the high fal-

setto pitch. He also noted the occurrence of falsetto or normal register

by writing F or N at the beginning, of an utterance in which he felt there

was some shifting of registers.

Transcriber #3 used only four pitch levels, and did not note the

occurrence of falsetto or normal register at all. She also differed

markedly from Transcribers #1 and i2 in making extensive use of the

lower pitch levels, especially using a -21 final contour. She also

aeoears to have used more level contours, while Transcriber #1 and #2

indicated a wider variation of pitch in their transcriptions.

The differences in strategy adopted by these two transcribers may

be s'.2mmarized briefly. Transcriber #3 was apparently using a much higher

pitch as "normal" for the spe,,kers, a strategy which seems to have shifted

all her 0arked contours down in pitch. On the other hand, Transcriber

42 w.s apparently adopting a lower pitch as his none -- thereby finding

it necessary to adept a pitch category five in order to accommodate the
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higher pitches. Sinilarly, Transcribers 41 and #2 found it important

to indicate fluctuations of pitch within the contour which Transcriber

#3 did not consider significant; hence, the contours transcribed by

#3 appear to be much more level than those transcribed by #1 and 42.

Transcriber 41 and 42 agree with one another in strategy much more

than with 4 3. Transcribers 41 and 42 differ from one another primarily

with regard to the strateRy used in marking the high or falsetto regis-

ter; Transcriber 41 (the investiRator) used only four pitch levels, but

indicated the occurrence of falsetto by adding the notation F on seg-

ments where falsetto occurred. (The rationale for this strategy is

explained on on. 70-?1.) Transcriber 42 adopted five nitch levels,

aoparentiv usin7 the fifth level to accommodate the hich falsetto

pitches which usually do not occur in Standard Snglish. Given these

differences in strategy of transcrintion, the intonation contours shown

in Table II become much more similar to one another.

In Table III the three transcrioers are compared with respect to

the particular final contours oerceived in terns of nu:nbers. It will

be noted tnat in so.le of the final contours (those mar<ed with aster-

isks) the transcribers do disagree rather markedly with regard to the

shame of the final contour. Most of the disagreement occurs between

Transcriber i3 and the other ',-,;1; Transcriber 43 disarees with Tran-

scriber 41 on the direction of the final contour about 23% of the time.

Transcriber +2 disagrees with Transcriber 41 on the direction of the

final contour 8% of the tine.

It is worth r?.peatinr at this point that the transcription of in-

tonation is a perceptual measure. Where transcribers differ front one
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TABLE III:

A Comparison of Final Pitch Contours as produced

by Three Transcribers



(1)
(2)

(3)*
(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)

(9)
(10)
(11)

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17).
(18)

(19)
(20).
(21).
(22).
(23)
(24).
(25)
(26).

(27)*
(28)

(29)*
(30)
(31)
(32)

(33)
(34)

(35)*
(36).

(37)*
(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)
(42).
(43)
(67)*

( )

Final Contours: Three Transcribers

Transcriber 11 Transcriber 12 Transcriber #3

-3-
-31

32
-41
-23

-23
-31

-31
-31
-31
-3
-43
-2
-42
-31
-31
-32

-32
.42
-42
-41
-42
-42
-42
-41
-41
-23
.42
.23
-2
-42

-31
-42

-31
-41
-41
-4

-32
-31
-23
-31

-3
-32
-41
-25
-23

-2
-21
-21

-53
-23
-23
-31
-31
-31
-31
-2
-52
-31
a312
-32
-21
-34

-52
-52
-52
-52
-52

-53
-41
-42
-34

-53
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-5
-32
-32
-32
-32
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-32
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-31
-43

-31
-4

-3
-53
-3
-3

1

-3
21
-1

-32
-23
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-21
-21
-21

-31

-3
-32
-21

-321
-31
-21
-32

-32
-4
-4
-34
-4
-4
-34

-32
-43
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-43
-21
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-31
-32
-42
-31
-2
-21
-32

-32
-32
-2

-32
-31
-32
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-23
-32



Tvar.scriber #1 Transcriber #2 Transcriber #3

(70) -23 .23 .21

(7141 .23 -34 -32

(72) -23 -34 -23
(73) -2 -3 .2
(74) .31 -32 -32

(75) -423 -534 -312

(76) .3 -3 -3

(77) -32 -43 .32
(78) -3 -4 .3
(79) -3 .4 -3
(80)* -3 -45 -31
(81)* -32 ?2 -12
(82) -32 -32 .2

(83)* .23 -3 -2

(84)* -31 -31 .1
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another in a systematic way, it is most likely that they are utilizing

different cues upon which to base their perceptions. (Intonation transcrip-

tion may be based upon perception of pitch, and also upon perce2tion of

loudness or duration.) Where the investigator differs with other tran-

scribers in her transcriptions, it is useful to have some idea of the

particular cues which she is using in her transcriptions of intonation#

if this is possible. In this study, those utterances on which there was

extreme disagreement on the direction of the final contour were selected

for further study by spectrographic examination; this procedure was used

to obtain sone "objective" measure of the direction of fundamental fre-

quency change, and to see if the investigator's transcriptions seemed to

corresoond with this particular cue. Narrow band spectrograms were pre-

oared for the "problem" utterances, and the lowest clear partial was

traced onto a separate sheet of paper inorder to obtain a record of the

shape of the fundamental frequency contour. These spectrograms are dis-

played in Table IV. Where the narrow band analysis did not produce a

clear display of partials, a wide band analysis was made of the utter-

ance, and the vertical striations were counted in order to obtain another

measure of fundamental frequency.

A comparison of the sIectrograms and the transcriptions of the

three phoneticians seems to indicate that in general, Transcribers al

and ;2 seem to be basing their perceptions upon the changes in Fo as

recorded by a sound spectrograph; that is, the direction of change of

the fundamental frequency appears to coincide much more with the direc=

tion of pitch change noted by Transcribers #1 and #2 than with the
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TABLE IV:

Narrow Band Spectrograms of Utterances Where

Transcribers Disagree on Final Contours

Transcriber fl

Transcriber #2

Transcriber #3
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pitch changes noted by Transcriber #3. An examination of several of

the spectrograms will illustrate this correspondence.

For example, if we look at page 89, at Utterance (42), we find

Transcribers #1 and #2 indicating a level final contour and Transcriber

#3 indicating a fall of two pitch. The spectrogram shows a

level, or even slightly risin,!, final fundamental frequency, thus

-corresponding with the transcriptions of #1 and #2.

Utterance (67) finds Transcribers #1 and #2 agreeing upon a falling

contour of two to three pitch levels, and Transcriber #3 snowing a fall

of only one pitch level. The spectrogram shows a fall in fundamental

frequency of very large magnitude.

In Utterance (69), Transcriber #1 shows a rising contour, #2 shows

a level contour, and #3 a falling final contour. The spectrogram shows

an Fo which is slightly rising on the second to last word, but Is level

for the final word.

In Utterance (71), Transcribers #I and #2 show a rising contour,

and Transcriber f3 shows a fallincr contour. the spectrogram shows an

Fo which is slightly rising. An examination of the other soectrograms

and accomparyin,7 three transcriptions will show that where the three

transcribers do differ with re,;rd to direction, and extent of pitch

change in their transcriptions, the transcriptions of #1 and #2 seem

to correlate more closely with the more "objective" acoustic measure-

ments of fundamental frequency change. These comparisons seem to

indicate that the investigator, Transcriber #1, is basing her perception

of pitch change upon a change of fundamental frequency which may be
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measured on a sound spectrograph; the two measures correspond very

closely.

The liMitations of the investigator's transcriptions may be

delineated in this way. The particular pitch levels used in the tran-

scription may not be replicated by other transcribers; the difference

between a -31 final and a -32 final, forexamille, may not be perceived

by other transcribers. ahere the transcriptions indicate the general

direction of pitch change, however, there is good evidence that other

transcribers would perceive a similar change. As Pike has pointed

out, it is the r4ationship between the pitches which is portrayed by

intonation transcription, and not the absolute frequency levels (Pike,

1946). Di'ferent transcribers nay adopt different strategies in

delineating the relationships they perceive, basinl their perceptions

on different cues, and may Ilse different absolute pitch levels in their

transcriptions. The investigator has outlined the strategy she used

in her transcriptions; provided some evidence that her transcriptions

are based prinarily on the cue of fundamental frequency change; and

in the analysis of the data, will discuss only matters relating to the

direction of pitch change noted, and not discuss the more minute dis-

tinctions of pitch level noted in the transcriptions. In the next

chapter, tests of significance will be run only on the broader trends

of pitch change which were perceived by the investigator, and not on

the absolute pitch levels noted in the transcriptions.



CRARTER SIX: RESULTS

The transcribed conversations, marked for pitch, appear in

Aopendix II and Appendix III.

Terminal intonation contours categorized by phrase types were

extracted from the utterances of the seven Black adolescents, and

the utterances of the eight White adolescents. These are presented

in Table V Note that in this table the terminal contour types are

grouped according to general type: falling, rising and level. (The

general format of classification is the same as that employed by Loman;

this was done for purposes of comparison across studies.) There was

a total of 798 phrases counted for the Black English-speaking group;

and a total of 928 phrases categorized for the White English-speaking

group. To facilitate the comparison of the two bodies of data, the

figures in Table V are converted to percentage form in Table VI

The percentages are calculated for each column of figures, so that, for

example, we can see that in the Black English corpus, 75.l% of the total

phrases had falling final contours, while in the White English corpus,

79% of the phrases had falling final contours.

Similarly, terminal intonation contours categorized by phrase

type were extracted from the utterances of Charles Waterford in the

two situations: informal and formal. The terr4nal contours used in

his informal Black English code and in his Formal Black English code

are presented in Table VII. The classification system is the same for

this table as for Table V. There was a total of 414 phrases counted in

his informal Black English corpus, and 367 phrases categorized in his

Formal Black English corpus. Again, these figures are converted to
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TABLE V :

Terminal Intonation ContoUrs Categorized

By Phrase Type: Black English Group and

White English Group
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TABLE VI:

Percentage of Terminal Intonation Contours

Categorized by Phrase Tyoe:

Black English Group and White English Group
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TABLE VII:

Terminal Intonation Contours Categorized

by Phrase Type:

Waterford Informal and Formal Black English

In this table, BE refers to informal Black English,

and SE refers to the Formal Black English code used by

Waterford.
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TABLE VIII:

percontage of Terminal Intonation Contours

Categorized by phrase Type:

Waterford Informal and Formal Black English
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percentage form in Table VIII to facilitate the comparison of the

two corpora.

A non-parametric test of significance, the chi square, was

employed to determine the significance of the difference between the

two groups in Table V, and between the two corpora of data in Table

VII. As explained on page 92, these tests were used only to deter-

mine the significance of the difference between the respective groups

with regard to direction of nitch change, and were not used to test

more minute distinctions of pitch level. The same procedure was used

in applying the test to the data in both tables. Chi squares were

found for each column in the table. So, for example, in Table V,

in the far right column, the number of falling contours was compared

with the number of non-falling contours used by each group:

BE

falling

734

600

1334

non-falling

194

198

392

928

798

V26

Chi square for this table is not significant at Pc= .05. This proce-

dure was followed for each category in each column where the number

of entries in each cell was greater than five. For some cells, there

were no entries at all, sol/that statistical. tests of significance

could not apply. However, such instances may be found worth consi-

deration as well, as being of linguistic importance; the number of

entries in Table IX is small, for example, but is nevertheless of

some linguistic importance.
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I. First, in comparing the Black English and White English

groups, by examining Table V it may be seen that the Black English-

speaking group used more different types of final contours for almost

every phrase category than did the White English group. In particu-

lar, the Black English group appears to use more finals employing the

high pitch 4 range (-43, -42, -41, -34, -24, _4). A chi square mea-

sure finds the Black English group using significantly more finals

with pitch 4 than the White English group:

finals with pitch 4 without pitch 4

WE

BE

23 905

95 703

118 1608

928

798

1726

The chi square of 61.35 is significant at ezz.0001.

There is no significant difference between the two groups in

their overall proportionate usage of rising finals, falling finals or

level finals. The trend, which was not found to be significant as

measured by the chi square statistic, is for the White English group

to use more falling finals or000rtionately (see p. 102), and for the

Black English group to use proportionately more rising and level finals;

WE

BE

rise non-rise

811[117

122 676

239

928

798

1487 1726

WE

BE

level non-lev

7? 851

76 722

928

798

153 1573 1726

If we examine the final contours used in general questions

(see p. 45), we find the two groups differing in this way:



WE

BE

Falling

104

rising Level

30

1 45 24

4 75 27

36

70

106

The BE group uses relatively more level final contours for general

questions (significant at 0( 4, .01), while the White English group

uses relatively more rising contours (a non-significant trend).

In the other phrase types categorized, there was no significant

difference between the two groups in their proportionate usage of .

rising, falling, or level finals.

The suggestion (p. 45) that Black English is characterized by

more -32 finals than White English cannot be verified by these results

because (a) these transcriptions cannot be considered reliable enough

to differentiate -31 and -32 finals consistently, and (b) the trends

which are observed are in the opposite direction -- the WE group seems

to use overwhelmingly more -32 finals than the BE group.

With regard to the tvpeNof phrases which occur in the data, it

is interesting to note that the two groups differ as well. The White

English group uses significantly more fragments than the Black English

group: Fragments Non-Frags
WE [ 359 I 559 928
BE i 183 615 798

552 1174 1726 x2= 55.1

The Black English group uses more interjections and more general

questions: Interj. Non-Int.
WE 59 869
BE 106 692

165 1561

Gen. Q. Non- GQ
928 WE 882 928
798 BE 70 728 798
1726 106 1610 1726
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II. In examining the Waterford data in Tables VII and VIII, we find the

same trends AS we found in Tables V and VI, in differentiating the BE and

SE codes; however, in Waterford's case, those trends are more significant

statistically.

In his informal Black English code, the speaker uses a much wider

variety of final pitch contours than he does in his Formal SE code. In

particular, he uses more finals employing pitch 4 in his Black English

code (just as the Black English group in Table V did):

With Pitch 4 Without 4
SE 31 336 367
BE 79 335 x2= 19.07

110 671 781

In his Formal SE code, the speaker uses significantly more falling

final pitch contours than he does in his informal BE code; this is the

same trend as that noted between the WE and BE groups, but more pronounced

here:

BE

Falling. Non-Fall
323 i 44 I 367

3}1 113 414 x2= 27.43
624 157 781

The trn1 to c,)ntlIrs in the SE code is especially marked in

the phrase cate7ories ":elarative Sentence" and "Fraa-ment."

Declarative S$ Fall !;,-n-F,' Fragment; Fall Non-F
139

86

225

SEE15')I 11151 SE 12. 13
BE 1501 Tr 1?4 BE

300 35 335

.0 2..

'186 39

In his informal Black English code, the speaker uses relatively

more risina' final contours and level final contours than he does in his

formal SE code. Again, this is the same trend as that observed between

the WE and BE groups, but again, the trend is more pronounced between the

codes produced by Waterford, in that it is statistically significant:
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Watfirford data (cont.) :

Ristrm Non-Rise Level Non-Level
SE 29 36? SE 15 352 36?

BE 33 414 BE 414
105 .7. 781 52 9 781

In his BE code, Waterford uses significantly more rising finals (x2= 19.18)

and more level finals (x2= 8.16).

ARain, we find that this trend-is esoecially marked in the phrase

categories "Declarative Sentence" and "Fragment" in the Waterford data:

Deci. Sent; Rise Non-Rise Level Non-Level
SE 1 150 151 SE 0 151 151
BE 30 154 184 BE 4 180 184

31 304 335 4 331 335

Fragment: Rise Non-Rise Level Non-Level
SE 135 139 SE 9 ] 130 139
BE 86 BE 14 1 72 86

209 225 23 20a 225

In the phrase categories just mentioned, the observed trends cannot be

evaluated statistically (due to the small numbers in some of the cells),

yet they can be observed to exist in the figures included above. In

the other phrase categories measured, the two codes (BE and SE) do not

appear to differ greatly with regard to direction of final pitch change.

The trend which appears in the Waterford data seems to support the

suggestion (p. 45) that more -31 contours occur in the more "standard"

code, Formal Black English; more -32 finals occur in the informal BE

code. However, again, these trends cannot be considered conclusive

for this study for the reasons cited on page 104. It should be noted

that the trend in the Waterford data, and the trend in the adolescents'

data, are conflicting.on this measure.

Waterford uses fragments muph more often An his Formal SE code
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than in his informal Black English code, just as the White English group

used more fragments than the Black English group:

Fragments Non - fragments

SE 139 228 367

BE 86 328 414 x2= 26.92
225 556--- 781

Waterford uses in his informal Black English code almost twice as many

interjections or000rtionately as he does in his SE code, and three times

AC olzy special questions:

Inter'. Non-Int.
SE

BE
102 679

Spec.Q

SE r ]

BE L 26 1

33

Non-So. Q

414 388 414
366] 367367

781 748 781

Both these trends are significant at o...01 when measured by the chi

square.

III. Some other general observations may be made about the results

of this study, which, while not necessarily susceptible of statistical

measurement, may nevertheless be considered linguistically important.

In all of the Black English corpus (including Waterford's BE utte-

rances) there was a very high occurrence of the falsetto register; there

was virtually no use of falsetto in the WE corpus, and very little use

of falsetto in Waterford's formal SE code. Falsetto in the BE code

occurred in two forms: an entire utterance could occur in falsetto

(eg. Session Two, line 31), or an alternation between a falsetto regis-

ter on stressed syllables and a normal register on unstressed syllables

(eg. Session Two, line 250) could occur.

Falsetto (F)
Alternating Fal.

BE WE SE
75

080 1 1
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Both males and females in the Black English group used falsetto

in their speech. The falsetto occurred whenever a strong point was

being made in the conversation, whenever the speaker was attempting

to demonstrate strong emotional support for what he was saying. It also

occurred from time to time when a passer-by was greeted.

In all of the Black English corpus, within phrases, a high level

pitch, usually transcribed as level -3 or level -4, was sometimes used.

This high level pitch often occurred in a falsetto register. It appeared

only in the BE corpus, and never in the WE corpus. Examples may be

found in Session Two, lines 62-71. At times the pitch appeared to be so

level as to be almost chanted on a single note; whole phrases were

sometimes delivered in this "monotone" mode.

An extremely interesting finding is illustrated in Table IX. In

the corpus of Black English, there were 13 utterances which occurred in

which the "if-clause" of a conditional sentence appeared without the

"if". Instead, the dependent clause appeared to be marked by intonation

alone, by either a rising or level terminal contour, or by a -32 final

contour. This phenomenon did not occur in the White English corpus.



APPENDIX IX: THE USE OF INTONATION TO MARK
IF- CLAUSES WITHOUT "IF" IN BLACK ENGLISH

SESSION ONE

(11) Piople don't w2nt to do it, thin no sense gettin mid abo2ut it.

(50) YL 2bli to dg it, just dg it.

(155) H4, talk to am, yiu talk to art.

(204) H2 can walk out, sh2 can walk oh.

(384) Shl can do me some g'ctod, that's cool.

(463) Sgmebody offered ygu one, would you t2ke ?t?

SESSION TWO

(88-9) Shg wanted pr2gf, I could dye her prggf.

(237-9) Agd she find out about you h?ttin a lick over thne, your

?ss's ggnna be Layin six feet in some

(400-1) Sh2 ain't got snse enough to keep her gffspring clean,

how in the hell's she gonna keep herialf clan?

(413-4) Hir man's comin over, hit: mess's supposed to be togthg.

(472-5) Shg, want to argue and all that, "Yi2h, ihhah, yi2h."

SESSION THREE

(68) Thy can't be clean like me, firat '1m.

(74) Shg sm111 'em whin th251re canin, sh2 ggnna t211 'im, and

emb2rriss 'em al.



CHAPTER SEVEN; DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

When the intonation of Black English (BE) is compared with the

intonation of either vernacular White English (WE), or with that of

formal Black English (SE), it appears to have certain distinctive

characteristics.

In the last chapter, we saw that in both comparisons (BE-WE and

BE-SE), the same general trends appeared to emerge. It is interesting

to note that in the comparison of the intonation patterns used in

Waterford's BE and SE codes, those trends were more significant when

measured by a chi square statistic,'than they were in the data obtained

from the adolescents. That is, it would appear that Waterford makes a

larger contrast between his two speech varieties as he "code-switches".

It may be that Waterford; as he attempts to be very correct in his formal

speech variety, in talking to University professors, comes closer to the

"ideal" Standard Enlish intonation than do the White adolescents in

their vernacular speech.

In any case, certain distinctions are consistently made in this

study whether we are looking at the contrast between adolescents

speaking BE and adolescents speaking WE, or whether we are looking at

the contrast between the BE and SE codes made by a "code-switcher".

In this discussion, reference will be made to the predicted trends on

page 45 of this document, and to some of the findings of Loman reported

on page 26.of this paper.

The first suggestion on page 45 is supported by the results of this

study; we see that in the BE intonation there does seem to be a

wider range of pitch used, which extends more into the higher pitches.
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At the same time, we have seen that there appears to be a much greater

dj\v.
use of the falsetto register in Black English. The WE and SE utterances

recorded appear to stay within a smaller range centered around a lower

pitch. The use of falsetto, and also of the very level high pitch

("almost sung"), in the Black English corpus, seems to have been asso-

ciated with the speaker's making a dramatic effect in his argument. It

usually occurred when the speaker was making his point by building up

susnense or by establishing the strength of his own feelings about the

issue. The ability to use this particular technique for dramatic effect

appeared to help establish the speaker's status as a performer, and was

usually anplauded appreciatively by the audience.

The second suggestion on page 45 is also supported, as the BE

speakers in this study seemed in general to use more level and rising

final contours, idle WE and SE phrases appear to be characterized by

more falling final contours. (As we have observed, this contrast is

especially pronounced in the Waterford data.) The level and rising

patterns in Black English appear to be used in a higher pitch than is

characteristic of the other two codes. Given the "game" interaction

which produced the Black English utterances in this study, the higher

occurrence of level and risinNfinals in BE should not be surprising.

As Pike (1946) has pointed out, rising contours may carry with them a

feeling of "exoectation of response" or of "implications about others";

while level contours carry a meaning of "strong implication" and also of

strength of feeling. Such final contours are entirely aoorooriate to

the game we have described, which was interaction-centered and process-
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oriented. In the White English and formal Black English situations, on

the other hand, the conversations were much more topic-oriented. For

such situations, a failing final contour is more appropriate to the

statement of facts and to observations.

The third suggestion on page 45 -- that speakers of BE use more

falling contours on general questioni than speakers of Standard English --

was not supported in the final study, in spite of the strong indications

of such a trend in both the pilot study and in Lotian's study. Rather,

in the final study, the Black English speakers appeared to use more level

final contours in general. One can only speculate that the difference

may be traceable to the difference in the speaking situations. When

the speaking situation seems to have been somewhat formal, and perhaps

threatening, Black English speakers appeared to use a falling contour in

askin7 general questions -- an intonation pattern usually associated

with the attitude of demanding a response. On the other hand, in the

final study, the speaking situation was not formal or threatening, and

the soeakers were more At ease than they were in either the pilot study

or in Loman's study. In this situation, in the final study, the BE

speakers did not use the expected falling final contours.

The usage of intonation alone to mark the dependent clause of a

conditional sentence has not been re,)orted as characteristic of Black

English to date. Its occurrence in these data is unmistakeable, however.

At least one implication of this phenomenon relates to language testing

in the Black community. It has been suggested, for exam)le, ( Deutsch et al

1968) that a restricted code may not use logical conjunctions which
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do occur in an elaborated code. It has been suggested that if speakers

of a restricted code do not use such conjunctions, their language, and

probably their logical processes are somehow deficient. So, for example,

some might claim that because a child did not use the conjunction "if"

to mark the dependent clause in a conditional sentence, he has no way of

differentiating dependent and independent clause. The finding just

mentioned, of the use of intonation rather than a lexical item to mark

the dependent clause of a conditional sentence, would indicate that per-

haps language testing is itself deficient when it does not take supra-

segmental features into consideration.

The higher pronortion of fragments in the WE and SE corpora may

have resulted partly because of the system of classification adopted in

this investigation. A phrase was considered to be a segment of speech

occurring between two OAUSC. In the White English and Standard English

samples, the speakers tended to use long, drawn-out sentences with many

pauses, qualifiers and interjections like "you know". Consequently,

althouoth their sentences were grammatically complete sentences, their

mode of production, with many pauses, meant that their utterances were

classified as fragments in many cases. On the other hand, the Black

English sneakers did not use this mode of production; they used shorter

sentences with more dramatic punch, consistent with the speaking situa-

tion they were involved in.

The higher incidence of interjections in both Black English samples

apoears to be a function of the "call-and-response" pattern of interac-

tion, which demanded utterances like calls for attention like "Hey man"
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or '1,00kee here"; and of responses like "Right" or "Uh huh".

Most of the intonational differences which have been isolated

between the Black English corpus and the other two corpora, seem to

be directly traceable to the differences in the speech events which

the speakers were participating %n. In the Black speaking situation,

the speakers were more in a "performer" role, and used many intona-

tional devices for dramatic effect. In addition, in the Black speaking

situation, there was a strong influence by the "game" and competitive

play among nersons, that was occurring during the conversation. The

different social rules called for different paralinguistic features.

So, for example, it is suggested that there was a higher incidence of

level and rising final pitch contours for the BE group. Most of the

intonational differences that have emerged in this study may be found

to be directly traceable to the differential nature of the speech event

in the Black street community, and to the resulting differences in atti-

tude brought to that event by the participants. The use of intonation

to mark the dependent clause in a conditional sentence is the only feature

which cannot be traced directly to situational elements in the Black

speech event.
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Critique of Method and Suvestions for Future Research

In this study, the priority of obtaining good data in the sociolin-

guistic sense, meant that the data could not be analyzed acoustically

due to the poor quality of the recordings. In future research, perhaps

a better balance could be obtained between the conflicting priorities

of obtaining good data, and analyzing that data. perhaps recordings

could be made in rooms with less background noise and more optimal

mike-to-mouth distances, so that more high-quality recordings could be

obtained. If this were done, then acoustical analyses could be made of

a segment of talk from a Black English group and a White English group.

Such analyses could establish instrumental measures of such phenomena

as range of variation of fundamental frequency and of amplitude.

In studying intonation in Black English, it is a good idea to use

control groups for comparison instead of relying upon "rules" of intona-

tion as recorded by linguists for comoarison. We have seen that white

soe-ileers did not anpear to conform to the rules" of Standard English

intonation when social variables s'1,:h as neer group and formality of

situation were similar to those in the Black group. In order to be

able to say anything conclusive about intonation in Black English, it is

important to have an understanding of what intonation in other dialects

is like -- an understanding which is based upon live control groups,

rather than upon a theoretical syst3m of rules.

In future research, perhaps the social variables could be more

similar than in this study perhaps recordings could be made of a highly

involved, excited White rap session or White "gaming" session, if one
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could be found. In such a situation, it might well be, for example,

that the White group would use a wider pitch range. (However, it should

be emphasized that one of the central suggestions of this study bears

uoon exactly this noint -- that intonational differences exist because

of the relative frequency of certain sneech events in the different

communities; the relative frequency of such "gaming" sessions in the

Black comnunitv and the relative scarcity of them in the White community

may be seen as directly related to the frequency of wide pitch range in

the Black dialect.) An attempt could be made to control the situational

variables in other ways as well; the topics of discussion could be Kept

more similar. Perhaps the same individual could lead the discussions in

both groups. Similarly, perhaps the number of subjects could have been

more equivalent.

In future research of this kind, in the analysis of the data once

it has been obtained, it should be suglested that a different classifi-

cation system for phrase types might be used. In this study, the classi-

fication system used was based upon that used in Loman's study. One of

the problems with the system related to the distinction between declara-

tive sentences and fragments. There were several types of phrases which

were categorized as fragments (such as the dependent clause of a condi-

tional sentence) which should perhaps have been classified otherwise. A

better classification system might have been able to bring out intonation-

al distinctions between phrase types which the Loman system did not. The

system should be more systematically developed with regard to phrase type

and exnected intonation contour before it is applied to the data.



CHAPTER EIGHT: SIMARY

The purpose of this investigation was to determine and describe

the intonation patterns characteristic of Black English and to compare

those patterns with the intonation patterns occurring in White English

and in Formal Black English. Tape recordings were made of a group of

Black adolescents in an informal discussion, and of a group of White

adolescents in an informal discussion. In addition, an interview

with an adult Black male was tape recorded.

The recorded speech corpuses were then transcribed for intonation,

and the transcriptions checked for reliability by two additional phone-

ticians. Spectrograms of utterances upon which disagreement among

transcribers occurred were also analyzed. The data for terminal

intonational contours were grouped according to phrase types, with

chi square tests employed between and among groups.

The following findings relative to intonation patterning were

presented and discussed:

(I) Black English was characterized by a wider pitch range, which

extended into the higher pitch levels than did White English and

Formal Black English.

(2) Black English appeared to utilize a falsetto register to a much

greater extent than did White English or Formal Black English.

(3) In general, Black English speakers seemed to use more rising and

level final contours, while White English and Formal Black English

speakers seemed to use more falling final contours.
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(4) In the slack English corpus, several utterances were recorded

in which intonation alone was used to serve the grammatical

function of marking the dependent clause of a conditional sen-

tence, without concomitant use of the lexical item "if,"

(5) The preliminary indication that Black English would be charac-

terized by fewer rising terminals for general questions, was

not borne out in this study; there was no significant difference

among the three speech varieties in this regard.

The majority of the intonational characteristics found in the

Black English corpus can be traced directly to systematic differences

between Black street culture and White "mainstream" culture, with

regard to the function of the speech event within the two speech

communities, rather than to any systematic differences in phonology

per se. Intonational patterns characteristic of Black English can

be accounted for in large part as resulting from different "social

rules" for speech within Black street culture; speech events which

occur in that culture s,3em to call for specialized use of intonation

patterns which the'selves are entirely consistent with Standard

English riles for intonation.
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Used in Sessions One Two and Three
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A Glossary of Black English Expressions Used in
Sessions One, Two and Three

bad -- good, stylish, admirable

bag -- one's orientation to life, or framework of operation

check it out -- investigate the issue and get more information to
validate your argument

dude -- a male

duff -- to leave, as to leave home

flashin' -- talking nonsense, as part of a temporary mental disorien-
tation; also, insulting or "sounding on" someone

funky -- dirty, sweaty, disagreeable

gamin' -- using or manipulating"someone; also, playing around and not
being serious

get down -- get down to business, get serious

git-go -- the beginning

hammer -- woman, usually lower-class

hank -- low-class woman

hung up -- emotionally dependent

hustle -_ make money, especially on the street

Jo' -- probably Joking, or Joshing

keep on steopin' -- to leave, go your own way

lady -- main woman

Laurelhurst -- a white upper middle-class suburb in Seattle

the Man -- the white man, or the government, or authority

nylon socks -- socks which are in style among pimps in Seattle; also
referred to as "pimp socks" in some areas
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pay day -- in this context, the expression refers to the assumption
that when payday comes, the woman is expected to hand her
whole check over to her man

pimpin. -- in general, using someone without allowing them to use you;
being self-sufficient and geLiang others to depend on you;
being in a power position

punk -- a homosexual

read her little game -- "pimped"; that is, used or manipulated someone
for her own benefit

ride -- a car

to run down -- to explain; also, to talk persuasively as part of your
routine

to school -- to teach

serious business -- seriously

to have one's shit together -- to be well-adjusted; to now oneself and
others well enough to deal with anything life may
throw at you

shit don't stink that well -- apparently a reference to an Army expres-
sion; "He thinks he's so good his shit don't stink."

your shit's gonna be duffed good -- you're going to get beaten; your
game will be over for good

to strut -- to walk proudly, or in a style copied from the pimps

to' apparently, "toil"

vines clothes

wheels -- a car; stylish automobile
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Four Conversations Recorded in a Black Community

The na:Ies of the participants have been changed

in the scripts which follow, in order to protect

their privacy,
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SESSION ONE -- BLACK ENGLISH

The following conversation occurred in a discussion led by a

Planned Parenthood representative, Eve Wilson, in a drop-in center

in a predominantly Black area of Seattle. The participants are

Eve Wilson, Bert, Miles, Steve, Nina, Linda, and Charles Waterford.

* * * * * * * * * *

eve But if a woman belongs to a man, and she says that she doesn't

want to have intercourse that night, she should be able to say

no. Just like if he doesn't feel like having intercourse that

night, he can say no.

B (1) YAh.
3 2 3

(2) I could go for that.

(3) What, what if the Man want to get up an' leave?

eve What about it?

B (4) a you thirik 1.1(t should, uh, think, uh that uh she should tell

him rit?

(5) Which is, she'd be crazy if she alig.

(6) xould think. (laughter)

2 3
(7) And, uh, I'm pretty sure she gonna have a idea what I'm, what

3 /

I'm duffin for.

2 3 ). 3 / /'
(8) I doubt if all that'd be necessary though.

(9) NI- you think, uh she should, uh, she could make it through tat?

(comments)

3 A 3/
N (10) Should respect each other's needs.

3 a 3 2 2
(11) People don't want to do it, then no sense gettin mad about it.
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eve Well, how about the guy's needs?

/
N (12) Comprani3se. (laughter)

eve Does a man have more needs than a woman? Does a woman have more

needs than a man?

2 3
N (13) Probably equal.

2 3A
B (14) I couldn't say, because I'm not

eve Do you think it's possible for a woman to get as exsex-, er, uh,

to become as sexually excited as a man?

3/
B (15) Yeah.

(16) I think more. (comments)

eve Well, say yeah, then say no, really isn't much of an answer, Why?

How come?

) 3 / /
N (17) Nothin to get excited over.

(18) Sex is sex,

I 3 1 3 a
(19) don't need to get all overly excited over it.

eve You mean to say, that there's two people who are petting, wherever

it may take place. Hm? Two people, kissing and petting and fondling

and feeling and all that type of thing. Do you feel that the woman

will, may, might, can, is she able to, get as excited as a male?

3 Y 3 3
L (20) If she really wants to, you know.

-). 3 a 3 a
(21) If she doesn't want to, she really doesn't have to,

3 I I

(22) Just all depends on who you are and how you fee3 l about it.

2 3 2. 3 I /

B (23) Naw, I think that the woman could get more excited. (comments)

't2 0 3 2. 2
(24) No, no, I mean, uh, I mean uh,

3 2 3 2 3 /
(25) I just think that a man could, could uh, you know, excite the

3/
woman more,
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B (26) ygu knOW?

eve You feel that a man can stimulate a woman to the point where she's

more excited than he is.

3
B (27) Yea/h.

IF 3F qP2F iiP/N
N (28) A woman can do that to a dude too. (comments)

B (29) No.

(30) Tare's not that much to stimulate a dude

3 i 3
(31) This is what I'm sayin. (comments)

(32) You kno2w what I'm sayin.

(33) I'l not, ygu

3 /
(34) I know what I'm sayin.

(35) Ygu ,just don't understand wh2a.t I'm slyin.

(35) You're not ready for

eve What's right for it? When is a person right for sex?

3 A q / /
B (37) I don't understand.

eve When is a person right for sex?

B (38) Whgn is a person right for sex?

eve Mmhm.

q.. Y 2
B (39) Oh, no, I wasn't,

(40)
3
I didn't say it like thU, you krIgW,

a 3
(41) I

.3
was just sayin she

3
wasn't ready for my, my answer I was givin

you.

eve I hear you though.

3 2
B (42) I really, dh,

(43) whgnevei., uh, nature takes its plICe, you kngw.

3 2
(44) That's all I could say,
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(45) yg*u knL.

eve Yeah, but you know, you figure as far as nature's concerned, or

sex is concerned, you can relieve sexual tension in the bathroom.

You know, simply by masturbating. That's about all that comes down

to. Whereas, if you're going to have intercourse, with somebody,

you know, it's a whole different bag. A whole different thing.

That's why I ask. hen do you think a person is ready to have

sex? Or when, what time during their life, or what have you?

B (46) iliny time he think he's rellW,

a 3 z a
(47) that's all I can say. (soft comments)

(48) Ygu know, I used to play in hguss and thins. (comments)

I 1
(49) I

3
don't think it matters, you kno3w.

(50) YOU Ibig" to de?, it, just dg

eve Yeah, but that's just the problem. People just do it. That's

all they do, you know, the penis goes in the vagina and comes out

two minutes later; she's a mess, she has to wash up; he's a mess,

he washes up, and that's all there is to it.

3
B (51) Oh, is, is that all you think there is to it?

eve No, that's not all I personally think there is to it, but I mean,

3 2 3 1

B (52) I don't either. (laughter)

eve If you're a person that just does it because he's ready to do it,

I mean, you know, to say he's ready to do it is about what it amounts

to, he does it. Now, if you say a person's ready to have inter-

course, or feels that they want to have a sexual, a sexual rela-

tionship, you know, to relate to somebody sexually, to be able to

relate to somebody in a very intimate manner.
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B (53) ae, what, uh, what ygu said.

3 ',a 3 2. 1 2-
(54) you just, uh, you just don't go for nobody just doin it

(55) you dl it, It's done.

eve (comments)

B (56) arer knex thIl. (laughs)

eve (comments)

q q 3 2
B (57) I think, you know, (noise)'s always more to it.

(58) Y211 know, there's always, you know, more to that for gel, you

a
know.

eve How does a young woman say no to a young man? Or I should say, how

does a male, a female say no to a male?

qF3F
N (59) "No."

2N 3 2
B (60) How does a female say no to a male?

eve Without gettin beaten. (comments)

3 31
N (61) It ain't no way.

B (62) W?thOut gittin beltenl (laughs) (background noise, comments)

/

(63) surprised you married.

3 /

(64) You married.

eve Hm?

B (65) YL're married,

(66) aren't ygu?

N (67) There aye?

(background noise, comments)

eve Yes, there is. But you get sick and tired of ... people, you know,

using people. Why can't people just relate to people cause they

like them? I mean, is it out

2 3 X 3 2
B (68) That's my thing, you know.

eve Yeah. Is it out of fashion? It's it's, is it, you know, corny to
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like somebody and be honest about it?

3 2 a
B (69) I don't think so. (comments)

eve Well, why is it that the girl always has to be in love with the

dude, she spreads her legs, and he gets what he wants, he gets

his piece.

2 q
B (70) It's not always like that.

eve It ma, majority of the time it is.

st.

B (71) Well, you
3

know tha3t's

eve The majority, you got too many pregnant girls running around here

that were run down, "Hey baby, you know I love you. Hey, come on

and be mine." You know. "Like, if you wanta be mine, you know uh,

whassabout givin me some?" And she says you know, "Well uh, I'm not

ready" or "I don't want to" or somethin like that, he say, "Au cornyt

You know, there's nothin to it. You're not a baby any more."

a 2. 32
M (72) Say, "La3 ter on." (laughter, comments)

2
(73) I'd say later

3/
on.

eve You never ran down a line.

M (74) Mma hm3 .

(75) Ran down a whole 13.= lines.

(76) SOtmethin like th3ft, jlist say later g, for SIOU, you 'gym ow,

eve Well, what else you got to say 'fore I go? Nothin else to say.

(laughter) No name-calling or whatnot. How bout this payday business?

3
B (77) Payday.

eve Mmhm.

2 3
B (78) ... Mother's Day?

eve Mother's Day, payday when Mother's Day isn't there.
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2 3
M (79) Pa1yday's supposed to be every day.

eve For whom?

2 3)
M (80) For me. (laughter)

eve Well what about me?

11
M (81) What about you?

eve Well, what about me? When does my payday come?

M (82) Whenever you
3

ge2ts the money. (laughter)

eve Well, who do I get my money from?I
M (83) I don't kno31w.

3 a. 31
(84) 'pt's up to you.

eve If I'm you're old lady, do I get my money from you?

I

M (85) No
3

no.

eve Why not? (laughter) What do I need you for if you're not gonna

give me some money?

M (86) Wha3t?

eve You supposed to be my man. I can't get money from you?

3 4/FIN
M (87) Hell no.

eve Then what do it, wha, wha (laughter) Who you supposed to be?

2 3 3
M (88) Who am I supposed to be?

eve If you supposed to be my man, you can't give me any money when I

need some money, then I ...

3 2 yF 2N yF a N -11/F
M (89) Okay, you might get a little bit.

eve Oh, I might get a little bit.

2
M (90) Ye3ah. yo3u know,

3 a 31 3 2 3
(91) see, if you was mine (inaudible) up to you to make some money.

eve Oh, really? Why?

q2.

H (92) Why?
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eve Why?

2 q A 3 1

M (93) To fill my mother-fuckin pockets.

eve Well, listen, baby, you know, like, since you wear your pocket,

you supposed to be able to provide for your pocket. I'm not sup- .

posed to have to survi- you know, provide for your pockets, baby,

you supposed to be a man.

M (94) Well, then, right then
32

we
3

ju2st have to cut it short.

eve No, wait a minute, hold on, back up, back up. (shouting)

/

M (95) Finad me ano3ther one.

eve Are you supposed to be independent?

M (96) What23?

eve Are you supposed to be independent. Independent. On your own.

Emancipated (comments, interruptions) No, no, man, uh-uh, I'm tal-

kin to you. Now are you sposeta be independent and on your own?

1F 1W
(97) Yeah.

eve Are you supposed to be" a cool dude?

23
M (98) No.

eve No?

3 3 3 /
M (99) I'm just plain old Miles Baker.

eve Okay. Is Miles Bailor supposed to be unique and

1 3 )

N (100) She
3

say Miles Bailor! (laughs)

3 3 /

M (101) Miles Baker.

eve Baker?

1
M (102) Ye3ah.

eve I'm sorry. My apology. Is Miles Baker supposed to be unique? Is

he supposed to be, like, one of a kind?

31
M (103) Yeah.
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eve Is Miles Baker supposed to be sharp?

M (104) Not. (pause, then laughter)

eve I mean, as far as mentality is concerned, you supposed to be smart,

sharp, together.

3
M (105) Oh, yea31h.

eve You supposed to have your shit together, right?

31 3 I

M (106) Yeah, definitely.

eve No if you got your shit together what you need me for to keep it goint

31 3
M (10 ?) No, you go,

3 2 3 1.
(108) I don't necessarily need you.

eve No, brother, you came down and said that I'm supposed to make a

whole lotta money.

M (109) How wait a minute.

3 2 3 2
(110) I don't necessarily need you.

X 3 a
3 2

(111) You know, I just go ahead and throw you a few lines and, uh,

cuminsee where you comin from.

eve Ohhhh.

M (112) And if a couple days la3 ert, I don't get no (inau3dible) from

you, I'm, yo3u know, I'm just gonna have to keep on stepping.

(113) DOn't say nuttin to yOu.

eve So what you're saying to me is that, ah, Miles Baker, who's sun

posed to be unique in himlelf, you know, a unique person, who's

supposed to be sharp and on the ball, with it -.

Miles Baker needs a woman,

a 3 a 3
M (114) Miles Baker ain't tryin to do nothin.

a 3 a 3
(115) Miles Baker is tellin you.
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eve Miles Baker needs a woman who don't have nothin up there, so

that he can rule her.

M (116) N3o, thlt's

eve Yes, this is what I hear. Miles Baker needs a dumb broad.

3 2 y 1

M (117) I rules all the young ladies.

eve Hm?

3 2. 3 J 2- I

M (118) I rules allll of 'em, cause, you know, they ain't noqthin.

eve Oh, they ain't nothin.

1.3 91
M (119) Hell, no.

eve Then why do you bother with 'em?

3 23
M (120) Just to get some mother-fuckin money from 'em, that's all,

eve You should be abl: to do better.

3/ 3 a 3 a 2
M (121) Shit, why should I get all my mother-fuckin

eve No, I ain't talkin bout, now wait a minute, hold on, baec up.

Back up. Now you're talkin bout one track.

(comments, tnterruntions)

a LIF
no

3/
M (122) There's not no two tracks.

eve I just said two.

2 3/
M (123) I

3
'm just talkin bout one.

(124) Ygil knL.

eve I didn't say there was only two.

M (125) Money
3

or
2..

no3thin.

eve Money or nothin.

M (126) Yea3) h.

eve So the only way you can get money is by dealin with the little

people.
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2 3 2 2
M (127) Dealin with the little pe

q a 23 23 2 LIFM 3
(128) I don't care if they big, small or tiny, mama.

eve No, but you can't deal with anybody unless they're little.

M (129) Shi/t.

eve Right on. This is where you're comin from. You tellin me, that

Miles Baker is here, and the only people that Miles Baker has

any control over, is people there, because anybody else, that is on

the same level, or higher, than Miles Baker, is gonna know where

Miles Baker is shooting from, is gonna tell Miles Baker

(shouting)

31

M (130) Hey.

1 3 3
(131) Could I ask you a question? (laughter)

a 3 3
(132) Could I ask you a question?

(133) 4jre vOlu

eve Why does it matter?

3 3
M (134) I'm just askin.

eve Why does it matter? What if I tell you I'm from my mother's womb.

M (135) No.
31

B (136) Thl.t's where you frgm? (laughter)

eve That's where I'm from. Is it not the truth? It's the truth.

3 2 3 2 3 2 3r/
M (137) I'm talkie bout, is you on this side of town or what?

eve What difference does it make what side of town I'm on? I'm here

right now, that's what matters. Let's deal with the present. The

past is, you know, obsolete.

3/ 3/
M (138) O

3!
h, oh, oh.

1 3/
(139) The past.

eve Is obsolete.



M (140) °he
A

la3 shin.

13?

eve You see, if you gonna get somewhere, you can't be goin through

this trippy business of, uh, where you're from, and uh this kind

of thing. If you're gonna deal with people, you gotta deal with

people as they are, right then and there. Because you goin into

the bag of the past'll mess you up, will put holes in your pocket,

will put holes in your shoes, will let the juice run out, shrivel

you up, you will dehydrate, and become nothing.

(laughter, shouting, Bert jumps to his feet)

V
B (141) Ooo3/h, Gaul

(142) Sh3it!

(143) doh,

S (144) Who
3

she talkin abou3/t?

(145) Miles?

3
(146) Huh?

eve Now. As far as keeping your shit together, it takes more than

money, my man, because there's a lot of people with a lot of money

that have no shit whatsoever. You cannot survive without shit, no

matter how unpleasant it is, just like you cannot survive without

bacteria, therefore what I am trying to tell you is that you might

have money in your pocket, but if you don't have your shit together,

you will be alone, you will not be able to enjoy it, It does not

pay to ha

2 3 a 3 1 3 ". 3
M (147) I mean, if I do have a lotta money, I'm gonna enjoy it.

2 3 1

(148) Whatever, you know.

eve Yeah, but listen to this. If you have your wheels, and if you're
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thinking on a limited scale like a Cadillac, which is, you know,

uh, from the Year One, if you're still thinking about gold teeth,

which is from the Year One, if you're thinking about vines, which

is here and then past, and that is as far as your thoughts go,

3 a 31
M (149) I'm thinkin about myself.

eve Well, that's what I'm sayin. And if that is as far as your thoughts

go, then, my man, you will have your car and your gold tooth, your

couple dollars in your pocket, your clothes, and you will be totally

positively unto yourself. You will be nowhere. So. This is what

I'm sayin. (much laughter)

M (150) Gld
31

dam3/n! (laughter)

3 3 a. 3 1 1

(151) I'm not even gonna talk to you no more. (laughter)

eve Well, listen. You know, I'm getting down, I understand, just...

M (152) No, you're not getting down... (comments, laughter)

eve Eldridge Cleaver said the same thing.

3/ 3.
/

H. (153) No, we re not even talkin about him.

eve No, well, I am.

M (154) you an 4.

eve Eldridge Cleaver came down with the same thing. Now, Eldridge Clea-

ver knew what was happening. He knows what's happening. He dealin...

3/ 31M (155) Hay, talk to him, yoa-u talk to him.

eve Talk to him, talk to him? Okay. As far as women and men go, who

needs who? (laughter) Who needs who?

a 3 a 3
N (156) A man needs a woman. (comments)

2 3 7
(157) Well, how come guys always want to get paid?
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1 3 ). 3 2 32 3 a
N (158) They must need somebody if they gonna get paid, really.

(comments, laughter)

3 ), 3 /
(159) Talkin bout you guys wanta get paid all the time.

eve Can men do without women?

3 2
B (160) I can.

3
(161) Yeaah.

3 /

(162) I can, (laughter)

eve That means, you would have quite a tender penis, because you would

have to masturbate all the time, right?

23
B (163) Yeah?

eve Okay. Can women do without men?

2 1/1

M (164) He3 nll o.

1
N (165) Yes they can.

eve Why not? Why do you feel they can't?

N (166) Yea31h.

(167) H-oi4 come?

M (168) Cause they can't.

N (169) Ye3s they can.

3 2. 3 3 /

3 (170) I wou, I wouldn't have a tender penis2
3

, either. (laughter)

eve What would you have?

8 (171) Wha3 t would I havq3e?

eve Yeah, what would you have?

2
B (172) It's not necessary.

2
(173) I wouldn't have that.

eve Okay, fine, but what would you have?

(long pause, then laughter)

eve All right, so what we're saying is sex Isn't necessary. It's like
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a added attraction. (interruptions) Is sex necessary? Is kissing

necessary?

3/
M (174) Hell no. (laughter)

eve Okay, is screwing necessary?

2 3
S (175) Is who?

eve Screwing.

3a 3
4 (176) No, really.

eve Then why do it? (comments)
a 3/ 3 a

S (1 ? ?) It's good, that's why.

a
(178) It's just goo3/d.

(179) To me
31

.

eve What makes it good?

.2
S (180) Me.

3
(181) And the woman.

eve Oh. That's a beautiful stAement. You and the woman. that's

exactly how I feel. It takes two.

a 1
S (182) I don't 'Kno3w how yo3u fee2l.

(183) Sat.

eve Well, I'm saying, that's how I feel. It takes two.

3 1 3 1 f I

S (184) You have, you have to tell me how you feel.

eve Well, I'm telling you, if you listen. Are you listening?

3
S (185) Mmhlm.

cve It takes two. Uhh, how would it be if it only took one?

3 13/
S (186) Mmmmmm.

3 /

(187) I ain't never tried it that way. (laughter, comm, its)

eve If a mother left her family, if a woman left her family, would she
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be looked at the same, or in the same manner, as a man or a

husband leaving a ;amily?

N (188) Yeah.

3!
L (189) No.

23
B (190) Yeah.

eve Is it worse for a woman to leave her family than it is for a man

to leave his family?

3 2 a
B (191) I think so.

3 a. a
(192) I think so.

N (193) Yeaa h, it ...

(194) Did you say is it wgrse?

eve Is it worse for a woman to leave her family than it is for a man to

leave his family?

N (195) Yeaah.

(19b) Yah.

eve How you figure?

B (197) Ho2w I fig3ure?

3 A 3 /

N (193) A woman could do more, than a man could for a kid.

J
L (199) No2t really. (comments)

3 3
B (200) Would you, ah, would you3 , ah, just abandon your children?

eve Don't know what I might do. Now that's the truth. I can't say I

wouldn't. Can't say I would. Cause I don't knoW what I'm capable

of doing. And that's the truth.

3 a 3 /
B (201) I don't think you're capable of going.

eve Well, I hope it never comes to that, but time will tell. Do you

think a woman has as much right to duff as a man does?

3/
L (202) Yeah.
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N (203) Yea3)h.

3 1 3 /

L (204) He can walk out, she can walk out.

eve It's easy to say, but I mean, as far as the neighborhood is con-

cerned, and we have to deal with the neighborhood, I'm sorry, but

it's a must -- would she 130 in a worse situation if she decided to

come back?

3 1
B (205) She couldn't even come back.

eve Could the man come back?

N (206) No
a3

.

2
B (207) It's bein dge.

eve Can anybody explain to me why that is? Why is it a man can duff,

and can come back and never think it's more or less rough on the

family, (comments) You know, why is it that the woman can't duff

and come back, without excess package?

L (208) Fgt. you mean?

eve Without a baby, I mean, you know. We're exempting that factor, that

she might be pregnant or something like that

3 1
L (209) If she really serious about staying.

B (210) ...never come ack. (laughs)

3 3/
(211) sai

2
d, end up dead,

Y/

(212) Oh.

/ /

(213) I couldn't go
3

for that.

eve You mean, just period, you couldn't go for a woman duffing and

coming back.

2- 3
B (214) Pregnant?

eve Oh, I said without thinkinz about pregnancy, you know, exempting

that factor.
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31

B (215) Oh.

eve Not considering that factor at all.

3 1 1 2.3
B (216) Yea31h, I see where you're corm from.

a.F 1F IF 3F 2F AF
N (21 ?) If she left for a good reason, you know.

eve I what if she left, she was just damn sick and tired of the

whole situation, she was tired of havin to go through hassles over

finances and what have you, sick and tired of hearin so-and-so

talk about so-and-so, and all this kind of mess, sick and tired

of havin to prepare dinner and what have you, and sick and tired

of bein downed if that was the situation, that particular incident,

and decided she felt like duffing, and she duffs.

(soft comments)

3 3
B (218) She

2N
couldn't come back to me.

1

eve She couldn't cone back to you?

2 3 A 3 1- 3
B (21?) Not even if she left for thirty minutes. (laughs)

eve Oooht Cold dude! (laughs) Really cold. (soft comments)

Do you think black women should always work?

x3
N (220) Wha?

eve Should black women always have to work?

a 1
S (221) If she's a

3
ble

a
to work, she should work. (comments)

eve Do you feel it's a woman's oosition to work?

a
...I.

N (222) If a dude can't provide for his fa3mily well ain't nothin else

1

she can do
3
but go out and get a job,

2. 3 i

(223) If he
3
can provide for his family, she shouldn't have to work.

3 a
B (224) I think it depends on what kind of jobs (inaudible)
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3 2 3 a 3 a
B (225) If, uh, my lady has skills to work in IBM, and uh she would,

work
3 a 13

un, was qualified to work in it I think that's a pretty nice job

2 a
you know.

(226) Or a secret.M.

2 3 2 3 a 32
(227) Uh, I wouldn't let her work in the Olympic Hotel.

(228) You 'mow. (inaudible comments)

eve What else do you think has to do with Woman's Lib?

B (229) 1 really don't kngtz, you kngw.

3 1 A 3
(230) I haven't looked into it, you know, about that (inaudible)

eve say you don't think, I'm asking that. Based on the statement

that you said, if they ever did get equal. (laughs) I caught on

to that.

23 2 31
(231) Yeah, I know.

eve Why aren't women equal? I mean, how aren't they equal?

2 3 I
B (232) They're not equal.

eve Why not?

3 a 3
B (233) They're not equal.

(234) Cause they're weak.

eve Hm?

2 '1/

B (235) They're weak.

eve How are they weak?

B (236) Theay're weak -minded.

eve Weak-minded?

3/
B (237) Right.

3 2 3 a.
(238) I mean, they, they could probably uh, get tough, but I don,

3 a
I don't think they could get as tough as a man.

eve Would you call that weak-minded, or would you call that humane?
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q/ 3 1
8 (239) it's both, really.

3 ), 23
N (240) I know some, some ladies that are tougher than men.

eve What about prostitutes?

3 i

S (241) What about 'em?

eve What about 'em?

N
S (242) What about 'em?

eve Do you consider them strong or weak?

S (243) Stron31g. (inaudible comments)

1
(244)

3
I don't consi3der

1 3/
them at all.

eve All right, but I mean, let's consider them. (inaudible comments)

3/
8 (245) I don't know.

3 31
(246) Probably strong.

eve In what way? You mean mentally?

a. 3 a 3 /

8 (247) No, I mean physlcally. (inaudible comments)

I
weak and

/

S (248) There's some weak ones and some strong ones.

(249) That gc?es for Ive4body/.

(250) Automatically. (inaudible comments)

eve Women and men prostitutes?

N (251) Yeahi/F .

S (252) MmNhmm.

3
L (253) MImh ni.

eve You're savin there are men prostitutes.

S (254) 44.
3

M (255) Yea1h.

eve What do you call a man prostitute?

A
S (256) I calls him a p3u/nk, that's whlat fc,.11s hiM.

/
(257) A ba3 d mother-fucker.

(258) They ptiriks, tci
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a a
B (259) Y eah, but ther3e's some dudes gettin 'Slid b women that ain't

1

pu3nks.

eve What are they?

B (260) They're prOStitutin tN.

eve If you don't, Do you, would you consider them -- I'm asking person-

ally, would you consider those type punks also?

B (261) Whlit?

eve The ones that are not bisexual. the ones that, you know, uh receive

money from women for functioning sexually.

S (262) No3. (comments)

eve Why not?

3 1 3 3,-
S (263) I think, if a dude could get paid, for doin that, go ahead and

i
3

do t, you knoaw.

(comments)

eve That's bein a stud.

S (264) teach, so wh3ait?

eve Yeah, but I mean, you know, you figure that, you know, all through

that business of the white man say, Hey, Blackie, you're a stud, and

all I'm gonna do is use you for bieeding, and like, you know, um,

you get together with that one, and you breed, and you get together

with that one, and you breed, and uh, you're paid...

3
M (265) It ain't nothin like thAt (inaudible)

eve Like how?

M (266) Lizke the white man

(267) It ain't nothin tht. (inaudible)

eve How you figure?
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M (268) YOu srrIrter'n the dge, you know.

(269) YOU gettin p-Rd, you kng.W.

2
(270) Yo3 u don't have to stay therae.

a 3 a 3
(271) Cut tt out any time you want to.

3 a 3
(272) She ain't got any control over you.

eve Yeah, but you still a stud.

13
M (273) Huh?

eve You still bein a stud. (comments, laughter)

Yeah. Any time that you're using your penis for money, or as a

service, because that's actually what you're doing

S (274) A se3 rvicaeI

a
(275) It service youql !

eve It serves you, but I mean yeah, yeah?

3 a
S (276) So

a
if you want to, like, what you just said ther3ae, do it for

'12 3 .7. 3 1 3
free, you know, it's a service to myself, you know.

(277) Agd when I dg it, I'm a sal.

(278) That's what ycifu jlist ?lid.

eve No, what I'm saying is that if you're going to...

3 2 3/:
S (279) That's what you said.

a
(280) It's a service!

a. 3 1 Y
(281) I use my cents for a service! (laughter)

eve And you're getting paid for that service, you're using it as a

service. Instead, as a communicable, uh, you know, uh, as,

instead of communicating intimate feeling or something of that

nature. Because what you're saying is, hey, there's a piece of

meat, or there's a hole; I'm gonna service that hole and that
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eve hole is gonna pay me, and that's it, instead of saying, there's a

person, who I have certain feelings for, you know, and...

(comments)

Yeah, but that's a whole different outlook. Isn't it?

32 3 a 3),
S (282) No, not to me.

3 1 3 3/
(283) It's all the same.

(284) Whg.ther you have feelings behind ?t, or whether you dg't.

(285) YOU know, nothin to A:.

eve So what you're saving is, screwing is screwing no matter what the

reason, no natter what the reason.

S (286) Mm3 11701.

(287) Rat. (inaudible)

eve Well, can that be in reverse?

S (288) What13 ?

eve Can that be reversed? I mean, brought, you know, the other way'

around?

2 3 / /

B (289) It's still reversed.

2.. q 2 q/
(290) It's been reversed for Years. (inaudible comment)

a y 2 3/
(291) Yeah, it's it's it's been reversed for years.

eve So you don't think any more of, you don't think any more -- I

expect to get vamped for sayin this -- but you don't expect any

more of yourself, you're just saying you're just, you know, there

to be screwing and that's it. You don't have any more respect for

your body than that.

2 3
S (292) If I can get paid?

43
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eve No, I'm saving, you don't have any respect, as far as your penis is

concerned. It's just there, and It's to do one thing, and, or two

things, that's urinating and ejaculating, you know, in erection, and

that's all there is to it, That you don't care where you put it.

It doesn't matter.

3
B (293) Yeah1 !

3 2 3 2 1
(294) I care where I put it.

3 1
(295) I give a damn.

(296) S,3nit! (laughter, comments)

eve I mean, you say you hit, hit and run, I mean, you know, you get

into a hole and you cut out when you war' to, and, you know, this

type of thing. So you put it where it dips in, you know, or you

out it wherever you might get paid...

a 3 1 3 /

d (29?) I put it where I want it.

3 3 I

(298) Really, I give a damn. (laughs)

3/
(299) Icare.

eve So there's more to it than being paid off for it.

qF 3F ifF
S (300) You don't have to get paid.

eve Pit not saying you have to get paid.

3N 1 3/
S (301) ...you can do it for free.

eve You can.

.3
S (302) Mmhmym.

(303) YgU dr2; it for free,

"2. 3
(304) don't you?

eve No, I like to get paid.

2.. 3 a.

S.(305) Ain't nothin wrong with it.
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a 3 1
S (306) Gettin paid. (inaudible comment)

2. 3 3a 3 a
(307) If you gonna do it at all, can't blame you, likin to get paid.

(308) If you can.

(309) Just like ?'d like to get did. (inaudible comment)

eve Is love corny?

S (310) Wh'R?

eve Is love corny?

3
S (311) Love?

eve Corny.

3 2 3 i 3 /

S (312) I don't know nothin about love, seriously.

3 2
(313) I don't know nothin abgt

1 3
(314) It's just a word, to1 me1.

eke (inaudible comment)

5 (315) Can yo3u tell me somethin about it?

eve Not really. Not much.

A3
S (316) W:lat'7

(laughter)

eve It's a four-letter word. (long dissertation follows on the

origin of the word "love") Had somebody ask me about fellatio.

Why do people perform fellatio?

B (317) Whqt is t4t?

eve That's oral sex.

Y/
B (318) Wha3 t is

A
that? (laughter)

eve That's when you suck a penis, or, a man sucks a woman's vagina.

5/
B (319) Oh, yeah.

eve Fellatio.

3 3 /

S (320) You never heard about it,

23
(321) huh ?
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B (322) (laughter) break it dal.

S (323) You don't know why they dg tat?

eve No, I said someone asked me why.

S (324) Cause they like

eve Mmhmm. That's what I told 'em. (laughter) I said they have an

understanding. Now there's some people that's, you know, definitely

taboo, I mean, they just can't tolerate the thought of it, much

less going through the act. In some states, it's illegal; you can

be put in jail for that, even if you're married.

3
S (325) Ain't that a bitch! (laughter)

eve Yeah, but I mean, it's the truth.

S (326) They're cA2.3,1

eve It's a fact. It's the way things are. I say, if those two people

have an understanding as far as that's concerned, that's between

them. You talk about punks and faggots. Talk about lesbians.

Homosexuals. Everybody gets so quiet in here. (laughter)

qF
B (327) I was just quiet cause I wanta see what you was, what else

hV
you was gonna say.

eve I say they got an understanding between themselves, they're not

bothering anyone, it's their business.

a 3 z 3 a
B (328) Yeah, it's Veir own business.

eve Yeah, if somebody know that somebody is a faggot, or somebody knows

somebody is a la, a lesbian, they wanta jump on 'em.

(comments)

1, 3 3 2.
S (329) No, I don't wanta jump on 'em.

3 a y
(330) I just don't wanta have nothin to do wit 'em.
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3 a 31
S (331) That's the way it is with me. (comments)

eve Why not?

s (332) Cauase I don't like 'em.

eve Why not,

a 3 a 3/
S (333) Cause what they do I don't like. (laughter)

eve You mean you cannot have ...

a 3 1 3 a 3 3
S (334) If somethin's around me that I don't like and I can't stand

I .3 3 /
it, I don't want it around me.

3 3. 3:I
(35) That's, that's just what it is.

I
(336) We

3
just cut it shIlrt right JIn. (comments)

3. 3
(337) I,,don't like what they do ...

eve Can you tell one when you see one?

3
B (333) I can.

eve All the time?

3/t. 2. 3 2
B (339) Yea,,, ,,amn ncar.

eve You're sure.

3 2 .3 11-

B (340) I tell you what, I kr,-,w if I'm in bed with one.

eve I hope you find out before vou get to that point. (laughter) Hope

you find out before you get that far. Be kinda unfortunate if you

didn't. They got a lot that could beat you. That's true. You can

go to New York, and you can find a lot of 'em that could beat you

from here to Timbuctoo. You got some strong dudes. Don't you dare

look at 'em cross-eyed. They take you by the collar and say, "What's

wrong witchou?" (laughter) Just like that, and your back'd be

right UP against the wall in no time.

23
B (341) Yeah.
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3 a 23
B (342) There's some like that.

3 1 23
(343) There's some like that.

eve You got some that's just as straight. What do we mean by straight?

I don't know, that's the terminology that people use. You got some

that, uh, you wouldn't know. You just wouldn't know. No way in

the world that you would know. Unless maybe you went to a party

with them, or somethin like that. Then you might know.

3
B (344) No, I take that blk.

3 2
(345) I really don't

3 2 31
(346) I could recognize some, but I

eve What turns people into things, you know, uh, that are supposed to

be adverse to society?

S (347) Their minds, their heZds.

3 2
Is (348) I'll tell you about one,

(349) Th?i broad.

(350) ad uh, it was her old 4(an, ygu !mow.

(351) That kinds d8e.

(352) kinda you know. (noise, inaudible comments)

(353) kill 'lm.

eve Why?

Y2.
B (354) Whyl

eve I ask why, because you figure this way. You go somewhere, go

somewhere to a party, you talkin, you drinkin and smokin and what

have you; and you come across a person. Now you don't know which

way this person is. But in actuality, in life, I mean, if you're

gonna deal with something realistically, it's up to you to find
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eve out where that person is coming from. (inaudible comments) If you

get your messages crossed, or if you don't get the right message,

(inaudible comments) that's your fault. Why you wants kill him?

(inaudible comments) No, I say if you don't receive the messages

correctly from that individual, and you find out that you messin

with the wrong type, why would you try and kill that person? That

person is out for themselves also. Because you made a mistake, you

gonna try and kill them.

3
B (355) I didn't make no mistake.

eve You did.

Y/
B (356) Wha3 , how did I make a mistake? (laughter)

eve You got tangled up with the wrong person.

`13 39. 1/ 3 2
B (35?) No, se, no, no, no, you made the mistake,

1
(358) no, see, I, I knew what it was, you know, but uh

3 2 3
(359) like, I was, I was in (inaudible), you know

2. 3 2 3 1
(360) The people, uh, that was involved

(361) th, well, it happened a man (inaudible) a 46, you know, but

it wasn't no du31de, yo3u know.

S (362) W1&?

(363) Wh-i)'s t?lils? (inaudible comments)

eve What do you feel, what do you feel is needed, for black women, in

order for them to be able to relate to black men in a mo, in a

more favorable way?

I

B (364) Ho3 neI sty.

S (365) How do you din, in a more favorable way?

eve In a way that will make, uh, now don't take this word incorrectly,
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eve because every time I use it, men start saying -- no, okay, cool it.

In a way that a man will feel more secure, in a way that a man will

feel like, uh, he's not being used, that's what I mean by secure al-

so, in a way that a man will be able to feel like a man; without h

having to show strength. In a way that a man will be more than hap-

py to do whatever he can for the both of them, and not just for

himself. (soft comments)

B ( 366) I doln t kn3olw.

eve Okay, then, what is it'that turns black men the wrong way? What is

it that turns them off, about black women? Why is it that black

men will use - now this is a real one, these days - why is it that

black men are more eager to use black women and love white women?

K 3
B (367) Un, I don't (laughs)

(368) Oh, no, I don't knowY/ .
1

tell
3

(369) I couldn't tell you that, serious business.

3 9. 3 3/
S (370) I don't think that's true.

3 a 1.3

W 371) Yeah it is,

3
(372) it's true. (comments)

eve It's definitely true in Seattle.

3 ti 3 3/ 3 2
W (373) But I mean, you know, hey, you know

(374) you ee-i gotta look at thee whole thli(1g, th'.2e- whole general soc3ity,

man

I 3
(375) every time somebody advertises somethin they got this white

chick sittin the/re;

1
(376) all constantly lo3okiri at this as our symbol of be3autd,

(377) yo2ii kr1L?
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a 3

W (378) Long hair. and shit.

3 / 3 I/ 3 2 giF" IN
(379) Until here recently, yeah, that's all you had to look at.

2
S (380) Well, if they look eogd, they look glid.

2 gA IN
(381) Yeah, mean, you know, that's where it's been

(382) hiLre until recently.

S (inaudible)

1 gdP //V /
W (383) But that's just here recently,.

eve Well, why would you have the concept of being able to use a black

woman, that, uh, the concept of wanting to use a black woman?

S (384) She can do me some gogd, thltes

eve Yeah, but I mean, why would you want to use a black woman?

3 z 3 z 1/

S (385) I could use, I could use a, a, a red one. (laughter)

eve Not But you're not using ...

1
red,

1
S (386) ... if she was red, I could use her,

.1.

use saw,
2

(387) if I wanted to use her for somethin and I saw, regardless of

3 2 3 2
usethe color, I'm gonna use her.

eve Okay, let me put it to you this way. Since you have such a variety

of women in the world, since you have such a variety of women in

Seattle, since you have such a variety of women in the C.D. area,

why would you then use black women?

1 3
S (388) I just told you.

eve No, you didn't tell me nothin. You talk about red ones.

3 /

S (389) I jus2 t told you.

eve Now, you in contact with different

1 3 1- 3
S (3)0) The color don't mean nothin, see... (inaudible)

eve Yeah, the color should mean something.

S (3)1)
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eve You should have more con, you shouldn't have more concern for

somebody that's in your own family than for somebody that's not?

3/
M (392) Shit!

/

(393) Mo3 ne1y's money.

eve Money's money.

M (394) Hu3h?

eve Money's money.

3
M (395) I was talkin to this... (laughter:. M tries to avoid eve)

eve Moneys more important.

M (396) Mg-re imp-Ortant?

eve Than what? What is money more important than?

3
M (397) You al( 4i, and i'll tell yo/u. (laughs)

eve Well, tell me, I'm askin. Is money more important than you?

31
M (398) No.

3 /

(399) Fuck, it.

eve Then money is more important than everybody else.

M (400) Yea3/h.

eve Then 1,--)nev must be more important than you. Must bet

M (401) Why?

eve If you feel that money is the most important thing, if you feel

that you can use anything and anybody,

P/F yFiN
M (402) Hell yest

eve for money, then it'll get down to the point where you will use

yourself, for money.

3.:

M (403) Oh.

(4O4) &
eve You would never use yourself for money.
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g; /

M (405) All depends on what the job is.

eve Uh-uh, no, I didn't ask you that. (laughter) No, I didn't ask you

that. I asked you one thing. Would you use yourself for money?

Now this is what I'm asking.

M (406) No3/.

eve Do pimps use themselves for money?

23
M (407) Yeah,

a 3 2 3/
(408) Cause they a who' theirselves.

eve Is a man a whore when he uses a woman?

31
M (409) Wha... (inaudible)

eve No, I'm not asking you that. I'm asking you point blank, is a man

a whore, now I'm asking everybody, is a man a whore when he uses

a woman?

31 31
M (410) No no.

eve What is he?

3
M (411) He ain't no who'. (laughter)

eve What's a whore? What's a whore? What's a whore?

3/

M (412) Shitt

eve What's a whore? (laughter) Come on. What's a whore?

2 23 A3 2 3 3 /
M (413) She a black, white, yellow, uh, whatever it is,

eve No, I'm not gettin into race, I'm say...

M (414) Wait, now, hgld-lt,

(415) y'olu say what's a whO', tellin yciu.

eve Yeah, okay.

3 23 .23 2_ 3 1.3 a 3 2
M (416) A who' is a black, white, yellow, pink, or any color wha-,

young la3dy
1

tha1.t

3 2 3 1.
(417) nh, no, I ain't gonna say young lady,
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M (418) uh, Zji lolcir of

eve Female.

M (419) Wla?

eve Female?

3 3
M (420) No, I ain't gonna use that word. (laughter)

eve Why not? Female means, you know, opposite of male.

M (421) Yglh.

3
(422) I know what it is,

(423) Olt uh 111!iway,ilh

eve I say a man can be a whore. I say there's a lotta whores out here

that are men. I say a man can be a tramp just as fast and just as

bad, if not worse, than a woman. I say there's a lotta men in this

world who are trash.

31
M (424) Stitt

S (425) That are who3?

eve Trash.

S (426) Yelh?

(427) ditta woven too.

eve Yeah, but I mean, it's, it's always, you know, related to women,

right? I mean, women are always called trash and tramps and things

of this nature, right?

B (428) S?). are 4n.

eve Not as frequently.

B (429) Wh3r* is thlit?

eve You tell me.

3/ 3 1 31
B (430) Hey, that's what I just asked you. (laughter)

eve You tell me. Because this society is mainly run by men.
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3 4 3 9
B (431) Because a woman, uh, is afraid to, to call a man a, a

somethin.

31
man,

a. -A3

M (432) No, man, don't say that. (laughter)

(433) NC?, blg-gd, don't sky tigt. (comments)

B (434) Maybe it's fglr,

(435) I don't know.

eve Do you feel if, uh, women started developing their bodies to the

point where they could blow you away with one punch, it...

3 32
B (436) Yeah, it would.

(437) it gld, y-Ah.

eve You figure it has to do with strength, definitely. I mean, that's

a fact, right?

M (438) Yea3,h.

eve There's not too many women that can kick your behind.

3 a 3 ).

B (439) That's the way I feel. (several simultaneous comments)

1. 1
M (440) Nobody gonna pu3 nch on me.

eve I'm not talkin about nunchin, I'm talkin about knockin you out.

M (441) Nawt (laughs)

3,
(442) No.

(443) Shi. just knock me Nxt1

B (444) Thkre's not that m14.

eve There's not that many that can, or there's not that many that do?

3/
B (445) Not that many that can.

eve Are you sure?

2
B (445) Or will.

eve You sure?

a- 3 I

B (447) I'm positive.
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eve What does it take to knock you out?

B (448) T?a'ke a gobd right cross. (laughter)

eve You think that's all.

31
B (449) To knock me out.

eve Mmhm. (inaudible comments, laughter)

eve What kind of man would use himself as a tramp?

3 1
S (450) I d on't know3/ .

eve What kind of man would use himself as a whore? (inaudible comment)

What kind of man would put himself anywhere and everywhere, don't

care who he has, what he has, or how long he took, or what for?

3 1
S (451) I don't want to play;

(452) g. piMp.

M (453) A pimp, a pim3)p.

But
3

W (454) But ha3lf these dudes ridin around here iss half these dudes'

images.

a
Not me, I don't (inaudible)S (455)

eve A pimp is the baddest thing goin, isn't it?

3/
W (456) Shit,

eve Stand up on the corner in his bad shoes, by his bad car, one of

these numbers: (demonstrates stance of a pimp on the corner)

3 Li I

B (457) That's the way it used to be.

eve Oh. it's not that way any more. Mama's behind the times.

j 113
S (458) It's still that way.

eve What is it?

S (459) It ain't n thia.n

eve ihen what is it?

3a-
tO Me.
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3 a. 3 a 3 a a

B (460) It's not, it's not drivin around all day long in a Cadillac.

eve Cadillac is old hat anyway. But what is it?

a, 2
B (461) It's a...

M (462) Cadillac's a whlt?

eve Old hat. That's from Year One. Sick and tired of hearin

lc 3 z 3 3
M (463) Somebody offered you one, would you take it?

eve Cadillac? I don't like what's, I don't like the connotations

connected to it. I see a Cadillac and I think of a pimp. That's

usually what they do, isn't it?

73 2 3 4 2
S (464) Yeah, that's what it used to be, but..,

B (465) It don't have to be
3

tha2 t way.
32,

eve No, right on. I agree witchou. but that's the way it is. Isn't

it?

S (466) SgMe oeLoole buy Cadillacs cause of the simple fact that they

3
like 'em.

(467) Yo3u know.

3 i 3 I
(468) Not to show that they pippin.

3 9 /
M (469) Some of 'em buy 'em cause of the color.

3 a 3 2 3 2.
B (470) I was out to Laurelhurst, and I didn't see nothin but

/ /

Cadillacs.

3 2 3 /

(471) I know they wasn't 41pin.

eve I don't like them people either.

3 3 1
B (472) I don't like 'em neither, but I like what they got.

(473) 54e R.

(474) Sure wish I ha3d some.

(475) Don't see nothin but Cadillacs...
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eve Well, he's a businessman. ,You. know, a lot of businessmen own

whorehouses too.

B (476).Hu3h?

eve. I said a lot of businessmen own whorehouses too. Lotta businessmen

that would pick up your sister first chance he gets. In that same

Cadillac. (soft comments)

3 A 3 /
W (477) I think it's a status symbol,

(478) tha3
2

t's all.

/
(479) It's a status symbol in the black community.

eve ft's worn out.

W (480) Yea32h, it is
2 31

(481) I agree.

2 .31
(482) But that's what it is. (soft comments)

eve now does a woman need to et her shit together?

3 I
M (483) You tell us

q
that.

eve No, I can, I can, you know, babble on all day from my perspective,

that's one little itt.y bitty teeny weeny itsy bitsy perspective.

I mean, let's face it, it is. That's the truth. Not only that,

that's a woman's perspective. Now you can read books, all day long,

see movies, all long, woman's perspective, white person's per-

spective, some gangster's persoective, somebody locked up, cacerated,

you know, incarcerated, excuse me, incarcerated perspective. I'm

asking you, as black men of the community, and as black men who I

hope one day will definitely be in a position to do somethin - what

do you think is needed for women to get their shit together?

B (484) Gst themselves tethe:(..

eve How?
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2 31

B (485) Any way they can.

eve Where, where do they begin?

3
8 (486) Anywhere.

(48 ?) Hu3h?

eve Where do they begin? This is really a very important question.

2
W (488) Well, for onene thing, I'm gonna speak from my own point of

view,

(489) I'm, I'm gettin damn sick and tired of 'em bein

2.

(490) No bra3ins,

M (491) Yea3/ h.

a 3 a 3 a
W (492) No decent conversation,

(493) ta;.r don't cow anything tgLjik abgut but "Dlihhh" "mlimmreriim"

and uh, and uh "Uhuh huh huh huh huh".

(494) Wt11, thlt atn't sh3A1

(495) Tat, that dg'n't, thh don't put bread on the table,

A
(496) thaN t don't raise a decent, at lea3

a.
st, a, a ha3 lfway intelligent

V
familyF,

(497) that doesn't help a blgaick dude or a 41 ?et his rIss together

3N Y 3 9 .1
and try to deal with him on some kind of level other than

V 1 1
jumoin off into bed with him,

(498) cause dogs can do tXt.

3 z 3 /
(499) That's what I expect out of black women.

V. 3 2, 3 a 3 /

(500) I'm tired of 'em not being able to hold a decent conversation.
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SESSION TWO -- BLACK ENGLISH

The following conversation occurred spontaneously after one of

Ave Wilson's discussion groups; the participants are eharles Waterford,

director of the drop-in center, Coolidge and Bert.

* « * * * * * * * * *

3 a 2.
W (1) You geAt a chick with her mess together boy and she

3
just --

i 1

(2) ha3 lf you dudes ain't seen nothin.

3
C (3) 0 wow.

(4) NO you see, that's thIll's whee you wrong

A 3
W (5) You can't afford my car,

(6) yciii can't afford to put clothes on my back, you can't afford to

feed my kills,

2. 3 I
(7) you can't afford the rent on my house,

3 3)
(8) and there ain't nothin you can say.

3
C (9) I, nice and easy back up, say check it oust.

W (10) Check out wh3a2t?

LIF F
C (11) If that's

3aF

ll she's lookin fo3r,

LiF 3F 9F ,3F 4F 3F
(12) she's lookin in the wrong place when she look my way,

-;-td
(13) because, I mean,

qF .atv3 1N
(14) I de- definitely wouldn't be after her desperately.

(15) There's other young ladie3 s same as you can say there's other

young mlin.

1 z 3
(16; ic's just that simple.

1F
(17) And I mean, she may be lookin good, (comments)

(18) ge may be lookin a61d; but uh (comments)

tir ar
W ( 19) Youl



166.IFF
W (20) You

1/F/F
(21) Wait!

'IF AF
(22) You!

LIF ,a.F
(23) You!

ar t

you !

4,4 i
B (25) Really.

IT 3F F 9F1F
W (26) You got to be puttin ne onl

3F
B (27) Are

.xF
you kidding?

2F IF .,2f
W (28) Am I kidding!

;FOP 3FW 3F
(29) Hell, no, I'm not kidding!

(IF AN a.
(30) What have you 7,ot --

3F AP" 9r AF
B (31) She got to have somethin to offer me.

xN I

W (32) Oh, I Icnojw it.

ga NF x,N
B (33) Hey, like somethin.

,,,,
LikeW k,4) Like wha t?

x 3 2 3 2 q /

B (35) Like a few coins out of her pocket, or anything.

W (36) Well, what are you gonna be doin?

aF 9,' 04"
B (37) What am I gonna be doin?

31.., a-
W (38) Yeah.

31 3 a 3 301
B (39) Shoot, support who wnatever it is. (comments, shouting)

3 32 3
C (40) Shoot, check it out, Wateford.

x 3 .1 3 2 3 /
(41) All you're d in is backin yourself up into a corner. (comments)

3
B (42) She3's no2.

3
t supposed to be able to offer

2.
me anythin3 g?

5 "/ I 3 x
C (43) No, you're talkin about puttin coins in your pocket and from

3 2:
what he just said,

3f--

ain't
if°

W (44) You ain't got no game!

3M 3 3. 3 2 3 2,
B (45) I wasn't even serious about that but she's got to have somethin

.3 2 j
me.

a
to offer



W (46)

(47)

3 (49)

W (49)

(50)

(51)

(52)

B (53)

W (54)

C (55)

(56)

(57)

:67
1

She3 's got to have somethin to offer yo3u;

but what you go2 t to offer her?

3 a a..

Hey, man, uh --

a- of ?-lci 6,F.I/V
Just you ain't shit! (comments)

3F 11+/ 3F a
Bert, now you know

N
bet-

/ .1 3 /: 1
oh, Bert, come on, man,

yo4/Pu knAow
N

better than that3.2 ,

1 /

Who
3
are we talkin about?

q / I

Anybody!

32 3 2_

Hey, check it out, Waterfor3d,

3F 3/
It gots to be a fifty-fifty thing.

3 ...3F AN 3F ,Zs/

If I'm gonna get out there and hustle, so's she.

3 I 2-

W (58) Oh, right!

3) 3 2
C (53) Yeah, I mean, but from what you were comin

3 a
(60) I was gonna get

(61) read her little

(62) could have been

(63) and like th.,

(64) hiCe'Other men comm n

down with,

.2

out there and hustle while she
3

laid back,

game,

callin other people up on the phon e

.3P.W ;N
(65) No, I don't,

iF AF iF
W (66).:1 hear you.

C (67) gijdgi't plry

m
(63) If she gonna

(69) and, and get

L
(70) sne

A/1

(71) but

(72) and, uh,

31:7
over to the pa'

don't that
/

I don't play that game!

IN /
that game.

get on out there3ll ,

down
.711

I

3t
ain't got to to' like I got to to' --

3Z
still, just to

3
show that she's puttin forth some effort,

tryin to help out tbo



C' (73)

(74)

(75)

(76)

(77)

(7)
(79)

A

well, then,
168

; 3 3)::
th'at's .,,:at it q.

317 ;IN li F.2 3F
I eouU riir, that.

),F- 3 3
i3ut As as

A
l3e .-,,,).1.n out,

0( 3N I
a1n,?. --:ettin T.yself

2 3 1 3F 2F-
a thor, ettin a th)riu.,h hustle ,'oin for myself,

3r 3F
an l ten co se

. .

t'-:at broad all !ay charl
3

:-e')

)1r4 301 3 o. 3.7t.

(21) v:,n, I ,Inn,t neei no ha---er ?i'<e that.

1
(22) 7e3

_
Iinitelv on'3-1- t.

1

() Tf sh ainol- mot a i-(31:),

1 3
1

(04) I ,-ion't hee5:1 h,*'.

3 1, 3, i

\At ( Q.5) ''-.ti '.'r)li re ta :-zin.

31
(0-4,) C^. ".2 it,

3 1 3
(27) I T r,o,11-1

(
) 3N "

gr7.7110
3/-

out any noint

)N 3 3F(P)) r 0.-ndd cave her proof,

Lif-- q ).P
VI (r) ,That couli rola nr-AiF.:?

01)
.
.,7-11.t?

Vf:. )F-.

(23) Drf-50" ,?-f ...4j

3r., 3 3 - 3 1
c (9k) Hr,, I ,.an 7,1^7 r' thl t ...

(series of shoutel co-n-:ents)

4J(15gl,", A, h-f--,11

3
To a certain extent,

3 3 .1 3
Pra on any ^'-:ices sL1,., if she twin to let her mess

1 3
to:7sst'lpr.
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3 3 3
if q r.humo ain't c7.ot sense enou,h to r2alize he :ot .7.00d

3 1
WO1 1,

I
(11) andtrvin to .-et ner little mess tocethr,

when
,mt

she 'ner mess toy!ther, ,,onna :::et his ;.less to,,ether

V IN
auto-Atkcql1v,

3F m/
(PI) rat' t-natic:

).N

9 (122) 0,;, ,re' rz^?

VP,1,)

3 1 3 . 2 3 2 3 2
(1-20 11-1, ,r,v1 -17)P qrri vou, rlan.

3 )-

NeV(17,) A-,!-earanees f-1

(1r)) I

I x
(117) tc-0.1 rn1 s,.77rethIn.

2 3 3
(1q) y 1D.,st wav viu do that.?

2 1 ,
3 .

g (12'.) fell -7, 7-"I'.1.5:2 I n',.7:s to 'A.
2

3 /

3 i 3
(111) C',..ay, :ou <now what oll

2 3 1 3
(112) Jnen she 7ot a ride, you ain't ,:-7,ot one,

.3
(11?)

.1 3 1 3 .2. 3/.
(114) in nther h,?in

(11Y Perin:,

_1 3 2
VrA) still

33.
(11'q or !1

31
hein uc,-,,4,

I ,
3 3 )_

(117) ell15-s-OF int e'ier-.-tnin,- -1,:.,.es life eo'nfortahle,

3/
(11R) ani ',in,: st lot shl_t.

3.3
(112) :);-...47

3 1 3)
(121) 'ho the 'ail's th fOol?
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tiF IN
W WI.) You ar9,

; 3
(122) at that noint.

a 3: :.

(123) Ya'i ridin in cr car,

qF
(124) he.r?

a 3 a
(125) Da-,n that, st:itl

3 1
iri"(l2 Sn(-, 'rou!

(shoutin,)

q
c (1.?7 ) ca-it call vial

If

W( "1?

(12?). tq <in

)- . 3 1 3
C ( 13'1) If she t 7irawin chan,-re out of your :)oc'<at she cain't

...

/ /

call herself rai-nin you!

3 1 3
W(31) ..-:.11H 4..t, wait a -linute,

(1-32)
- q

8
....P .nri 5 ni-i!)in 7.-)11

5
(1 T1) An-l ',1:3 Rini t nul IA n ,-,) o-can' chanYe o'.1t,_ /UP zlockt,

a 3 ( 1

C '13';) __ tha -a-rl taxes iF, '-:illin P ocrs-,n1

(shoutino.)

\,4 ( 1 ...:, T 4' r n1 n

) 3 /

(114) Vrill '741'S "11
). i 1,3

( 11?) !-1.tc, ;

(r'n-y:'YnT)

3

W (') t, , e,
3

(13?) if I .:as a -4noro,

3 a 3

C (14')) Yu an uc.ly wnorl

( shouti-

W (141)

3 1 3 1 .3
(142) Ari-i. th, uh, and I, c-et 4-',ca a, you ,:now,
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W(143) I, sc., one of you bonnors,

. 3Iq 39-
( -1'.; 4 ) Y011

1
<!, ),i ,! )f you

1- 3 ). 31 31
(1.5) TY sl,,, &,,-r,., hev, 1one here,

1. 3)
(WO If.-4, siv, I wt hi',. (oointi.nr lt CO0W9a )

13
C (1?) Yeah?

, 3/
W (/49 I w'ar"' '11,.

1 3.
(10) Ogy?

.

J ./ 1

( -01, , row, tn-It' rl.:71t,

. 1 /

(151) i't's :ust :i..e's

) 3
(1.52) rL-ht?

3 3/
(151) I wlnt h1-1,

x3
(154) ri,ht?

(155) Yu co--..e over, you Know,

7ou to see 11.? cone in.

-)
J I I

(157) "I"-. 7nnnl 71 o:rer n,rri run this 71-:e :-Y,,n to 1-1,n.."

.) 3 I I

("D.) :-.3.' -,.1-4.'' 7-n't, 'In rOr 7M

1 3 3 1 31
(15)) Se svr, "fl.:1-.., T reel hin for tni, fnr the next two

(14'1) Co,- s -,-nr-i-so 1n1 F,,Inh-ln-5u^n,

I.

( V1) 9

(16') lr.1 he'57 :ohra c,Ire of
3 ; 3

7y nee-is f'or t tie bein7."

3/

3 . 2 3 3/
(144)

tei

(1"5) T-At's -111,

;F 1F 9F /Al
(1q') Cluse she ion reR7v thlt

3N XW7) S slli,

(16) 3)

3 ,21-3F
(1!9) lo"<ee here, 11! rtz'nt,



-IP h3W(l7) 517 h,w,

2F 3f f
(171) I .,:ot -ny ear,

'Xli 1.14

(1n) ,plu

.)N 3 2,

(173) ..;:nt hau7)ens,

(l74) Turn it over.

3 1
(175) You dudes be drivin

1 3
(17-7,",)

2 ;

0 (177) 'h

2 3F IN
1..,/ ( 1-7'2) "au !i.''An '...-.P

1,3
(17 )

(1'1) '':.,:, .-:'-:at w,,uli haopen if 8 c'hietc deci4ed' t
1 3 1 i 1

(11) tt she '4ants th'.
ts

to 'haoneih.
2 q

2 3
(1F2)

3. 3

(1'1) Yin'it' 1,,-m her ass, hr! blo..,, ,!qu!. head rff.

/ 3/
(1'4) T,,,. Y'e.,t "-'-).",C '':^?4

'I

(1°) ?-), jr,'t oi.7)in h'11f these

a 3
2 3 I 3 3F 'IN '/F IN

(1":!) If they :ot. their shit to,ether, you ain't ptapin nothint (co7Ilents)

3 a_ 3 1

),

(19)) o<17, if you're irivin their ear,

172

iF
their car.

2 3 1

(1\° for a eur-)ase,i

3

(1?") I

31 3 2- 1
W(1)1) r<v-, T4'lat 1.5 ."..7-.:1 'Jr--)

2 3 x 3 I /;'

0 (1?2) To r-,a-le on so-o oter oroa,. -t (lau,,hter)

a 3 a. , 3
(173) Or thinlf. You re T-e-.in on sole other broad, frol the way you're.

3
(!0-.1r1 -"o-,re, Vol

F 3F 2F
',tell, ho 70',1 --in r if t'te chte'-0q alreariv ,210.4in your

/1F
plAy,

(



aF 31 iF
W (1225) and all nne wants

4F //v
(1.7)A)

'IF 'N 3/(1?7) You c=ot to he outin 're ont

3 1 3F
(l9') Ain't no (ina'.1dible) ain't that stupiit

),F tii-- 1F 13,
(109) ,r-vi 7ot '.o 'r)- ki.*!in !ne, -1Rrt

31N
C (2'r) !r11

3 2 3 .3
(2) rtfn not savin the All Are.

3 1 2
27) von 0.-, 1 7)1,,(-,1,-1. nunr: uo hen 7ou

W P7i) rnatV

3 1 Io (7e)14) Tn 1

2F 3F?g
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SESSION THREE -- BLACK ENGLISH

The following conversational excerpts occurred in a discussion

led by Planned Parenthood representative Eve Wilson; other participants

were Rosita and Coolidge' and Nina.

* * * * * * * *

3
R (1) I just say you gke

3a
C (2) That ain't supposed to be my bag,

(3) is

(4) 41 tell me what my bag's supposed to be.

eve I can't tell you that. (comments)

A3 a
C (5) Well, it's the same, it's the same way that a young lady could

2
say that another young lady is cute,

2
(6) bu2 t yo3 u donA 't, uh, one dude don't say that ano3 th er dude, he's

A
han3dsome.

eve Oh yes they do. (comments) Yes they do, they say that's a bad-lookin

dude. They don't come down with "Oh he's cute," hell not But they

say "That's a bad-looking dude." Or they say, "Man, he got a bad

pair o' pants. Man, where you get then slacks from? Wow, man, them

shoes are such-and-such and such-and-such. Where'd you get that belt

man?" Don't be tellin me dudes don't look at dudes. I know who you

be talkin to. I ain't notfooll

1 3 2

C (7) If I was...

eve Wow, that's a bad hat, you know. ',There'd you get that?

C (8) Wdw.

eve (comments) what kinds socks you got on? Hey, man, nylon? Hey, man

you know, I been (sniff) meanin to get me a pair o' them, you know,

ah, wow, you know." How far do they go? Right to the underwear!
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C (9) YOU a2gOid imitator,

(10) yOU know that?

eve sight down to the underwear.

C (11) Yo3u aA bea3utiful imitator.

eve Still comes down to the underwear.

C (12) Coi,Mes down to whit?

eve Rictt down to the underwear.

3
C (13) You're a beau3tiful imitator.

eve Thank you, But you're evading the subject.

a 3
C (14) Is tha3 t what Pm doin?

eve Exactly.

C (15) Da.
3

(16) I'm evading the subject,

(1?) Olh?

eve Guys often see all these fellas with the hats.

C (18) Cooked over to the side, kinda like tjt....

eve Yes, sir, yes, sir, yes, sirl

2 3 2. 3 2
C (19) Make sure you can't see their eyes,

a /
(20) cause nine out o' ten time31 s, they, they're, um, well...

eve Every time they see my eyes, I see theirs.

a 3
C (21) Not necessarily.

eve Every time.

2 3 3
C (22) Can you see my eyes now?

eve

C (23)

I see your eyes, I see your eyes

3
can,

1
You can, you can

see pa3 rt of this eye here,

(24) thlt's
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eve Yeah, that's the eye that you can see me with.

3 a a 3)
C (25) erecan see you with this eye h too.

eve

C (26)

eye.

1 AI

(27) Oh shitt

ISYou can't see my face

I3 1 3
can close this

2..

eve Oh hey, wait a minute, honey, back up, I've worn a hat too, you

know. Mama play the same game. Mama play the same game sweet-

heart. (laughs)

3/
C (28) What can I say?

eve Yes.

C (29) Wow3/ .

eve'Yes. See. and this is what I'm tryin to tell you. (to girls) You

can play the same game. The same way,

C (30) Try32.

eve with just a little twist. No, not try. I said they can.

Tryj.(31) Try.

(32) with expe3rierice, but at the giLgo, they tgn.

eve All right. Same as us.

C (33) Sine as 44

eve The same as us.

3
C (34) The

1
same as who us?

eve The same as you and I.

31 32
C (35) Oh, well shit,

3
(36) I ain't tryin.

3 a 31
07) know the game.

eve Yeah, you still tryin, sweetheart. You have no game.

C (38) I know the game.
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eve No, you don't. You don't know the whole game.

C (39) Scuse A, yoIschoolin g

eve You got quite a bit down.

3 /

C (40) Excuse me.

eve And you gettin more. Each and every day you get more knowledge.

am?C (41) I am?

eve You know you are.

3M 1 3 2 3 3 2 3
C (42) Damn, I thought, I thought I learned all that I needed to learn.

eve Cause each and every day you come in with some new people.

C (43) I wha3 t?

eve You, you sit down and check things out and say, "Hml Such-and-such

and such-and-such. Now let me see. Where is this person comin from?

Hm. Well, I know how to deal with this. Like this." And you say,

"Well, hm, such-and-such and such-and-such."

ten,C (44) And nine outa ten, the
X
reason I know how to deal with this-and--

3a-
this is because I already dea3 l with it befor1e,

(45) so it's no new expe3rience to me.

eve Wait a minute, wait a minute, wait.

1 3 J
C (40 Okay,. I'll wait ti, wait till you finished.

eve Yog,come back you come back...

eve Check it out when he walks out.

C (47) Hell, ye3s, he3 -

(48) hOW you want me to strut?

(49) Hciw yOlu want me to strut?

'1 2
(50) How you want me to strut?

eve Strut like you usually strut.
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C (51) YgU want me to put a little lgn into it?

eve No, honey, no, no, no

3
ciF

e.
C (52) I can't put a little lean to it?

/F

eve Just go the tmy you usually go. That's cool enough.

4* 5A 3 a 9F 31,1 3
C (53) But, damn, I mean if I can't put no lean into it...

3 .2 3 .1.
3 2 3

(54) Okay, okay, I'll go the way I usually go.

(55) That, is that good enough to start off with?

(Alouting)

eve You eased out! You eased out!

C (56) WhZt you talkiri abo?It?

(57) Thit's the way I walk all the time.

(58) Ali the time.

3 a. 3/
(59) I never strut fast.

(60) Because my life is fast, sciain't no use me goin fast g:oN
'I

(61) I go
2.

slow3/ .

a 2- 3
(62) Sa o I

3 3
catch uo with my life. (comments)

(63) I don, ±37dOn't overdo my life.

3 2 3 /

R (64) I don't like no dirty dtilde.

(65) Bothers 4.

-3 1:
(66) It does.

(67) I don't 113ke nobody dirt'.

/
(68) They can't be clean like me, forget 'em.

(69) I want somethin

3 /

(70) I do.

(71) iLdOri't want nothin dirty.

a 3 a_ 3 1. 3 a
(72) If they dirty, man, I don't got to live with the mess.
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2 3 3 3'
3 A

(7",3) In our hon se, lother would <ill our, my orothers (in'tudible)

funky anvthin7.

11 3 .9, 3 3
(74) 'el wnen they're co!,lin, she -,onni tell 1e:ri, and

erabarrass 'Ern too.

(75) I lau=n.

5 i

(76) At :;of no business bein funky.

3 3
(77) Sted u? two weeks?

(r) 'Arhat if she can't oUT

Z. 3 o.

(79) ?qt, ll know, there's

(91) c2;',:;, vou ,lean 7011 lie, like, okay
2

3 2 3 2, 3 3 A
(81) s17 if they "ere walkin an she was teilin all about

that stuff before theY mot to the ao,LttnenV t,

1,do n 7,,hq3 t if he said I ain t .1.ot it on ly 4(i.

.1. 3 4 3 2. 3 ;,

Thlt ,:'-.,ki.., ir, -1'lt if (inaudible) e,irlier,

1 3 ), 2.

before, ...on <nw, like,

1 3 .

-;_f: h-, t-1H k r e3 arlie-.1_r, " he sly well you know wit we're

3 3 1
gonna do when we ?.et to the loart,,:ent,

then ,,v.,.a3 -Tt's se, is sne onna tal'k u7. there?

The'
. 7

The
,

oterAVri
3

you I have a swirr:'11n class,

-i_ 3 o, 5 /

11'1, r have it first :.)ertod,

3 A A
and f .)-le boys in there

3 *
0

t.:}'71o" soL fil1 V., T)11 <no1',.

I w,ls
.-).s 3

out of the swil'in
1,

pool.

1. 3 ),

Tnls hoar kent on tal...

3 1 3
I din't nay no attention to hirl,

1.

he sv I'm!) v-

1 3 1.

P rno stick dit!k in you,
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1- 3 3

. a (96) I said yo'l wish.

3 'X 3 I.
07) I tnou:ht to cuss hil,

2 3 1 /

(99) there W1S sbrie teachers in there,

1. 3 x 3 3!
(91) I just said you wish an waited off.

3 .),
3/(1n')) r c111 ii, ninth cfrade bunk.

lA .IF AN 3 -). 3 1
(111) Hell, now, ne nad the nerve to say it to me;

3 2 'S /
I

(102) hP was a little ol czuy.

(119) I e'idn't do nuftin to hiri.

). q / I
(104) 1 hate tie boyt

X 1 r I

(115) he bothers -e.

3 1 3 Aes.(106) He .its nits on -,y

3 1 3 3 3 3
(107) I cou, I colAdn't say nothini; else but th.A,

3 a
(10) ,.. this uirl partyih,

i , 1 3 1. 3 Z
(11q) this boy, well, ,snoot, '10 sow all t,hesc'otler boys loo<in

3
at this -1-irl,

3 / 1

(110) at-?'a she had a real short dress on,

)-
(111) and 7the were slsloe dancin7, you kno3w;

3
(112) t,, star3te -fd hr)ichir t'-.at ,,irl's drs,ss u sr all the boys

2 2
could see.

V. -3 31, 3 2 3
(11'1) The stun id -irl -iid,'t even pull her dress do4.

3 1
3!

(114) t just la.,-:hed.
I 3

(115) I couldn't de arvt-inc, but I37n.

(11h) heS was crazy not to pull it down.

3 .1. 3 3
(117) You <now Harold, Bobby's broth er?

(11) Har2 old1

3'
(11)) Yeah.

(12n) You
I a,.

:.!;r Waterford .7

3 3
ave R dance up here,
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3 3
R. (121) you '<row?

31 /

(122) I Wa2 s dan3 cin
2

with this boy, you kno/w.

i /

(123) He was slo5w dancin.

/ A -?, 1. 3 A 3 1 3 1
(124) So, I had you know, I had my jeans on with sole old blouse,

9,

0,5) it wasn't turn<31ed,

(126) was outside v 'YIn
Il
ts.

He
/- 1 nand 3 0

(127) He started takin hisinand in my blouse,

7, 1 1 3,-.1, 5:tr 1

(12A) an I took it doun and out it where it was soosed to be.

(cornlent5)

I '-') 1 3 3, 5
(19) An he tried to do the same thing to my sister.

(131) :gas Cookie tools

I.N q x 1.

(131)-qas all three of us.

(132) Yeah?

3 1 31
(133) He did At to your sister, too.

3 'k 3 1 3 1.W41 Bros, reels like when the-., be slow rlanin, th .,.. be a_hnfrin

1.

aril nuffiA, like a foox3l.

I
(135) An I was dancin 1.1'_th one b(?),

,3 0, 3« t

(1^4) %7-,r. -kir. 1 -'-F.9 ^1.1t1 ",P.

3 .2 -3 a 3 1
(137) I sad you squeezin ,..,:e tight,

Is ,
I, 3

(139) yo.1 slueezln --,e too ti ::t,

3 a.
(13?) ,,r),) :Inttl 1 e t -le c,o.

3 -x
3)

(147)) I .jes coul(In't b-.athe,

3 /.
(141) I could 't hardly breathe hardly any lore.

1 -5 I 3 1 3
(142) I just out u' with hi-1 awhile, you '<now, lon as I cAld.

3 2 3 2. 3
(143) I couldn't '-iscle thi.t boy'.

3 A 3 ;.,

(14'0 He vas shu'le4in mo too ti -ht.
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1 1. 3 2 3IR (145) I wasn't Lonna sa" anyth;n=! ,!ause I tbo't'ht maybe it woutd

33
"lake hil feel hal,

(146) hqt, i yi:i to sly sorrthtn.

1 1 s, 4 ;. 7-
( 14?) :le was ,sueezin ,1e to-) tit.

1, 3 2 1
(140)

3
I won't knee in no crowded oarty,

3
')-.. 3

(149) you can't ,Yet your wly aro4nd,

3 i 3 a 3 2-
(151 you be Tiasned all into tn.. crowd, you <now,

3 1
(151) nreI tt., soon dnde 7,onna Tot hgt,

;1_, -2, 1
-now

2. 1 .2, 3 I

(152) if h,,, dnn' veen --:now vou h ,nnna psk vTa for s,.zriAn.

3
q 9., q -I "), 3

(L 3) So i th,, 7:sart,:'s crnwled, I can't ,,2,,-A ,,1:,, way around, I

don't da3/noe,

3 I. 31
I'm /1.st 7nne w,te'l.

X 3 ',. 3 ), 3/
Sit n.- '.11-1.(1 in t'ne .,-,--n,,r, watc'l an la'ah, an eat,

3
ib
3
n'

X no nre7 ,)artA.

2

(15) I ,-arced on'? ' ... (inau.7iible)

g ,

(153)
3
I lias

)..

'Jancin wit. one ooy1 ,

), --71',.c. .,-,<7 1)1 3/ ).
N,

3 ..).. .3 2_ '3 '. 3
(1q) I .,'1.s down here anhe was .,..-ty un here;

.

(12) h3 e wa5 slow ria.,111n3 ,

2_ 3 2 3 3.2. 3/.
(1f3) an he -,,,,i71, I (!an't find vonr crac.':.

3 A. 3 ')-
3:2 3 2, 3 3

( 1") I 71idn't ',no,: w--1-,A to s7.7 so I didn't say anythin;!,

/ 1 3 z q 1 3
(Th5) but I just, you ',:now, I -just st000ed dancin.

3 1(l 6) He was too tall for -le in the firs3 t nlac1 e,

---.

(1A7) I don't even,

(149) I don't 'fen.,: ..rhlt he -../as lookin for (inaudible) but he don't

31
aet no`_ tin frcri
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R (1(,?) h3e
3/

sald I can't find your crack,

3 1, 3
(170) ynu ,cnow, tall, and lust as u.:ly as you want him to be.

1 3 a, 3 a. 3 a 3
(171) He had the nerve to say that to me.
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SESSION FOUR -- FORMAL INTERVIEW WITH CHARLES WATERFORD

(E In this discussion, what were you trying to tell them about women?)

W (1) Blsictlly, that they're not fAls.

(2) This is basically what's appnirg.

3
(3) NO, but see

(4) Mgst yciting pe3oplg.

(5) young blacks,

(6) when they gA into a confrontation like this,

(7) it's a, sorts like an irgdMadtive psgit

(8) d the3!

(9) when thgy get into this thing, you hgre to find out where his

( I

le5verage is.

(10) Where his held ih, now.

(11) Okay.

(12) whgil you dg this, yel don't know hg4 this is going to come out.

3- i/
(13) You don't have any idea,

/
(14) where you're gonna come out on this thing.

3 2.
(15) So what you do is,

2. 3 ,3 3
(16) unless you have a basis for how to think, and reason very

3/
very well,

3 1 3 a 3 /
(17) then you can't, you really can't do anything.

(E Okay, what were you trying to prove to them in this?)

W (18) gkZP.

3 3
(19) Basically, money,

case(20) VI this case the woman's money,
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1 3 /

W (21) is her ,onev.

/

(22) If vnu understand what t mean now.

2
3 2 3 ) 3 1 3 /

(23) It's not a, a, a pin1oing7, or a usin., time of thin:, here.

3 I i 3 2 2 2 3 1

(24) It is that she, you <now, ma<es the decision,

3 /

(25) to he used,

2
(26) if you unierstand what I mean now

3 1
(27) Sg this is the reason way

,32
,

a i 3
(2S) atte-,lotin, to

1
understand wnere the

).

youngster is/,

.1 a
(2)) thin talking in his lanJuage.1 ,

1
(3)) bre3akin7 the words,

a 3 a 3 1 a
(31) using different soliloquies,

3 1 3 2- 3 2
(32) you :snow, different sets of, of sentences,

I 3
..2.

3 A y/
(33) usin different, coinlete different vo-abulary,

3 /

(34) really,

3 / I

(35) you '<noA w, than m
Y

v normal vocabulary.

3 .1 3 2 3 /

(1q Of, you know, trvin7, to understand and tryin-: to c:et them to

s

understand,

3 2 _5

071 w'at I'-1 r:n y,-,I

what

W (3)

(3))

(4.))

(41)

(42)

(43)

coo

do you thine Coolidge
3 .

Nownrn.

sd.

3
This ?..uy is,

he, he'
3
s a duqli.

's attitude is about women?)

.9. 31
He's a dud.

1 3 2.

He, he's, he's heading! towar:2..ds,

,) 3 2 2
as I put it,
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3 1 3
th1e hu3stler or oiihioo. tna,0 which would he in the black

covaunitv,

(46) which In the wnite co,.,nunity,

3 1 3 a 31
(17) You knew, would be like, ul, the entrepreneur.

A
3 /

(49) if you can understand that.

1 X
(4?) This is the puly who, you know,

1 .3 :1 3 /
(51) he uses oeoole,

1 I

(51) Xa1
3

nioulator.

2. -1 3 ),
o us3 s `eon le and mianloulates neo3 ole/,

a 3 5/
Mir is to sa.le thing.

( 5?)

(53)

(5!)

(55)

(5)

(57)

(5?)

(5))

(6o)

,
3 .7 ,).- 3 ./ /

iat, he's at a ooint where he's in transition now.

a ,
,

L , , 3/
He noesn't know 1XACI.LV where ne wants .1,0 Ro.

2 3 1 z?

He's usinc, words like hammer,

2- 3 2 3 2. 3 1.

W^.i.C11 is, you know, a reference to .a woman,

2. 32. 3 a
or a, a lo4er class of woman.

a
, 3 1 3 a

You kncw, nave to be7in to understand that,

3 2 3 1 3 /
you know, this what's happened,

..,;aYs, I want hIn, hut if 'ne ste s out of line, }ln .,et.S It,"

Arnat are you trvin, to say here?)

(

W.At V)1) (

3
-,.7.

2 3 a 1
(6?) In essence, then,

(63) what we're sa
3 1 2

yin7 is,

./ a
(64) when you step out of line e,

(65) 14' r-t,i-
3 2- 3 .1 d 2.

words, the rudi-lentary thiry. in this kind of thing

when you're talkin7 about whor3es,

5 /

(66) and the orostitoite,

3 1 a
(67) The orostitute
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ither1e's a dif3 ferj,ent le3vel of 'el nhw.

.

(69) The ornstitute is a ;,arson who kee's his owr; learn, keeps her

cr ,r

3
n earnir/v,s,

.?. .3

( 1) all rlaht?

(71) ar1 d the wh now,now, is the 4s4.

Z 3 1 1(72) The user, now,

1 3
(71) Ok10

.3 2 3 v
041 She's a nerson whn is beina used.

:2.3

(75) Ri.:7ht?

3 )..

(76) She has a li'lo,

:.: 3 1 q/
(77) or AS we say, you know, an entrepreneur.

3
(7'3) Riaht?

/
(7)) 1-1° i

2,

s t',7..e norson who's ou
q
t th ere.

../ 3 1, , _f /

(9,0) And, he is her protector.

/ /
(91) At that 2oint.

1.3

(42) 7.iaht?
,
..) /

V9) ("Y-CAV,

1 3, ..i 3 1 ).
( p,!." rn tHtS 11c., ',!hat r''.-.. sl..".na is,

a ,,3' .:. V
tynuna tad -lake the own decisi-ms,(q5)

( )

(0'7)

(8))

(90)

(di)

(92)

(93)

as to w';at, they wanta do.

.). 3
c'c,17?

a 3 i 3. t i

And the- 1-e pni,ntina at,

3 1 3 ;. 3 1
you know, the-'re takin and svrina, okay.

),
.

1 want h3/l.
13

''0':ht?

3 /

0:-:-.1y.

q.But in their terms,
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W Oh) /al /
etfaq r,/

05)

(96)

0)1; ,

r;''

/c.1..

, .=

/ (1-

3
4) ph

v.)
3
Of)
1/

rov

.1. 3 A. 3/
(17) Y ss, it's, It,' s a lot of different things.

3 i.
(99) Ah it has d if f9rent connotations to it.
(9?)

3

Differ--,nt

3 /

( 10)) i tches,

1
( 101) Pitches of vour

( P)2) r3ally.
1 If /

( 103) Like you say 3ultsattt

(104) vou know .

( 105) Tit's pan
.2.

excited ohra1se which leans stop.
/

.3./

votce,

3 1

3
I

( 10?) la it lus1 t a 14.-311.2t.e

(109) nkay.

31
(1',D9) wqe" / cif CVforcA) oat

1"

5
(110) You k-n

2.

(111)

-2'
112) ',that dors that 7.,--/r1?-1?

1 .3

( 113) Ar. f' invirstandin/g ht-1 at that noint7
.3

i.
3

(114 rats r11 a ,.. . /

3
(115) wants to 'ArjL.

016) :then he's .skin?
q

(11?) to
I

ch eck it pit,

, 3 .

( 117) afn I Un1Prstlndincr h 1-I?

(119) All riAt?
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2 I/ .1

W (12(1) 9ut the nroblem I have,

3
( 121) is

1
that the linute I be:,in to understand him,

1 q 1
1

(122) mv yocNbular,i increases.,

3 1 3 /
(123) If tha, if that ha-)nens then I have to watch, to a certain

extent,

(124) A knriW, where my vocabulary's AA.

(125) 13C.'CAUS, you '<now, I'm Always o1in this

a
(129 I, I have to ol.=i r a double sti/Ld41.

1 /

(127) Tne1 ,-e, there ha 's to be.

3 /
(129 At

1
a ll ttmes.

(129) Yo3 u 'snow.

(131) Pc't
1

w,,Fn !,711at he3 's saing, And what I can hAir.

3 / J
(131) '.qha1 t I can recocrnize,

I nottce ore ti "e here you were tal'<inc! about who's usin,' who,

that what vou ,,,ere tryino. to orove?)

W. (132) TJ4t's r1 i..1t.

(133) A4--1 then too, to b..13ek hi;.,. into A cgrn4.

aF .1.F F
fr":

'11) You haYe tl ..,t, htn, E:.?t,

3N! 3 ../' 3. , 1.
(135) !,!lst you.n-,sts, vou have to L;et en to the mint whore you

1 3)
for3ce nil to thtn,

a i
(13) (ve,av?

3! ) , 3 2 3 '3 .)
(137) !:ow, what la7,oens i s, he co.,.es out, negative,

a 3 /

(139) to start with.

3 ,2 3
(13)) :fc.'s 11-,n,lv n15,,ative,

3
(141) 2..U,nt?

31. /
(141) :!o'..: that's when the boxing i3n start,

1
(142) '4hen vou asst him
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.3

W(143) who 8 pi-lpin-T wuo here,

1
(1410 what you're actually sa3 yini; is,

;

(145) wh3o.. u.s sn.! who

3/
(14) or

1
whorri.

3
(14?) All riht?

2.
(14q) And he3 's in Affe3ct.

3 1
(14))

3

(150) I'ra usi-

(151) volt ws-n*,:,

r/^1 S2,4ng

yo
3u.

is,

) a
(153) ycu3 're no1

3
t usinc- anybody;

1 3 / i

(154) you're beinp. used,

1 3
(155) You see?

/

(156) .ti

2 3
t it, it's of to

2.

tile point wler1e it's se:na3 ntics,

r.so

/

(15?) at that it.

(15?) And so I'v.i .-rot to straiE:nteh ntyl c-prit and box h'01 in a c4rn4.,

3 /

(15?) Onc1. e he's 7,oxed into that corner,

(14f1) then
3

',as to

(1:1.) in 4. t, It h'i'lt, it that iuncture,

CY?) c f.7 !'71

(141) tOuh-'ers'jn.4.

1 3 /(

(165) 3

, 3 ./ J
() 71

,,/L1"14

/

He has to understand that.

3 1 )- 2
(1A6) That's th reason why, in a lo;t of the conversation,

I 3 - 3 A 3 A 3 .1
(167) you notice that I toot about four or five different slants on

the

069) You !.cnow.
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3 1
W(169) You g At It one way;

/
(170) he doe3 sn't understand that.

1
d

1 3 I

(171) Scl you turn aroun and zro at him another dy.

(172) And you use a lot of, lik.1.e

3
)

3 1 3/
(173) most ne.;;ole would say derolatory teens.

1 3 a
(174) like Bullshit,

1 3 1 I
(125) or "Fuck that sh".."

3 1
(176) You .\-noN'.

.3
.1.

i
2(1 ??) 411 this 15, s sa-/inc;,

3 1 3 ..1. 3 2 3 i

(179 Bullslit As no 'lore tnan "That is incorrect."

1 3
(179) That's all it es.

(180) Or1
1 /,

, uh, "Go, you know, go fuc3k yourself."

,3

(181.) 121ht?

a 1 1/
(182) In o_her words, "Shut up,"

1. 3 1 /
( I-83) "Yo' not exactly cocrnizant of what's n7 to you."

1 1
(18.4) You F...

Y 3. . if /
This is 1-nbortant.

i 1
Put, -o' .,

1 i 1 3 1 S.:.

it's orettv hard to ,;e leo-:, fret it tbro1:7n tneir heads.

1 /.,-, s r'_3 -.t,

3 / /

Basiclly.

1 3 1 3
This is basically what After.

31
Put,

3 1 1 3 a . 3 2 .

if you box hiTn in a corner, and he is not able, inteLiectually,

3a
to cone out,
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2 3 a
_,

3 /
\est (114) then you've dei.. eacen your whole entire ouroose.

. .1 3
C-?5) uo vou s:e. ,,./.1.kt, p,i svix.1;,.1

3 A 3
(196) You2 've defeated evervtning you2 're trying to2. do3.

7. 3 .1 3 1
(19'i) Cause tr vno box ham in too far,

a 3 A 3
7. 3 2(19 and he is not able to onw tnroupb tbis boxing-in ex7;ertence,

3
(1)1) thin, uh, you're, you've lost. the ba311 glie,

3 a
over.(?) The -1q3 , the

i
hal1 pe.ne's over.

(201) I over.b all over.

7 3 /

P02) Thp pvne s over the,
I
n.

( You said the 7irls around here are just plain stupid. Is that

true?)

ki.,t (213)

(2q4)

(205)

(2'16)

(3,

vy (2o)

Yeah.

3/
"?i:ht.

1 3
21-1,r117,

3/
rhat's rnt.

ic

1 3 1..4011,

3 ), 31
(2.) of tPn,

t
1 /

(20!) 7o.:1111. f.7 m trliequR.cy of.e/i,unaton.

2
3

...s 3 ",..,. 3 1
(21')) )., ' ntv,7! tn.e real sincere aot4.1tv to reason.

2 1 I 1 . /
(211) In --)'.her ..r,-rs, reesonin 'qualltaes are not the

2
(212) rt's ro, il-,t54 is:1S, it's not tbeir fallt iosinall,.

1 3 1
(213) It's a, it's an -ducational s7st,,,, that,

3 1 3 .3 / 1 3 I 2 3/
(214) yo1 ',.ow, really doesn't pave thel ttis notcrItill to thinK.

'3 1
(215) It's a, it is, it isn't

1
there3/ .

')-
3 i)- ./(216) but '*It's ..-)t tie "v'llnt.
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3 32 3 1 2
.J (217) The point is, is that what's hannonin7,,

3 .1. 1
(21) is that the youn,sters h erl see a reln3 tionshin between

3 /

the wo3lan
1

and the fan ily.

3 1
(219) Whin is known, you know,

/
(221) It's bee3 n docu:rlente1d,

1. .1 3 2 3 1 3 .1

(221) AbnUt the latriarchal society in, in the black, or Negro,

cournu3n i Ly.

1 /

(222) So what haopens?

A3
(223) ii.F7)t?

3 31
(224) The

1
e
3
ducational systei says "You will do

1.
this,"

3 1 31
(225) But what we're here and all about,

3 /

(226) d, "You will n ot do just this."

, 3 1- 3 1 3 I 3 2 3
(227) "There's a oa, A broader soectruil or life that needs o be

31
encol3 has1 sed in doin7 just this."

1 3 1
wh a

3 /

nx
/

(229) So this is the reason y I say to a, to lnrqe tent,

3 =2. 3 it 3 /
(22%) nest of the rirls, or youn ladies we have colinJ into the

Center,

3 i
(21)) Il1i say nine-tenths of the-(1,

i _, 9 /

(231) are just plain stupid.

(232) ,"cause the, tnelr, tneir outlook is narrowed.

1 3 1 2.
(233) It's, it's, it's not no-fative;

i
(234) but it's lust narrowed.

1 3 / /

(235) the ,-)ers!-)ective is narrowed.

3 1
(23()) Y ou know.

1
(23?) Yeah.

2, 3 .1- 3 .).
, 3/

(2r) In this, in this olrtinular ease here,
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.2 .3 3 2 3 /.W (23)) you no',?, when vnu say, okay, they 4ive you Your ,Ioney.

A 3 .1 ? a 3 ,/
(24)) They ,,,ive you their loney at this )6tnt.

)%.
(24:1) Ri.!7n L.?

z(242) You sny, you le
3
t the,' drithe their, your car,

Z 3. /
(243) or their car.

2,3(244) Hismt?

3 /
(245) Arid .-11 of a sudden

1
it becotles your car.

(246) You
,.. see what I mean?

1 3 1 3 31 ,3 /(24?) Instend of it bein a two-w,?
,

street, it becoyles one-sided.

(249) It'ls a user i?Sk

2
I

(24?) Taus is what's h,Tnnened.

1.. 3
(251) RiYht?

2 3 1

(251) 0'<ay, and you say, you're F;a-1lin.

1 1-
(252) C'.(av7

1. 1 3 ,,
(25-3) Cr 1, ou3r terrs, You're ,,..,in.

3
(?54) You ,7 now.

a-,3)
(255) 0<1Y.

1 3
(25'',) ,Pf- .,-1.,),,:s It-, -10?h?

1.. , .'3 .a. .32 3 z 3r
(257) You're playin a ;'4',1e with yo ursel .

1 1 .3.)
(259.) This is w'-lt you're aping.

l'

3 x 3 1 3
(251) vilI're, you're actialiv outtlno. yourself in a trick Ca 7.

, 3

(260) 6'k.3 v/

11(261) You re, you're i:4 i-,4 hli.

(22) 91?It you can't ?et 'tit.

..), 31
(263) SI ,That You're ioinc, is, You're eeno-loassinY .nor e.

1. 3 x ) 1. 3
(24) As you're in th sae b7/1.

X 3 1 3 1 I.

(265) You cannot ret out of it.
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1. A .3 2 3 .2W. (266) S?). what you're oin is tryin!, to null everybody, everybody

3 .1.

nnd evervthint:, in with you.

(27) a?

.T26) X.c4y.

z .1 /

(26?) An' , "yo5u lo', see, vou io'".

3 1

(270) O' -1y.

a 3 2. 31
.(221) l'ilt tht. -lean

x
s is, nine tires out of ten,

(272) in, in th'!It tv-ie of, of ft4Tew4k, it's

(223) 16$ is k

(274) it's a cho:lood-off "j&".

(275) Yo2u'ro (I3 sIi./h,

(276) yc're,jAhi4.

(27 ?) "41 j(i% A i(1)".

(278) .'<:,,.

(27)) T!'?'0. A at tl..4t ooi&, negins to understRd,

(291) 1:41use You're ch;ootn:r the wri22..ds in connection with L'ne way

3 2 hishe chops his words.

1 , 3 I I 3 4 3 r
(991) Yrrl ,,E, lyin,,,i.n.7, to liF3q so,ewhat sililar terilno o7v,

(292) to .r,et down to the sa)re'14e1 Where ht i.;

.x 3 2 3 x 3 .1, 3 1
(291) If ye.,u frn't do that, you're verY ineffective in this setting,

,(2P4) So
1

no -..atter how c-, education you m,eve,. sc3rlowuere alo' the

.), , ,3 2
cine, 7rni --u.s:-, dro.) 7,)ur vo-ahuLarv.

2 '3, 2 1
(295) Your vo,n.D1;11ry is li'Ke,

1 3
. 3 1 5 /

(296) It's like when [ was ::!oin to coll.ege.

3 2 3 1 3
(27) You know, you say, well you use,

a 3 2 3 a 3 2.. 3/
(288) uh, One uy fiured I used fifty thousAnd words.

/ /

(29?) Or so7,ethi.nz.
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3x

V.i. (2)1) Gosh.

1,1 '5 a Y /

(2)1) 1),-;n here, 'use navbe 1 hundred.

)) IP
(2)2) FOr nr entive, day.

2 3 2
(2)3) That's 111 I use,

1 32 3 2 3 i
(2)4) So w'len I ,,(3 home, I've ,Tot to bren':c thlt stnzention,

(2)5) non-jse,

1 3 :1, 3 ).

(2)) to even converse wt7-h my own wife and ki314s.

1. 3 a 3 /

(297) Do you see whlt Tom sayin-7, now?

a 1 3 2. 3/
(270'.79 I can't core 1. them with this "Okay, rilahm:1."

(2))) Well, thnt donsn't mean anythina: to them.

(310) YoX u 'Know.

3 .). 3 3 .2. 3 /
/

(301) I co.-10 a,, Lhem wAh, uh, "Ah, you're bullshittin me."

/

(312) Well, htiey!

3 1 3 1
( 303) Yrri ',7no.,,,, r, 7ou 1<now

.,-iv
,

(324) ?T P.1-11t eTle qt tne-n th,t
/

(1°C)

(31)

(-30)

(30R)

(3-)1)

(310)

3
1-il1ve r)

1. 3 2 3 2 3/
"A11 You're 'loin, you're oullin ray 17 "

'),
3 3/

T'7'.s Is, t-f-ir !-9,,,.,.

.), 3 1. 3 ./ /

Tnts is, t,1Rir way of satn7, it.

1. 3 -2. 3 /It, ,',-'1 .7.H4, er veu're lvin:J.

.)- 7 2 .1 3
In nth.lr .41rdsp it's n;3-)11, It's q dirct tnNc.

a
(311) It's -.4t -62In.: ar,-)r17.1 the r_.4n,-,

2. 1
(312) ta<in fifty th^usand ..4s,

3,
(313) to sal/ -,:':at nO-eds to

A
he sald,

(314) it's n dirjct stlte4ht.
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(316) Ynit ro nullin ,,,,,y lei!),
3 2

(317) You .t-rto'.t.

.2 3 ?. .3 /(31') This is vhAt it ^leans.
i(TO) Btik. thero's alo3t to it.

2 1 '1 31
(320) 'S a lot more to it than teat.

2 3 1. 3 2 3/(321) 1, 1 thin< that the use of the word "understand"
1. 3 1 l'e / /(322) in this, in, in an of this,

'2 3 . 3.2 3 , /(323) is tr., try, .1*.tq'TpL, in a S.:IRLL way,

a a 3 a 3 3.2(324) to 7.e,., tile youhr-7ster to understand,.
'I(325) t.-.at ta-tat's ha7):ie2. hina to 'ela. ,

3 3 a(326) is actually turnin him around.
3.. 3(327) This is -srnat ',.P3 ' r ,) tal'<in about,,

, 3 2. 3 5.2 3 -,z 3/(-3,) turni-,, h1-1 qr(-111n", sr,,tti.n,::: his head the othetr -.ray.
a. 3 2 it 1 32( 329) In ntk.pr 'nrds, tf v)u'r,3 neiTatiye, and you re so far into
1 / /ne,ativis,l,

2. 3 2 3. ). 3 2. 3 ,z x(33D) that p)u lan7.0)t see any 11.nt at tole end of the corridor,
I .3 2- 3 3 .:4

( -r31 ) '"'l Sc'9 , t''.. i `', '.s, li.ce 1- F.-4r.: t)-1 i S i,S, 1-11r) , ":..r.71iFn, now,
2 3 I 3 A 3 ..2 '.-1'' 2

( 3732) t:'-li.S i., t'1.11; IS toe, the co.q.lor., nomal. ',:ay that I nor:-.11.1y
3),

3 2. .z.

(3'33) If v-)1, if 'roll -.'ai.."'t see- tnat li,ht at the f13 ,-d, what h!"i2oeirisl
'4

-i. 3 /
(334) You ,:et a -!lhsed.-in oars-iec..tive,

2 3/
( 315) of y-oirself,

/(336) So this is -..that t5e P re dotige
31

3-37 Thr r n or?rs.0ec -:tive of t',1,1-seives.

(33B) -,that thev tr39 to rid, is they, at that nolrlt, cho.-) it f
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-. 3 I /

VI (331) They be,;in to go back into the .,notto-type tinR.

( 310) Y'L kj..1.

,2
r:ley re ,7oinoack into this.

)3
Ai-7ht?

-;. 3 /, y
/

It's where I just cane from.

Bu..2t that's not the )3/0111to

2 / 1 3 a
into

1

..,Ihnt's happned is, they're goin autrylatically back into it.

1
3 /.

Tt's really scrnethin,

2 3
es (347) Ws r'1.11TV S')71ethiC_:.

2
3 2 3.2 3 /

(3) It's, it's, to a certain extent, de,radin:,!.

3 i

(34-)) 9e,1117,

1

(350) T1o rq
3,,,,

:, 2. 3 a 3 J- va
(351) :J:ecluJe of, you '-lave. to heln to revert back,

(341)

( 3 4 )

( 3 4 3 )

( 344 )

( 3 4 5 )

(34A)

3 3 3 2 31
(352) insto-ui of w7ressin., and you -oust alwayr ,;-!() back,

. 32-lnd en sneer,

2 /

and you <now, t:1 en:neerin, of trlis tninz,

3 z 3 1 .52 .
3 /

you '<now, -,ust be more pronounced than normal.
* * * * *

t:1 nrov.e

1 3 )

s' t.

(22M) .%,7 s..]---.)::ed to be !-4,--e kirH or ,-ul-lin:- ll:-
/

ht.

1
(223c) You

,

cno4.

1. 1.3
(223d) ",;hich is a hunch of crap.

0
(227e) :`, '.4-1,a.

3 It -,ns?
3

(221f) Ri7ht?
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3
W. (247a) flu secs ".ghat I /wan.

3 3)
(?470 PhVE .10-v,.s a

(242c) to t'-.1,Th

1 3
Metv went It

1-

nno5 -sidol.
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APPENDIX III:

Two Conversations Recorded in a White

Community

The names of the participants have been changed in the

scripts which follow, in order to protect their privacy.
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SESSION ONE -- WHITE ENGLISH

The following conversation occurred in a discussion in an alter-

native school drop-in classroom which was initiated by a tape-recording

of Session Two -- Black English. Participants are Rae, Ken, Jerry,

Nadine, Connie and Sheila.

0 * * * * *

I. 3
K (1) Oh, uh, I dunno.

3 2
(2) I see it as, um more ci!peri,

(3) A, like that ape, :il like tat,

x
(4) b ut, um, it's the

2
same way in, A our community in the white

districa.ts,

2 1

(5) you
3

know, an white peo3ple. (comments)

3 2
(6) Well, shit, man,

3 a 3 a. 3 1 3
(7) she's a far out chick, cause she does what I tell her to do, you

-3_

know.

a a
(8) Like, like a white guy'll take, take, uh a girl an say,

3 2 3 2 A
(9) you know, like, I'm not serious about her,

3 3 A 3 2-
(10) but I'll keep her around a, as long as, you know,

L 3 -2.
(11) she does what I want her to do,

(12) an she's around for A, you know.

S (13) Whit about the sexual thlitg?

R (14) Hcit: do you mean?

S (15) WL1, the idea of Ling people sexually,

(16) using the woman sexually. (comments)

/
S (17) That's what I'm ta3lking about,

3
(18) in the white community. (comments)
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J (19) Well, there's always the pi6b16M that, ygu

3
(20) if do

3

goA , if I do
1

go
2
to bed with him, maybe he'll leave me.

(21) YOU know, which is, yOlu know.

3/
(22) It's uh just the WIG thing.

3 1. 3
N (23) Yeah, well, maybe he won't respect mo for going to bed with him

3
so he'll think, you're not worth it...

1. 32
K (24) Well, shit,

(25) thlt's, that's the same way,

a
J (26) It's still there.

N (27) Thh's chariging thoLigh,

(28) I really think so.

3
C (29) Oh, I don't know.

3 2 3
(30) 1 can remember when I did that trip.

(31) When I 'thought, wg11, ifI go to ba, bed with this guy he's not

3
gonna respect me,

2 /

(32) but, I don't think it has that much to do
3
with it.

3 2 3 3
K (33) Oh, ah, would You please pass the ashtray?

C (34) Gime a dgllai- and I'll dg

V3 2
K (35) I just do anything for a dollar. (laughter)

(36) Yeah, that,

a
(37) and it's 11s16also feeling of bstlfing.needeld.

1 3 /
(38) um, i- if you do, what the guy wants you to do, 1.-

3 3 a 3 / A
(39) you know, y7 you, you can kind of rationalize it,

(40) saying, & well, he needs me, you kneiw.

(41) An like, an, ah tha- that type of trip. (comments)

3
S (42) 0 because there's more orestige in getting a chick an there's more

1. 3 2. S
(43) oh, all sorts of garbage.
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K (44) Oh, m-, ya,

(45) besides thA, it's more plelsdre. (comments)

S (46) Okay, thitre's a lgttg- you4 guys thaut, would run around, go to

bed with any eychick th can lay/,

(47) that's

(43) a lgba-guys getild4, an they th4k bout it more, Yciu kncj4,

(49) they'll get more oi!k,. (comments)

3
(50) They wanta know yo/ u;

3
(51) they wanta know you.

2.

K (52) Yeah.

3 2
S (53) WS, I'm not looking,

a 3 a_ 3 a
(54) I'm not talking about a challenge;

3- 3 2. 'a.

(55) I'm talking about where they want a relationship (comments)

(56) there's more fC. a chick than just balling with her.

a /
(57) That's kinda stupid,

3 a
(58) for a chick to fall for some guy who just automatically says I

3
love you. (comments)

3 a
(59) You know, cause if you're just screwing arMd, you now

2. 32.
(60) an, an you don't even talk, (comments)

K (61) 11411:y2r.

1
(62) There's no sense in fuckin up your own hea3/d.

a 3 /
(63) I, it's almost security;

(64) he the security nf knnwing that there's somebody there to,

(65)

(66)

.7 1
y3ou kno1_w, that he can always go to.

?.t, it's jtgt thit,it2- 2's an attitude of, yo3u know, givin a lin3e a nd havin somebody

3 / /

dumb enough to fall for it.



K (67) 4y,
a.

(68) we're telki about pOlotran

3 /

(69) S iddown.

J (70) Hhe a seat. (comments)

(71) Tat, an it might be a status thing too. (comments)

(72) dK, well, sure,

(73) w?)-1l, that's security, you kr26w,

(74) got their status,

217

2- 2.
(75) an they've got, (comments)

(76) Yeah, it's just a gRe;

(77) ri;rally`.

3 0 3 a_ 3 a 3
S (78) I was in the Youth Center with a pro- a black girl a

a 3
pro3stitute and she

3
needed a stable sister,

(79) somebody to work Zh her;

1 t g t?t4ge(80)saw her talk this other girl into

(81) t:llin her about all the money,

(82) an how, the P2a-y you fifty bucks just to walk over his

-1-
bare ba3 ck with high heel sho3es,

(83) th?bgs like that;

v. 3 / /
(84) tellin her all the clothes she got, an everything.

(85) Like that, used 44'y for the bribe,

(86) A the girl sucked,

(87) jiist of sucked right into it,

(88) She said, she told her she could make hlr, you

(89) the wanted girl all over Selttll,

(90) how she could nave her hair cut in a sag an stuff a?.1. how she

could live with her an how neat the life was an exciting,
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S (91) an stuff like tha3t.

3 3 a 3
(92) this girl was in the Youth Center cause shegot busted by some

plAncicithesmen.

3 a 3
R (93) She sucked in for it,

(94) huh13?

3 3
S (95) Yes she

P.
did.

(96) Atli now they're bgth out there workiin.

(97) See.'s white;

(98) the gther one was blICk.

R (99) Why do they suck into thit?

3 2. 3 3
(100) They got money comin in fron1Daddy,

3 3
(101) they could get a job easy... (comments)

3 A I 2-
(102) Maybe it's not a big change in values;

3 /

(103) maybe it's just bringin the values out in the open.

a 3 2
(104) I mean, maybe they're operating in a society,

a 3
(105) that they've been brought up with different values,

ifi(106) and those values of the society aren't really thers.

a 31 /

(107) An they just want to float easy for a little while. (cOmmentz)

2 .2

S (108) Is3 n't it really hard to get started if you don't have a pim3 p to

2
get hold o

3
f your customers an check ou3t pr our customers an'...

-3 1 3
(109) Cheryl told me she always carries a razor or sumpin,

(110) an, an, she said, like,

.3) 3
(111) always leave your clothes by the chair, by

2-
the door7 ,

2- 3 ,. 5 2 1_
(112) in case you wan- have to git up an run out of sumpin you know.

sure
a

(113) An
a

she said, mate sure you kno3w thy have money,

3 2..

(114) a i not just a gun or sumpin.

3 /
(115) An all these other kinda things to remember.,
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I

S (116) Little
2

ru3les.

2
3 i

1

(117) See., to the real side of it.

1.- 3 a 3 /
(118) but then I sat there watching her sucked up a other girl

into it.

K (119) O
3
h, shit.

3 /
S (120) Cheryl's bo3yfriend's crippled,

a. 3 z 3 3/
(121) an he beats her over the head every night,

3 2
(122) an she's scars front it,

(123) an she says,

3
(124) she brag3/ s,

(125) ye- h, b14/gs,

2 3 3/-
(126) I never run from him. (comments)

32 4
S (127) Yeah, she talked about Denise like, um,

(128) said walk down the street an if any pil wutld stop her,

3 /

she'd say
2..

her name was Michelle Kin3gston or sumpin,

(129) A, IA, her sister,

3 3
(130) everybody knew the fal- false names of everybody,

(131) cause the pigs would chi k:

(132) what's that girl's name?

(133) an she'd say, Michelle Kingston.

(134) SIATAL

(135) That was her false name.

(136) Tti)e' pi4ps .123 the ones who teach them all the gles like

that,

(137) how to act ?.'nn-cent,
7.

(138) that your first day gj,

(139) when you go in a hodl
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(141) In nrostitutio3 n, isn't then, n certain alount of, ah,

3 / 3
lesbians ruhuin around? (con-lents)

(141) ... she's from the U an sha was doing an investig:Ition an

3 1 3 t t

she'd been doing it for like two years or suloin.

1 3 I 3 1 3 1 3
. /

(142) I neard this over KIad, FX, on the .lorning talk snow.

1 3 1
(143) An like she said there's,

3 1 3 2 3
(1!L4) that's the only ty7e of real love that they git,

2 3 2
(145) that they. feel that they can 4t,

1 2 3 2. 3 2
(14()) an it isn't 7ublici..7,ed an they won't cerforn acts for weir

3 t t
13

custo.rer s, at all,

1 S 1 3 a. 3 1
(147) because to the-r it's very real an it's very personal an very

3 i

private.

1 3 1 3 2 3
(1453) An Ws cololetely out of the ,Ioney aarket;

(14)) they won't do it for n o n ' no latter wh...Vt.

I 3 IL
1

(151) Or alst no :natter what.

1 y 1 )/

(150 But that rein./ struck le as, uh, being strange.

3

(152) Slit
I

ait lso2 , I jus3 t,

(153) I can't unders-nd how 'roil can ::et s.:cked into doin:, s-,:.let,,inig

liAe tAt.

(154) I just can't understand it.

1 3t

(155) At all.

1 5 x ) 2 32R/_5) ES-)ecially in the da";'s of w,7,nans lib. (com,1:::nts)

5 1 1 3
iY (157) Cowan's Perk in the guys can;

(153) 41 b4I (co-1,:ents)

i
it 2

(15)) Oh, tba3 t's

3
(160) Think of all the cra,D the :nly's .!otta ?o through.
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1

(161) He's gotta r,larry ner in order to do that.

3 0. 3
(142) L.ntaer ,-,ne of the.a can use' Ulf' other one.

(163) An
1

it's ,ust,

(144) v-)ju ean it nny larried couole where one of 'era's usinp. the
. 3 3 /

othe3r,

W5) the1 Y're duoh enouc:h.

).

(1) I don't know if they're haonv
L

with that kind of rela3 tich2 skip,

3 2_

but the'i keen doin it.

). 3 a X
Oh, theY'r hanoy till so,rebody tells the,a they're not.

1
3 a_ 3 i 1

It's realty funny ',then so-le ody's usinq you.

Because you can ...

a 3
It's not so funny.

(series of caTients)

k (171) Build their

3

S

(17?) mall y.

ro...yrn

3 1

egos.

(co-nehts)

a 3 3 .2. 3 ).

(173) To do that you'd have to blow their ego and not blow it

31.

1 3 /

vol' .ve t lo it eoralletely. (cor'rents)

An if voh w,,:t to do that, you ,

-7n ow ,

, ) 1 .5 1
voh-Z , V4'1 k e.n 0 Y thlt you can do tnat to so-.ebodv an really

3 1 1 /

r,onnn fuck te-1 uo sumoth fierce.

3; 3 ). -r) -,

(177) Yeah, they can :et their heads bl_wn and thentnev'll tal'<

3 1 1

theselves out of it.

1 t/

(178) If he thinks yo3 u're nothin).7, how are you gonna shatter his

q 1

ego?
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1

. K (17?) ... waft an
2-

11VO soebody try and use
3

you an but if yov

3 3 L 3 1

know w}lat's ,ol.nc.r on you're not, they're not really '.sin yo
111

.

R (111) Is thorn A wa y to confront oeoole without totally blowing their

3 A. 3 I 3 3
ego and without you know revenging?

K (191) Sui.o.

1
..

i 1

(192) Pe nerfectly honi3st an'' blunt with them.

1 3 .1 3 1 1

(l 3) It's about the easiest way to set alon with people.

3 1
(194) You know.

1 .5 i

( 115) '4ithout having to really 'et involved.

3 1 ',IR (196) That's really true.

K (197) A?
3 I ,Y ,/.

R WS) it's a way to git aroun, alon7 with oeoole without having

3
to ?et involved.

1 q

(19)) ';itholt =-ettin involved.

(191) S1)14.

3 1 3
R (1)1) end t's one tnin7 that everodv doasn't want to do.

/
(192) Get involved. (comments).

K (-1)

R (10!..)

S (1?5)

(1)6)

R (1)7)

K 19'3)

-,u vourelr hu
1

t.

tri
q,,14,

q3 ) 3
Yean, but wat hn2nes if you've -,otoh

31
tt-e you ?et involved you set sent down?

Then you start olavincr better -,arnes.

1 _5 2 ;
You to know solebody really well, and they've got the

potential of fuckin you 2/ ,

3(U) -van.

1
(211) You don't want to !i.ve 'el that potential.
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R (201)' R .nt, (comments)

; 7

k (71?) 4"t7ht 'Int, -1n.

% ,..; -.1.
1/ /

/

(2n31 You can really Jet screwed up that way.

10
(2^4) S-it. (comments)

(215) 9ut if You are aw1 ire of It and you decide to pla3y,

3 -1

(206) you i!otta be careful about now you're ,:onua pl ay it or else

3 1 31
you mi up:ht be the one that gets screwed .

3 1 3/
_

2,..)

(2n7) And thq, and that's, that's the end of the ,zame, man,

1, 3 '1 3/
(209) seen who wins is to see who c7ets screwed up,

3 i. 5 / i

k (2f.\?) Or -avbe they are an you migit be just a step ahead of 'ens.

y2 5;: i /

(210) Oh, thanIc you _doll.

3: 1:

(211) Golleel

3 1 3
1.. 3

(212) Here, You want this oli one here?

3- (213)
3

It's iust l'other ,*11"'.9.

3 1 3 1 3 1 1
K (214) '!ou -rin he a loner, and wal, run around and have vour,(c-,-nlent)

1 3
,s, 3 2 i t 2,

(215) an, a-d live Your on way but You're -onna be a loner, -an,

3 1
(216) if you wanna live with other neooleA , --.1n,

2 .3i 3
(21?) you cotta -,11.v by by tker rul1-s.

1
(219) You .-now.

1
(21?) F3y society's rules.

1 3 1 q 1

(220) The stron-est oersol isn't ronna play -a,les,

i 1 3 1
(221) an they 7:inna be out by tne,self,

1

(222) but the' lin t ?ohne have no fun ei.5 ther. (laughs)

732 3 i5 (223) Y eah, but see, li'te when t was
1

at Garfied,

3 ). 3
(224) 1 had the biJ problem of wha, what the hell are you tal'<ing

about?
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1 3 )S (225) Y can't, I can't understand you.

(22() You haven't made your poiillt,

)

3
(22?) y:;hriven't slid anything. (inaudible)

,t, 1
(228) You .now, that's the pr1;b1hr,.

i
k (229) That really pisse

A..

s me off whe',1-n somebody does that to me too.

4 1 3 ,-

(230) Grid, I can't stand it,

2 3 '1

(231) when I'm trying to say something

Sand

trying to get a-:other

3 'Y
(inaucPb1c) thev'11 sit there "Ahhhh",

3), I /

(232) God, I hate that'

3
3- (233) We breakin up?
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SESSION TWO -- WHITE ENGLISH

Participants in this discussion are Connie, Rae, Nadine, Jerry,

Dick, Tom and Paul.

C (1) YOlalh.

3
(2) My moil says f use her. (comment)

R (3) Rea1 lly?

C (4) Ye9a-h.

3 /

(5) She said it to me.

3- 3 ). 31
(6) It blew my mind.

R (7) HOT2,-4 do you use her?

1 I-
C (8) Well, cause like, um, okay,

3 2 3 /

(9) like, I want to go to Nevada,

(10) arid like I have this tendency not to stay in one [Aloe A,

very long...

(11) you know.

,.3..

R (12) Yeah.

1.. 3 v-. 7-
C (13) And so like when I (noise)

1,_ 3 a. 32.
(14) I had to beg her to come and stay home,

2. -3 1-. 3 -2- 3/
(15) then I said that I'd stay here until I finished school.

3 .7-
(16) So,

2
like, thre3w the

.2.
atnews her,

3 3. j a. 3 i /

(1?) she says oh you're just using me.

R (18) That you were gonna move.

C (19) Mm3_hm.
2

(comments)

R (20) You mean she
3

thinks you're using her cause you're stayin at

her house.



C (21) 'Aro n,
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).3 :1 3 a 3Z 3
N (27) 5!0 ri.,co-n..e si.1 shr was r-ronna 'o to sThnol and finish school

uxp
3

11

r

here and so thenshe was P..onna split ain in (noise)

1 3 /

(23) in eio'ht -onths. (comment)

/3 3 2 3 /

C (24) Bourne, my mrri f<eels used by a lot of pople.

,
.. 3 2 3 , ,

(25) Se's ilseta trro on and on bout how my, my dad used her.

1

(26) Be) fore they 7of the divo3rce.

A 1, 3 2 32 1
R (27) Well, sh

3
's erooly :,of some sore soot about bete used an

2 3 .1 i

(28) orobly suorsensitive to it.

2 3 1 32
C.(2)) ',Jell, she .paid for our whole house,

1. 3 / 3(30) An, an he sold it an took the money. (corments)

) 3A
T. (31) She has to be a what,

a 3 ,

(32) a martyr?

2 3 3
R (33) -'nu '.2-. w what a martyr is? (comment)

51 2 3 1

Jr (31' (:,.-,., sort of on their o',2-ri trip.

3 Z a 3
g. (35) :!akint7 evc?rboly else f4l like they're, uh, ohoressed

(3') 4.d ,,,4-; down

a, 3. 3 .2(27) anh tht. it's t'lr fa',1*

I ( 3 ) ('t , y?- I\ .

3 3
1

t

(3?) Is, I kroY whatcha mean. (conms,nts)

2 3 ..1 3 z
R (4'1 So sh's ,:ac3e som- c.,oices

.

1) an2 'l s'ne :ioesh't want to 'et the res)onsibilitv for the conices

,

that she's aide,

(

1 3 1 1
(42) 'bout raisin babies as oaposed to

2 3,. P(43) usin her bra ln. (comnents)

a 23 3 3 / i
N (44) Yeah, well, that's chen:in, thou',,h. (comment)

3 2- 3 1 3i
(45) Yeah I really think it is.
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2 3 13

(4(:) At our house it's not like that at al.

3 0 3C (10) re rih ennu.-h to have A Ilid come and clean up.

(4P) Oh hell.

q
C (4?) You do hare a maid.

(5n) rq2 rj

1 3 1
N (51) ,:o, she's not 1 maid,

).

Lou
.

(52) she's just there after school cluse like uise's riot the3re

2 1
all the tile,

kids(53) so
1

somehoiv's there when the kids ::,,:it hone.

1 z
C (54) She do.,-,s elonn 1) though.

3z 1 3/
NI (55) Y21'1, well, hell,

3
(56) wha2 t do you exnect hor to do?

3

(57) Sit on her butt?

1
C. Like, -If you don't money for it, vou

,

(5)) S03 Y1-1,c3 .7-7..tA (4.0 it.

3 /

And n(60) A the uscan^ says,

)1
(6l) well, shit, you

2 3 2 )3
,N('') ..

,,,u, 7,1,:i ,,ets 1) ..n.n c...).-Is list, ,,,s often as Lbuiseds.

3

C (6 ) Okay. (inaudible co,:ments)

1 , 31J (6L) An he, h1/7. cleans up the house an stuff.

3 ).

(65) You know, it's not, jusx t,

3 I 1, 3 1 3
(66) you know, rlennin: house an stuff like tat,'s not jus2 t

3 i 1

Lov:Sels rslonsIbiltty.
1 3 1 3/

(67) It's AS much my Dad's res,onsihility AS it is hers.

3
-). 3 -). 3 2 3R (69 I think, I think some oeoble are makin-, an attempt to chine it.

3 1
I

(62) I sure am.

(70) Sure is a strule thou7h. comments)
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1 3 X 3
KA (71) ,,could you understoo, understand it if you woke up one rlorning

1 3
and there was a note fro:I your old man sayinz that, (comment)

) 3
(72) he's F;onnl e.,o for a ,Ionth,

1 3 3

(73) an he'd be hack with no explination, (co-lnents)

(74) 4./ would vriu li-ke yAr hAsehold to be set un if you h4d A

1 3 1 3
(75) Would von want her to stay home,

1 3 a 3 / 1
(76) or wonld 7on want to share the work resoonsibilities,

1 3 1 )
(77) like she work ';art -time,

3 1
(78) you w ork Dart -tiA e,

) 3 A 3 2 a
(79) you both take care of the babies nart-time,..

1 3 .-3

.1... (80) 11111 I'm workin?

3 .1

R (81) '','ell, if you were work1n,

(82) ho,.: would yo3 u lid ke that to 'e set u

) 3/
1- 03) 1._ don't thin't I'd want to share all the resonsibilities

at hole.

C (Pa) ? mean, fifty fift3?

Tr gc)

_2
(4) -401.11A that, be

A-

(6oarrents)

3 3. 32
(77) Not f T was wor'-cin ei7ht hours a Thy.

2 3 2 31
C (RP) if sic '415 workin ei,ht hours a day too?

) 3 /

/I (9)) Yr,-, t.,1:1, -.'i, a 413'fel-nt story.

)j 3/
R 00) Yplq, wp2 il, cool,

1 3).
(91) if te:Pre bo3 th workinz el.:!ht hairs a day,

I 3 1 hole 3.).(32) theore ,:onna both have to be hole at different sluts,

.1 3 1 A
(93) and tleY'll never 0:et A chance to really see each other --

2 3 A '1

C- (94) Not r-icessarily.
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a 3
D (95) Not necessarily.

1
jr (9') 'In1t if they're workinthe same shift.

tsj (07) Well, who's .!onna be there with the kiN's? (cotaments)

1 3 1 3 / /

1 (9Fk) I don't think I'd want any wife workin when I h=ive kids.

(comments)

a 3 A
33 (99) U1, I thinA l< that, uh,

(101) it's uh a lo3 t moa re of a ha3 ssle
1
if you'll if you have kids right

off the bait.

(111) Cause thIn --

N. (102) W1.1, yAh.

3.

I) (103) cause thfln, °lase then, you know

3 a
(104) if

a
v, uh, if it doesn't work out, hd3re

(105) helre you have this A..',

a 3 1 .1 1
,3 /

1

(10-;) and hP's caught ri.7ht in the middle of it.

'ia.

i\J (117) Yeah.

3 ) 3. .1 3 ..1.

3 2(10k) I "nn.,t have Any intention of havin Any kids until at

1 .1
le3 ast tnree years after I it.et married.

I, 3,
(1(11) Tha e "e'r7 1Ft.

(110) Case f 1,4ht trimake sure thit thAt thik's. pnna 1.4t.

z
(111) Calilse thl:rP's no way in all he3 ll that II:a gonna Tri.t. a

3 2
divorce;

3. 3 2 51
(112) T went throun that myself.

2. 3 A I A 3
(113) IMP divoron itself wasn't so u:ly,

.. 3
(114) but the -,Thole idea of it was up7,1y,

J (115) vela, sllittin t- ki3 ds u :gal

3

J) (11) A hassle'

3 a 2
T (117) a hroblem with my oarents, vou
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a
N. (118) The kids

3
didn't =,e t screwed no at our hou1 se,

1 3

(119) hut t where as a lo3 t of e-.otional thin7s runnin around;

a 1
(120) like :';nn runnin around, sly

( 121) Do3 n't 1:;o awa1 v with your Da
2
d,

A 2
(122) yo1u love me an I love you an all that shits orta stuff,

(co'Aments)

3 1 3 1
R (123) Sorry, honey, but I really ne ed to het away.

(. (124) ',:h,it wouldM. (1(14

a 3

: (125) Probly oet pissed,

yr
(126) ..may?

D. (127) Wonler why.

1
R (128) !-fe'd w on:4er why. (comments)

1 3

N ( 129) el1, w% couldn't sh3Eit,

1 .2
(131) instead of just 7ettin7.. U'.) that ,lo3rhin!, leavin,r the note,

2
( 131)

1

couldn' t she just sly,

3 , 2 3 r

(132) you <now, talk to him,

1 1 2 1
( 133) you know, say, well, (conients)

3a.., 31, a.

(134) Yeea, Ye v!, cause like,

( 135) I think that's A
2

ICinIA stupid way to 'do
3

iJ t.

3 i .1.

( 134) I '.-ink You shoul like, (coments)

13 1 .2

W (137) '1.?: , 76'21 d kAVP to work it out.
I

-2 3

(139) If -.e 4,1

1,

n't '44,7 4t, you '<now, (noise)

. 2 3 .z 3 1(13 ?) you mi'.7ht, ills, You 1,,-now, talk anon+, it,

( 14')) 4/hP not 70 at far awe an jui, (comments)

1411 J4t. lo'avi for a couole months or sum iin (co-:lents)

(142) talk
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1 a
3 (143) say you're lea3 vin for, yo3 u know,

1 3. a 2
(144) you're 70in on a trio to such-an1

.

-such, you mow,

2 3 )
(145) an see

3
ho1w he ta'te s it.

a 32
(146) If he takes it really bad an starts givin you all this

7
-:,

(noi3se2 ) well, sorry. (comments)

a 3 1 1
R(14?) ... in a situation where vou were "tarried,

2 3 ) 3 2 a
(WI) an1 vou had an 0000rtunitv, um,

3 a , 1 3 1 3 2
(40) to 7o, um, in w.th a couole of the j,lys on A fishirr; boat or

,

sumoin like thJ)at,

a 3 ) 3 )
(15) an You wanted to ,!o, ,,o fisoia7,

31
(151) an

1
take a coulle moAhs,

(152) or summer, or something, um

3 1 3 a 3 1
(153) how woul.d, how would you feel if,

054) 12-1;1, your wife said no You can't A,

a /

(155) v.nit know, don't len3ve 'e,

.1 3 L 3. 2
(1.5) ''Ir-v1H you like to have the erivile7e of, of hero -, able to

take off;ff;

3
4'^" *1""sh an

3st,4d7 snmewhere

3 1
for some seminar or somethin.2 7;

(15) You (noise) would Yo3u like that kind of a orivile7,e,

2 3
(15'D) or freeom',

3.2 3,
3 wq) ch, yah.

3 2 - 3 2 5(1^1) I think, vou mow, like if I could _,o an make some money

3 2 2
someo]ace an make ql.lot of money,

1
(162) 1.4.< you can on a fis3 inc' boa2 t,

(163) that'd he very, 41 knOW,

(164) Oke, if wl could,
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1- 3 -A. 3 1 1 ). 3 1

3 (165) If we ware in, you know, in financially, uh, trouble or

a
3 2

anything, I wouldn't re c,oinr an soendinr, all this m3oney on

3 1 3 1 I.

A fishina. hoot lust, iust to he doinr, sumoin,

3 2 3 1
(166) junt to soend, you know,

2 3 1 32,(167) three -,onths away iron my wife,

(16'3) hiit if I made a lot of !nAndv, tn(?n,

1 2 2
R (169) 4h t. if you just wanted to r,,et aw,& for awhile,

(170) yciU ku
7
w, an take like a month,

1 3 2. 3 J. 2
(171) an, an :::11, uh (noise) some, some seminar,

31
(172) go on some kind of a lark,

A
(173) o

3
f s orts,

3 2 3 A 3 2 1 1
(174) you know, lust cause you wanted to 7et away an you wanted to

2
7et,

2 3 2 3 2 3, 2-

(175) or wartal to 7o on tat, uh, morth-lonr, fishin7 trio to s..e

3 1 3 1 3/Canada with a hunch of your friends or somethina! like that,

(176) You, like to have that freedom,

3
(177) wo,1171nIt 7 0u2

323
(179) Yeah,

R (179) Kly.

(1?:)) ':10,..]U, do you think that you'd allow her the same kind of

freedom to take off?ff?

--4
?

(13l) 4 know, do scmethin,, else,

1
.2.

( l 2) like maYbe she'd wanta ...

3 3 2 3 /

J. (1P3) ',Tell off the same month I took off. (lal,Thter)

1 3 1 2-

R (194) 1e1.1, what if sh, what if,

2 3/
(1 '5) what if it was a different time,



R (l 6)

a 3 1 3 1 2.

(1Fi7) An she, sh.- had this onlortunity, say,

3 3(lag) to
1

,:-0 to California an :larticioAte in sole uh conferen/ ce or

1
strioin,

2 3,
(18:)) she was ".onna 17,e ,one for three weeks or a month;

(190) h4w would ld you respond to that?

) 3 1 2 3

a (1)1) Take care of Yourself, honey;

you kno3w?

233

3

(192) ha2 ve flirt) ;

2. 32

.2 3.well

(co!-lnents)

2
it was IUSL, a W".171,

/ 2
095) like she wanted to 'r to, uh, uh,

3 1 3z
(196) ^n land to huv a d ress,

2 2
(197) or sore'n 1i cc that (lau7hte)

2
1 3 2

(1)9) 1 -1-ar. if opt re rich enouh,

3 2 1 3 i 3 2
(1)9) you <now, sA- 0e0:210 can do that, voi <now,

z 3 .1,(20i) That's rind of stuolo,

2 3 1 3 /
(201) but if it's for so-le p.00d reason, then,

1 3.

(202) .s ynethin she really,

, ,

1 5.1

'
')5 is on ,,,, r:-.,r,sons oe, ni!'d it, -you .kno.4,

/ 3 2 3t-.,e0.% an le)t's sav s'ae's lust fealin really hassle nn really down

rt7ht then, A tnIw,
1

1 . 3 2-(MS) rho ,71.15t wants to 71. awv., frci all'those -)eo:)1- she's knn-

. i
, ..).

she :,no'qs with their han7T)s an stuff, you rnoi7,

a 2(n6) the3ir hans that the3 ', shovt ed onto he3r an stuff,

2 . 2 -1_

(27) an she just wants to it awa37 for awhile,

(2) then wnat w-:,u1.11 sap to tha t?

2
:17 (207) en, tht's kilda hard to think ..lit. (lauhs)

Nt
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J" (210) I don't know. (colment)

14 (211) I on't ..7ive a (co!!:nents)

(212) ';111, if, if there're kids in the house, they would probly
3 1 3 1

think it was worse if the wife left.

(213) Cause abst neonle (conts)

2. 3 2 3 2
(214) On the averv;e, ?eon le have sot the idea that the ladv's

3 2 .2.

sunnosed to stl.! ho n-le a ta'<e care of the kids, an

3 1 1
(215) con', an all that snit;

2 3 I 3 j
(216) theros sc!,-.0 nebnle that, 70U '<rInNI,

1
(217) don't think tha2 t w,

1
y,

2 3 1 3/
(218) but there's the rqajority of ?eople that do. (coTnents)

2 g1 9.2

(217) well, hell, it's half his. (corllents)

3 2 3 2 .3 1 3
(22")) vat ?...,out the ?adz es that :o an have their rids an they die

x 3 . 2 3 1
an tneir n sband, ar the iis' father 444 (co-lonts)

3 1 'Y 1 3 1
(221) 0',7.17, sa it can be Dad, Daddy ... (horn ent)

3 .a. , .). 3
C (222) It's c1..ise that's the way you've boon rlised an t4-ht all

I

your life.

'O.

N ',22?) 7-Ah, ir,

.. 3 3
V24 ) nls ftn,,r sits are 'H n,

(225\ .,- ,--r, '7-;,-71-,t1 n t7is i.t,

7 3(22) A All *-.'1.4c other stuff 404 (C0'^7ntS)

2 3 1 '.. 2- 2 3N ( ?27) :)if- -nu no that the's ha, u71, ho!les for runaway -lotners?

3,
nonr!s. heyre fr.1 t:ne

a 3
1), (229

. .3T (2 ? ?) There ,

2 /
N (2r) tiers ts.

a. 3 3
(231) If a -:other mans away,
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a 3 2 ?p 1
N (232) there's )laces sne can go an just tDe with other wen that nave

run awav CroT tneir kids. (inaudible)

2 /

cr (213) Yeah, there's a place in Seattle. (coTTents)

(234) Yeah, the2 re's a .))ace in Seattle for runway o3tners. (coTTents)

2 D
C (235) Fo rt,n flonr of the Y4CA.

1 3A
6/ (23() qUII-Uhe

_

(237) Fourth fleor is "ova,

3 2 3

(23 third fl'-or is for, unwed Tothe1 rs.

/,

Cr (23)) Yoan.

2 3 a 3 I 3 / J

(247)) UT they did nav an Arti-, uT, several. days' artinles,

a 3 /. /

(24.0 +al, I guess it was in the PI about 'en,

3/
(242) an Also the TiTes.

a . 2
(243) An, there ,ras tts guy,

t\ ,1
(244) he Tat.,..e:, t- so,,,e of these, uh, wolen u.) ,mere,

2 3/
(245) just found out how the arn7rAT worked and like thh-,

1 3 -.... y i /

(24q and uh, sees like it was a very :",:"""i oro7..ra:n.

,
a 3 2 2.

N (24.7) Yeah, like, when Ty, Ty, Lpv,se s,w it she s1id

2 3
. 3 .1. .3/19/1,0\ ..,;,11 Tfll k ir, f^ 1..n.1 HI F i, 1,A

t ,

(249) So if she wants to 'it -why;

2 3 2
(25^1 s'oe Ian nalit In ... (coT'.eht)

1..) (251) 1/tne,

3 3 2 5 / /

(252) but hht if, you <now., You ',ust weren't ready for navin leT?

(coTents)

I 10, 3 2. 3/N (253) CkAy, there isn't any real solid exeuse,

a 3 z 3 .2

(254) but to .re's still the fact that lotsa ladies nave kids when

3 /

theilre not really read for 'eT. (coaients)

3 3 3
(255) ',tell, what About the nuno, Yoan.7. p:iris that, like have
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2 3 1 3 1.
11;,ibies And the fa-iilies will sunoort them,

1 3 / /

IV (25)) And say that they can live wth them,

2 3 1 3 2
(259) but the 'wive not to, you know,

(259 theY'll hack 00m ur,,

2 1 3
(25)) but the3 -Ive :et to like, t3ake care of tne baby co-?)1 etely,

2 2
(240) cause like (com--ents)

3 , 1 1 3 1
3 (2rq) Yo1 l don t want v)ur mother Attin around and tellin you what

1
to do

3

all the ti=n1e.

1 3 3 , 1
(22) Yeah, the fine for a couple hours there.

R (3) :,), would vou feel about chan,:in dialers?

2 3
j (64) How would I feel?

1 3 /

(265) I've already done it.

R (a66) D',?5 you think you should ehaJne hglf the diapcf-s?

z 3 1 3
(267) If You had a kid an you were married?

3 D O') Ha3 lf the dlqnel.s.p

R (261 r) 44h. (com-ents)

3 3
(270) Do you think you should? (colm?nts)

31 3 3z 3 2 1
(')71) r'''''!, '''''1.1, "',1, iti -lt sIttn tnare ...

1 4 1 3

(272) I 71ean, I'll 732 tna s-me thin I ,ill at my dad's house.

(273 H'.-, h5e It2st ado:Ael two little <"ris,

2. 3 1 3 3

(774) well, n: didn't ,'ust ado.-)t 10,,,,

1 3 1 z 3/ .3 .z
(9.75) bqt, on of 'em tnree, one's four, you <now,

2 3 2 3 1 . /
(74) but when they ,seta ha.ve diapers, you chow,

3 3 ,I. 3 2 3 2.(27) I use cl, I seta sit there an tell my stenmother that, you know,

2 ..I

(9.7! one of 'em's wet,

2 3 z 3 1

(/79) or one of 'em's -.:ot shittv nants, or whatever.
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3 1

J. ( ?F(1) You knew.

3 i. 31
(2s3l) She'd sit there in bitch 'no out,

2.
3 1 3 / 3 2

(D2) '..7hy, why don't I t?'::a 'e:ri in an change 'en, you know,

(co:ments)

3 1
/ /

3" (233) I don't think it's no
3

fifty percent deal;

3 1 3 1 3 .1 3 1

(:)94) 1 think the :anther should take care of the goddamned babies.

(laughter, co,vients)
7
.1 1 J

R ()35) '..Hu think you're gonna fi-

1 1 3 1 3(22) do you t4lk you re donna find a, a 7irl that, that's willing

3 2 32_ 3/
J (1677) '':,-.11_, when I'fl. nit ho-.e wat is she 7ohna di?

(2,4) Wa3it till I get home to- (corilents)

3 1 q/
(29) ',Tell, that's fine,

('A ) nbl.n7e it,

1 3 1 3/
0.21) but i't's not no flftv rercent of the tie. (coTients)

()3)

(2.?4)

(/,6)

(2)7)

()
(779)

(3Y))

3 2
(300 T >near!, all. the

2.
!no3 ',ne that we can let, into the hou3sehold's

3
just fine with -le32.

2 3 ;z

R (302) Okay, b, but if she 'e,

1 3 a 2.
.-17t tf s'ne orkin oirt tie,

1 3 1 1
an yol were workin irt ti -.9,

.1. 3 3 /

'n you were sharin fifty-fifty,

2

.2 j 2, )1 . 1
y011 e1C-. hid 1-,art -Lme jobs, you know,

7._ 3 2.

like you were hoth teachers ...

a 3 z J1,
Well., if that's the w'a'r we worked it out,

the2n that's the way it'd hafta workou31 t.

1 3 z 32 3/
Well, if she's willinc, to Work that's fine;

( c orlmen t s )



R (303)

(314)

(305)

(30q

(307)

(31)
(3'7)9)
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1 3 a.like, if she's workin eight

hours,

1 1 a

would you be will in

3 1 1
half the laundry,

half the cleaning,

3 a
hours, you were workin eight

to do half

3 J
half the

a.

baby - taking- earn - f,

2

All,

a 3 1 31
... exa-lleof my dad,

(310) -ones

(311) 'I)3.s.he3s,

(312) t';* clO5thes,

2 2.
the dishes,

a
half the wor" around the house. (co:Iments)

a 3
(313) chan,,es

(31L)

(315)

(316)

T 012)

(31F)

D (31)

T

T.

a
diapers

dresses

3
you

You

the dilers,

3 a.

on the baby,

1
theJI,

'<now. (c,.7,r,:ments)

don't like to coo 'ti?

3

That's bad f,

3 2v0.011

cook at all,

(co!iments)

a 3 a, 2
that's bad for the guy you re gonna het, (comment)

l37' 1
3 a 3 1

nro'ly end un %-ith so-lnhe -,ro cannot

3 3/
(321) ht 10s

3 I. t 3 ,2 3 2
(31) Ni-.)11 lon t Flt ere an saY -feu re gonna git 71arried,

(P7)
(323)

(324)

a 3/
he-e,

you're

You do

3 1 3/
nha do half the

3 2 3 31
this an I do that.

3 a. 3 2 3R (325) Cay, let'sl, let's sa, the wife is,

3 3 a_

(326) just -lad reall hassled.' day, yvi know,
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1 3 1 .1 1 2
N, (327) an' the kids've be.en Wiinin n11 day,

3 2_ 3, )(Wno) or of 'en's Ste< nayoe,

1 3 1
(329) on vou know, all this kinda slit,

) .1
(31'0 naybe is hassled b some comnitten or surioin,

/ 3 3
(311) an you oomn hone,

1 3

(332) an she's really tired nn
1

yo3u
$

re really tireci fro2.n wo3rkin,

/ 3 1 3 1 /
(313) 17011 know, on you come hone before, you know (cou;;h)

, 1 3 f I

(334) but she'll cook for "a,

1 3 .

I 3 a 3
(335) WOMA 70U t)'.0 in the kitchen an cook up the neals an ii.t. the

3
kids to bed 'n

./

all that shit?

3- (336) .feah.

1. 31
(33?) If she was sick.

1 3 3tN (3r) She's not sick.

/

(31q) She's just ha3ssled. (consents)

1
.2 3

T (342) D;ends on if sie was too tired to do
3

it)

2.

lazy'

I 5
know.

1,
(341) or just too Lazy to do ;t, you how.

1 3 3 1 1N (342) w,:11, what if she feels like brain lay for a day?

C. (341) Yeah, what if' she is lazY?

/ /

a (32:4) 1,-? t, her be lazy,

(3)45) I (noise) Tod be lazy the next day. (lal.,ntr, conments)

3 1_ 3 1 1

J) (346) -.,Thy Tarry a ninety-nine year old?

3 --3-
/

(347) :.!arry him ninety,

3 1 3 /

(34) ::?.rry hin when he's ninety ei7ht. (convents)

3 1 32.(349) You'll be with him for two years,

(350) A, an then he'll a Ofit . . ( inaudible comments)

.2_

]) (351) 'enn, well, sone,
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3
IX (352) :!eAh, Ifit's happened before too. (conments)

3 )' 3 J. 3 a
N (353) I read an arttele once where this dude Jot married to this

3 1 3

really voung broad,

(354 7) an on their honelo3on,

1 3 3 1
(355) in the !Addle of the whole biggy thing, you know,

1 1 /

(3.5) he1 kee3 ls over an die3d on her. (1a113.:hter)

3 1. 3 .1 33 (35?) 'Pl!it if U.ley just auto-latically annul the marriage? (co:nments)

1 3 1 a 3 a 1
(35) Tnev don t have anv life insurance,

1 3 a 3 ),

(359) chuse they, you don't usually get life insi)ranee before you

I
get ... (co-nments)

13
(360) Well,

X 3 .1 2.

(361) if they're old, you know, like

a
(362) t he mother can have a couple of kids

a 3 .Z 3
(363) the father could have a couple kids,

3 1 . 3 )- 3
(34!0 .,efore 7on ',:now it, you ,Jot a faYily withoct even tr:';in.

(laurhter, com'nent)

a 3 2 3 a 3
a_ 3)

(365) .. an she had, she had four kids livin at home,

1 3 ) 3 1. 3 0

i

r3(4- ,.) ,, ,-,..., ,:-,,-1s;1-,i71-.-r P,o, .-,... ',,,,,,,,,,,

; 3 1

N (3: ?) 1:'!e-liAt l'.1Y.

2 3 2 .2

3-- (3.=-) Fi-st wife, .::,ou %how.

a 3 2 3 a
(3?) :lis oolv wife so far.

7-(370) F
3

irst wife, hut

) I 1

(371) t) i was he3 r third nusband.

z3
:1- (372) No;

(373) foluIrth. (co-Tents)

3 .2

K (3714') She likes to junp around,
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13

3 (375) Huh? (co'llents)

3 5

(376) Cause they think they love each other. (comments)

N (377) 31.
3

`,-;

2 3 1
(378) wen I was,

3 1
3 1. a

(3?-) I !,,as really hun ::,. up on this dude,

3 3
(3'0) an

z
',:e. we1e talkin bout join livin

..t
with each other nn all

3 1
this shit;

1.
3 / z 3

(VI) an I di'in't seee him for a year an2 then he showed up last

3/
:iallbw en; (lhuhter)

1 3 . 1 3 ,I. 3
(32) an, you kno',T, an he was in Seattle for a couple weeks

1 5 .2
3 i 3 a

(3 3) an, you '<now, I -4,1s talk, talkin with my parents but shackin

3

up in his pl4e,

), -1, 1
(P4) an all this shit,

;.3

W5) an they said we 1,

a 1(3?) like if inthr2e or four months, vou know

2 3 2- 3 .2-,(S °7) I at t'nis feelin wain I want to 7) s.ack uo wIth h-rl, vou

.1

know,

2 3 z 32 1 3,2_
(302) lf, an, you know, if vou do, you can,

`

2

r;- ,

3:2-
-.: :

i-/
(3 ) but, if it (i'7)sl/ work rylt, 7nu ?an 11Vs l000 110 .0,

a a_

you know,

1 3, ,2_ 3/
(3Y")) justt :).0:(3 a polnt try not to have any kids. (no!;.se)

1 3 /1/
(3.)1) ... read:, to handle it.

3 / 3 -.2 3 / i

(372) ''.rell, as it ha-),ens, we eventually b-oke up anyway.

3

(3)3) 9ut You ''now (co-Inents)

2 1
(394) oa,ts, no,
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, ) 3 3 3 a.
(35) wlon he showed ue we were, we wore still pretty hun,3 up on

A
each ot),er for awhile there,

2 3 2_

(3)6) You 1 :In',7, but, you '-cnow,

(3)7) 4 d-4 didn't 3even l'i:e the c7Ar. (co.,:lents)

, 3 2 2_
/

3- (3)) Pare1' -s aro the :ost critical thins I've ever seen.

3 2 3 2 3 2
W (3??) ny dad has li'<ed some of the Tlys I've hung around with,

3. 3 2 j 2 . 3 2- 3 a 3 3/
(/ O) but this one dude he didn't lite hi!: cause he was a biz leech.

3 2 3 a 3 / /

000 He ju.st suc'ted off of everybody.

2 1 3 a- 3 i

(r2) i!,7 di!-?h t :et R job or notuin,

; 3 A 3 3
(`NO3) he went An lived do,

2 3 2 3 2 3/(r4) h' went .1.n lived with my mom. (1.au7hter, co'vicnts)

2. 3 3a
(r5) Ate 'er food.,

2 3(1r) ,kr. sh-4.,ed uo mv little brothers' ree,ls,

2 3
(V?) an ill t:his s*i

3
t, veu '<new.

2
. i

(IP
3

(op 71n,, (.-!'rl ,c't he
3
r if he "wild have !-;pme .one:/. for a

3 2 2
oac1/4 of hi',arettes,

2. 3
(Y0)) she'd it to -Am,

2 3 3
-hh

(q1) ehts)

3 3 1 3 2 a
N (1,1?) nee-)1 77et, becnuse s sec.rity in it,

(L11.3) '? ew? (c nrsl
) .2.

N (q14) 71, .S' heho1,1 thin< t:it i:ettin: -..r_rH is a wig/ of

.)-
sa...rin,

3
with(q you '.,ayo ha ve to live witn me2 . (conts)

2_ 3 1 3 1 31
]) (w) T'd r-,th,r live Trith a chic t for a while f4.rst,

1_ 3 1 3 i I

op?) before, 7`1 <new, it t do c-et married to her. (co,lrients)

N (L119 Hell if 7ou can't! (comment)
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(`1p) V.)at, about ',.arria7e? (co,1-!ent)

3 3 1 3 1 '3 /

(//2.',) I, I list thin'-: it's a slit, of paocr.

; 31
(101) That's 111 it is,

3. 3 1 3 .3- . 2
(922) 111 you do is, all you do is -et up there, you Know, (com-lent)

2 3 1 31-
023) an 011 can believe it' or not,

1 3 2 a.

('i24) I 71ean, it's not really ma,

a 3 1 3 2 3A
('125) it's not 7onna ri%<-_, that !luch difference of how you live.

3 2._

(126) It -A,'.-It if von were real,

1 3 1
(q2?) if you were 1 real moral person,

2 3'
(ipP) but if wyl ..71 r:-1, I `",ea/ n,

3 ) 2
(y2?) if --)11 don t care cat society tins About you,

1 3 2 3 1(y31) an you don't ,are, von 'snow,

1 3 2
('W' 1) it ponle say,

32- 3 g 2 a
(/ 32) oh, the- re not ,arri,.d,

3 2 3 ) 1 3 1
('/33) the-fro just ltvin to other, you know,

.. 3 2 3 32
014) qr. I lottl -leo7,le All call ya weird an diffe na:es,

2 1
(13.5) but if yo3u don't care,, then

X 3 /

(143=5 it lin -1t gonna ".1<e that much difference.

3 3 i 7.

Or) :f .rol h-iv,: a stir of oaler to say you'r.; lirried or n
3,.

f'

(lauihter, co.'1--:ents)

/ 3 1
(. (q1) Ton I q

1
et harried, lice, 1 th in': I,

z 3 1 3 /

(i]l)l it'd no r,'.. '-,o na:e 'in our own' -.4ria:-e contracts,

) 3 1 3 1 3 , 2
(01) insteld of liAe the tradttlonal, old, 70U <now,

1 3 3 /
T. ('1141) society rules. (comments)

3 1
JD 042) I'n c.onna,

2
(/41) wn c:et

3
Ism r:onna,
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..)1 (0044) yr.0 instead of a ra,a3rri-c,e U.cense, r zonrrt use, till,

3(L145) sonet'lin7 that is rl("re,
3 /

(1FP.',) 12.1, you not lust a slip nf pa2er,

(1-147) s'?..in:: that wl..., are officiall.y rrlirriied;
3 1 3 ,/(pt?) I'm ::-onna us..-: salet'Anz that is rl.ore lastin7,
2. .2OM)) that doesn't uh, that' s not,

2. 3 I I/(95')) itiq not easily L-it-stroYed,
1 3 2 3 1 psi,(v51) Y..A. ',.,-,fy.7, .....on. can dostroy it but it's not so easy,

.2. 2( ' [ 7 ) 1n T*' r 0 t ( CnT.'",ilrlt)

(953) 7,..)41/ 1

(/5'O ?!I, l''- no t . (co!-.:vent)

1/ )- 3(955) '...o, 1'1 no1t.
1 3 2 3 2 3 z(L/5) Fqct, if,-. not, II:i not even ?..,oring be married by any juaze, or

3(459) pri.,:st,

(.1-15c1) 01 1::::'f.'!"-Ir.:- 1-1.<1 4:^1s;

3/(4cg) Tod -1.t-lar'-ave a, have it :lore b7.7 a r,r)Oci. frien3,

1 ..., 3 1 /( 46()) bY, /fr., both of.' us. (r!o-zpeits)
/(L14,1 Y='Is1

3 2.

(.4f:.,2) S..-.)-1,_,t''-1-- '---0-, (co.n-lehts)

(.463) I "--...).-r l'-,1

II- 3
.2 3 )..

( I:64) ''1... Ti---. sl-in,- 'h-,4 I ---r....14. -,"-,.r - ',t:-ir- nor,,-,
3 .. 1 3

a_ 3 2, 3 .1 3 .z 3 1 2( 465)) -.nr1 s--:)01.1.r.: thli Thst ,, j US t A .)-1-?.c..! of" ryiner that ',7,3 . .

p c h,

(col- rents)
3 2-3 .2 a 31.,sts forever,



3
JD ( +1,(-.7) T dont t want,

(46A) '<r.os if

(469)

(473)

(471)

(472,

G73)

(474)

(475)

(476)

2 45

3 1that lasts for, vors

3 31
5 I

1 13 3zAftor abolt twent.v ,roors, .fist gonna say (c(,,,,ic.,.nts)
a

A fthr rrIn-b1
3

1, -1sittin thertl,

just sl.t.tin

loo'-in !at
3, 2sny oay,

3
1 ?,).";IF b'li; it for

P (477)

N (473)

p. (479)

ean?

1

1,
../..0.., :2

3still

3
for3 t.y?

2 3 1 3 1. 2
.11.' 9 t--..4-:, nolyothyle.,ne we:4,-14,n, controcts

3) '119{0

(491)

I -1,,,-y-, 4-, ,,,,,t
3 1

'-'_^,.. ','-o-w.', ..-...

I
, )r)1.7,?+:--1,0

3, t
to--.:7.4..-...-.-,,

/
,,-,,, ,..,or7.44.n, contrn.ct.

(1...,.,ht-r)( ----;.o-4,F;)

(1g1f-ii-Fr)

23 A 3 .1
N (4-9,2'. .Thc.s. 1 an 1 e

(433) 4 n7r0.1 `.1n1.1,-, 4.,
3 1,.oroyer,

3/j) '4'10 '") ! ,,, , J.
- V

3, 2 3 3
(495) .7'):2';2'1 '--" , fo,, -t.', "-.1..--,

3 2 '3 ./
(4;:k6 ,^1 '-.--3-, -'-'11.1 r---r,-?.., 1 / 0 (.....!--.elt7)

3 2 2
,. , .. .3- (4973

4 e 4
'-'..,, r+r1].:1 'C'2 c.-o:_-;'.n-oi r-'" -,rds,

2 3/
(Lioa

(497) b-qt., it -_'IDS i./.prlss eo--,,,,. <i1s.
3 1.. 3 2 )..(490) Yoli. '.:-.7;:/, iik9, 13 ti s s-:; you <now,

3 2 3 2(1+91 ) A l<tri +,1-,.4. :!ett in s,-;'7-.1r)1, aryi t:^:an . (..o:-..--Innts)

3 2 3 /('492) (y.i I nts 1r. -q.rri,-,i1
3 /

(493) *.r..ia irdol c,..-1 n
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1 1

N ( 49k) .:11, -r1 --!! oronts jot N,Irrie3d it was uh,

1 3 1 1 1 ,/
(495) li<o, 0-1i a:1d 1..ouise, 71y step-riorrt, sorta,

1 3 1
(06) when thev r-ot 7.arrlfb,

3 ,1 3 / 3 i /

(197) it wasn t just a join,.n,: of the two of thein;11 12 2
(L.93) 113 s ix of us tcl.:-1s sto-1 oi there,

; 1 2
099) riznt nA:t to thel,

1 3; 1
(500) ..!ith t une oriest, yo<now,

). 3
(501) an they were just readin ot-s

3
(502) 'n

2 sit /

(,503) a so then when it was vAs,

3 3
(504) 144 all just hu.,:ed ehh other an all this shit,

2_ 3 2_ 3 1 3 /
(505) it %,,s re a neat weddinz,

(506) ca?..!se there w,s n3o say in:, ljce,

a 3 1
(507) if sir*, 71 ''n ^'.r,

(5031 T11) '7,7 131 111 tho
.3/

71',1
2

(5,-)9) b)it 13f r;a:2-5 i3s Lcu;Se s hi juis t

t bette/r;rill F'nfl warts 'lir': to

). Ji

. 1 3 1
(511) 1.h-1. FO, 4:-. ',7',.F. n.: hi1-.T t-iln: s- .7i,-,,,

3

(510 n')w I have to
2

stay hr hi-1

, 1 . 3 a_ 3 a
(513) an *ve t c",1 -111 t'.11.7 nt'-1,,r F':it 4-:-It thoy',,e J 1 in

t2.-1, -;rri.1,7, -k)11AF, :1. 'xnow.. (Co ;:'lest)

3 2 3 3 1
( 514) Well, Prl not sure;

a 3 ..1,-
3 3 2 3 3 / 1 /

(515) "la.7ht I thin'< a lot vas just dad's le30..1 2rofession,

2- .3 z 3 a_ 3 i /.

(516) an,. it would he sot, to.hell if he wasn't Narried to her.

5 3

(517) 7-,,1 1ivevi, they livod to
3 2

ether for al-lost a "ear )')ea fore

3
she lovas lin

3 I 2 1
titer rot you '<now;
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1 3 2 3 2

N (518) hut then the7 decided,

2 3 2 3 / 3 1_ 2
(512)) 7011, You 1<now, they kin!A kyle...! when tney,

2 3 1. 3 1 3 / 3 .2 3 a
(520) wnon he wont And lived with 'o r they kiril know evontuAlly

they were .:onni probly :,.i.t r:.Arriod,

, 2 3 2
(521) evhtuslly,

2- 3 1 3 2 3 2 3 2, 3.2
(522) And, Also, you <now, for then to hive custody of us kiiis,

3 1 3/ i /
(523) they neoded to -,:e le:,q1y 1A-ried hy, by courts, ALso.

2 3 2 3 2
(524) And they wlnted us kids to be lblo to live with then if we

3 / ,

decide'l thit we wanted to.

1 3 1. 3/ 2 -1

(p575) An, 'urns out we did, you know,

A 2 3 2
(526) but the courts wonldn't have let us live with thel I don't

3
think if -ly o-',,

3 2_ 3 .z 3 / 3 2.

(527) you know, wis still sin7le And un-Arrlea, you know ...

(co--lents)

3 3 2 3 .2_

(0) ',P,- ;10 ,!= *.'Ot t':!: '11'-'teCi us 0.,:iS tO live with

3 A
th%'?, -1'1 '-:now a., (co.-,,nonts)

I 2. 3/
R (529) FnAt shAll nArriaze be? (corllents)

2 2N(:,-r ''': --- ,.,-, im.

1 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 3_
(511) iho-or re-ison t'e: did it -.:'is li.ke if ,'hythinf r:-!lly hAppened

3 2. 2
to either one of 'e:-.,

(532) there, t.-.erz., von k-ic, like,

2 3 2 3 2 2
(513) :ny did's In tno too five in the UnItei StAtes,

3 3 x
(534) An

a
Louisets in

2
the top sev en in the United Stites in inco

/

bracket,

1... 3 31. 3 2
(55) an-like in if either one of 'en died the'd both be able to

3 1. 3 I 1
take ere of us financiAlly but,
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3 1 3 2 3 2. 3 X
Pi (536) lot's say it' ray dad died and Lie am: dad weren't tarried,

2 3 1 3 /

(537); then Louoe wnldn't be 2.ble to support us,

a 3 ./ 3 x
(53a) cause the courts weuld take us away from her and c2;ive us

bic! to our Ic3on,

2 3 1 3/
(537) wich we really don't .lint.

A 3 a
(540) And th, so, you '.(now, It's j'I3ss

1.
3 i 3 i 3 A

(541) thore's a lot of le7al shit, you know,

3 1 3 1
(542) really, rlesly, (comments)

a3 3 2. ,
i i 3 2

oN (543) Yea, you ean e two indiYi:4uals but the court would

3 3,1-
roco7nil,o you as a whole unit.

1 3 1 2
(544) It, rlahe there would be some other stuff in it, (corn.nents)

3 1. 3P (545) A -r oTont a
3

7o you asked what's the difference between marriage

9,
vin~(546) and l ivirr. to,ether1 ,

1
(547) and,d, do,

1 3 2- 3 .1

(548) to le, it 5eems that, oh, livin_: toether would be '. :lore

3 3. 3 i

real relationshio,

).-
/ /

(549) since peo3 ole aren't tied to each other.

,.2 . 3 1 .3 2 3 .3._

(550) The- --.av- to ''-r'< a lot he-4or,

3 1 3 4. 1
(551) to

1
reach tie othor oorson. (cononts)

2 3 2 2. 3 / /
(552) A, a lar:e Tnourt of rnderstndn:: between 91.(;.^. other,

1 3 2 1
(553) 71'1 l'-'), '740 tt-1"111 ct''7 tai.

3 2 3 2. 2
ke(554) 3eons li t':o" would ho -r oo interested in,

-3 ). 3 /

N (555) Pleasin the ot'r_or nerson.

1. 3 i. 3 2_

P (556) in livinz, 7011 know,

2. 3, '2 3/
(557) frorr. dar- to day,

3 3
tin'!. up a, a real situation that they could be

con ortable in,
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I 1.

(55)) inst5:ad of uh,

.1. 3 ) i) 2 3 i

(50) i;eendtn.. on a le ?al contract,

31
(561) !!o;.

..1, 3 a 1 3 2.. 3 2,

(562) instead of blinT? In the role "-a, uh, role hTlshid a1,1 the

3 3/
role wife,

(563) and, uh, ola.,Irw the .amo of husOand and tho game of wife.

-2_ 3
(564) ..'i2 t's wr3on-, with wha'?

(565) The roles, that have ...

1 3 1 ). 1
(566) If a crisis comes alon7 la3

,

ter, you .r.ow,

(567) tee 'r:,r,.i destr3/Je.i,

2 3 2
(568) an

a.

a le3rson's, would be really lard to get bac1:( into the
,

.

3L 1 1
roe, you know,

1
(569) bee'lus,-, it's it's ltke sgaethin7 f4ced,

3 . 3 1 3 /

(570) or, el, it's li"(e. havih:: someone else do a tning for :,ou,

(nom-eht)

4_

(571) Y3 l.

t 3 i

(572) -Lt.'s done for you;

1 x 'S 2 3 Z
(5-)3) A ,..,,t, -,",,j7.., ;# , ,i..,.,,, ,,,, ,,,

1 2
(574) if tt's t

3 .1 :
7en 1

3
,..-,, so-eaow,

1 3 1 .2 3) 1 -1

(575) 4)10 :lerson's just lost In a votd, you know,

3 1
(576) ii there t-r-'s h91.,-..to (no-Icert)

2 3 1 3 1 2
(577) to,uh, fall bac< on and 0.et bac',c into it;

x 31 i
(57) but, notuin, but time, you "-cnow,

1 3 1 3 1 3 2 3 T 3 I 2
(579) to "i..).rn all ovqr main on a nersonis 2n individual effort,

-x- 3 1 3 1
W1) 44 to, uh,- benome that kind of aerson that they were before

3. /

the crisis,
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1 -, ( ,

f (381) whatever the crisis was,

2 , 3 2, 3 2 3
g (58Z) von re talkinc- ahout .marril*e An the., An the stereot7le s-nso,

2 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 /

(533) hf:,c-oise 1 t)ink that marria can hipuen in just the way living

to Tether can ha': en. lcornent)

(594) No I 'm not.

1 3 2 3 2_ a.

(535) th, I think th,,t, well, like, our relationshi7 As like,

5 1
i' 31 1 3 / /

(586) more like Paul described living to-ether,

3 2 it's 3 x 3 x
(58?) in that, you know, t's a thing that we work out from nay to

3 1 3 /

day aria try to Ma 'r0 A life out of it,

1 , 3 / 3 2 ?-

(538) and then, we re trying to, You know, like,

'3 2 3 2 A
(5E19) be indivPuals and work out our own roles,

3 2 3 1
(590) arid break away from, you know, the, the stereotyoes about

1
marriage,

3 1 3 2. 3
. 2

(591.) aria stor.,,tw-ep of ar-i ex ectations of what A .41fe snould be,

5 .L 2
(592) !,,T1t. a hus'-.1n4. sHolld be,

,

I I'
(533) an n st

3

ff 1-ie t'-..at,

3 /

(594,) Really trvinC to work out otr lives individua/ lly.

3 / 3 2 1
(5?;,) '?.-,,son 7 -o' --rr',1, .:r'!,

(596.) was -n
3
rtly for seerlt7,

2 1
(59?) un, partly because, un, I was really to the p4oint wnore I

3 'x 1
really wa-led to s are my life,

(593) an c
1. 3. 2 2.

uild ^:v life vita s, so'iebody,

i 3 A 3 0. 3(599) in a way gnat was really Anti:mate and clse,

aWO) 3 2 ,3 3
UM, that r.donItthAnk takes nlace very eAsily unless there

is A comm.."....ment,

3
(601) two neoole, you no1_w,
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1 3 1

(602) to oach otor, um
,

, you <now,

1 3 ) 2.

(603) not a le,:.11 comliJment,

.) 1 3 2
(614) out, uh, a crmIltment, you <now,

(6'-'5) n o
3 2 5

e
/

rsonal commitment to one anothr.
1

1 3 I a
(66) Uh, I think that, you know,

P's
31 3

(607) there Are drtain in which I've grown and certaln thingsw v

3 1 3 i 3 2.

that I've, uh, been able to begin to work on,

(60) and, and boon able to becom3/e;

.2 3 2 2.

(60))because of the relationship,

1 3 ). 3 z 3.2 /
because of, you know, the male-female interaction, partly;

1 3 , a 3 2 3 1
nart1.7 oecause, um, you 'nnow,

a 1
I trust tht, uh, .7.5e isn't gonna snlit when thincr,s F:it tough,

tha1 t he, you know, wants to stay wtth me an work thinms out

tomciirther.

2 3 1 3 1
(610 and 'he trusts that I'm not monna s:,lit when thins -,-4..t. touch

ten if they Are har3/d.

3 . 2
(615) 4e still care enough About each other1 ,

3 3 3
en-y:::n in t-le

2 3
f..7:'mt we d,e,

3. '3 2 3/
(617) and that we make from day to (1,y.

; 3 a x
(61a) hi, to say that, um,

a 3 1 1-.

(619) it' .s w or th, it's worth stickinc: to^ether when

(620) an/ d'that it's worth s, worth, um, yo3 u '<nozw,

3 2 3 1 3
(621) buildinm somethin, that, that can't be built,

I I. 3

(622) um, yo3u know, in a Yea1 r,

(623)
/
or two !ears,

3 a:

(624) three years,

3hArd,
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i I /R (625) five years even.
1 3 1 3 2p (67_4) ,lhen you put' all that effort, 3n,

1 1 .3 .1 2(627) into a thin; from thq very becinnins, you know,
1 3 2 I(62S) keep doino: it,

3 2 3 / /(62'1) there's more stability.
1_ 3 x 3 / i(630) Like, it' s easier to have it done for you,
2 3 .2. 3 2(431) like, to, takin7 school (cough)

f(611) strait li.ce, forl-exale.-
3 1 3 2

(63)) You kno.?, start out from kindergarten (loin.* the same thins

day over, day after day31 ,

% a. 3 2 3 ,/(634) same hours exactly,

(635) 31,1. knlw,

( 630 yo11-1 sit, it's,
2. 1(43?) afterfter a few years your bo3dy's been, has been whilp)ed into

11that tv-,e of a thing.
2 3 2(6)E) But, if, uh, scrlething ha32pelns, you ',now, like, you leave,

(639)
-1. 3 1 3 A into A 1(6)9) taxes a coulle years co sit hack into it, you know,

2_ 3 a. , )-
( A.,!:') ',,-0._ 7 f-Yal t'rat, '.hat :lust, uh, fro- loin, it on Your c?..&

, 3( 641) fro- .>u; ldinn. un ,

2. 3 2- 3.-
( ':'''..42) ba.c..: un Yourself,

, 1 3 a- 3( 643) y -)ou, ,,no r,7? nrobablyia stroner oerson than anyone that's
/had.it done fo3 r them.

R ( 644) Yeah, that's true.
1 3 a 3 1- 3 .1

( 649 Fact, if ,Toe left, I, I k-mw I could so on living,
2- 3 2- 1-(646) I could handle :ny life,

. / 3 1- A(647) An I could find hao->iness and all that
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1
com?le3t,71y fa3i2-l apart and m

3
y ego

;.

wouldn't be destroyed

1 3)
and all that

5 1. x
(619) Ahli I think ho3 's tne same way because (cow7h) we, we're

3 )
individua/ ls.

-,',
. 3 .1. 3 I 33

(650) I, yri.t kjw, it would he really q0AVV if he did split, you

'I

know;

1 3 /

(651) it woul-i cA,15,1 q lot of traumas,

X 3 2 3 /

(652) but I, 'm know, r could handle it.

1 3./
(653) You tnow, and T could t<een on -701ng,

1 3 /
(654) and, anl, continue.

1
m

1
(655) And I think soe marriages are such tat,

2 3 ).. . 2.(56) li'<i) You were tal<ini,! about,

I -' x- $ 2_ 3 2 2.

(657) the', end uo with a void because as individuals they haven't,

-3. 'i .2. 3 i
(653) '):-:, es, enially wo-nen, (comment)

A 3 1
(71) "" 11.-1 4, they haven't, lea

,

a_ 3
(660) they don't ,row,

. 1
(661) and they haven't achilved a

1
stable identity of their own.

3 1 ).
(,,4 ...

3
.-,,'2_rrl L,c. ref that, 7 trk, thnn ..:

5
(--en,

1_ 3 '1- 3/ .but, uh, I mean, women have less than m ten. comment)( 663)

( 664)

( 65)

2 3)
They accent their role.

1 3 2 3 /
The,t ar!IP.It the decistons that trade for the21. (coynents)

3 1 1N (656) I ill.v. 1 ,uestIon:

3 z 3 2 3 .1.
(66?) why, why is it married women and simge women have to lake,

3 i 5 1. 3/-
um, a definition of what they are when they write oirs and Miss.,

1.- 3 1 3,
(663) You know, why can't they just write Ms., lit1e (coIment)

3).
(669) roll can,
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N (670) but isis it 1 al vet?

R (?1) Yeh. (comments)

i 1
N ( n) Yoqh, but so

3
many ,.)eoolo,

/ 3 a 3 j 3

(673) you know, ask tf You're :rs. or Miss. (comments)

3 a 3 -../. 3 L
(674) I Wip t think that %hat should be a tnine ! that everybody

31
should do,

(675) jut out M.

R (676) 'Leh.

3 1 3 2 3a I.
(677) I sort3 wish I would've kept my own, my name, you know.

1 3 1 I

(6 ?3) Just on 'Irby:biles. (comments)

I /
(679) Jus3t for

1
the orin1cinle of the thtn, you know.

'. 3/
(680) I don 't really care ... (comments)

:V (651) T, it makes you sou3 nd like you belon3 ,_ if you use, you know,

3 1 3/
your husani's nae.

3 1
(692) RS

).

far 1S that ?04?S.

1 3
3 1 1

(653) If you're a woman, vou,knew,

2 3 1. 3 1_ -7_

(684) you ou:!hta stick with the same nano, you know;

3
. 3 .

(655) if
1

someon saw you an someone saw your nusean2d they wouldn't

thin< an:itnin,..;.;

3
(656) they, you know, 471d think you're, you <now,

a 3 1 3
(657) 'iov, there -..:as nothin loin on there, you '.(now, (coT,Ients)

1 3

C, (655) 4ou171 you mink. it was a crummy de5A if, li<e, after you

/. :3 /..cet married you take Your wife's name?

3 1._ 1-

(6591
.

Aat would you think of that?
a

3 I ?-
{690) 1 -194n, v, lust slv (co- Vents)

3 x 1/.
3) (691) That'-? be strAne, (lAuqhs)

3 a. 1 /

(... (692) W7lat would it feel like? (co7-:,:ents
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2 3

,T (693) I 7w m, if she wants to keep her ova nTe there's 1 1e -dal

/

well/. she c%n do
3

it. (corlents)

1.1(69) Oh, it's ti;,..o to adjourn.

1 3 . 3)
(595) noven thirt -fivel

(com.lonts)
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